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fSection 10 entitled "Closed-Cycle MHD" was centered in the
Westinghouse Research Laboratories under the direction of T. C. Tsu.
i
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recovery steam generator.
• P. W. Eckels, who developed a design for the preheaters
and stoves.
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• L. S. Frost, who assisted in the assessment of existing
data and in the development of the plasma properties
used.
• S. Huo, who described the performance of sub- and super-
sonic diffusers.
• R. W. Liebermann, who wrote the computational routine
i
K`.
for the plasma properties, MD generator design and
overall beat balance.
• J. H. Murphy'. who developed the superconducting magnet
f field design ane costs.
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SUMMARY
u
ti
The combined power plant understudy here consists of three
interlocking loops: the external heating loop, the closed-cycle MHD
power system, and the bottoming steam power plant. Except for one
parametric variation in which high Btu gas is used, the external heating
system gasifies coal to make low Btu gas, which is burned and the heat
is transferred to the MHD working fluid through periodic-flow, refractory
stoves. There are also air preheaters, argon preheaters, and other
auxiliary equipment to assure the best possible heat utilization in the
heating system. The heated argon gas (helium is used in one parametric
variation, howevsr) enters the MHD loop where it is accelerated and
cesium seed is added. The seeded gas then enters the MHD generator
where some of its enthalpy is extracted in the form of do electricity
(which is converted into ac through a suitable power conditioning
system) plus minor losses. The MHD generator operates on the principle
of non-equilibrium ionization except in one parametric variation where
thermal ionization is assumed. The necessary magnetic induction is
provided by a specially designed superconducting magnet. Leaving the
MHD generator, the hot gas is decelerated in a diffuser and then gives
;
up its heat to the steam generator of the bottoming plant. The cooled
gas, with its cesium seed condensed out, is then recompressed in a
two-stage compressor (with intercooler) and returned to the periodic
heat exchanger to start the cycle anew.
r+
The bottoming plant is essentially conventional except that
i
the steam generator therein is really an unfired boiler without the
	 j
usual furnace losses, stack losses, and draft fan losses. It also
receives hot pressurized water which is used for intercooling between
the two stages of the argon compressor, for cooling the MHD generator
duct, and -for cooling the do/ac inverter. Most of the turbine power
	 -
viii
a
y
produced in the bottoming plant is used to drive the argon compressors. 
The remainder is used to drive an alternator. The combined ac output 
from the MHD generator and from the bottoming plant is 1000 MWe. 
A very large number of geometric, thermodynamic, and electrical 
'" 
~rameters can be varied to optimize the plant. Our objective is to seek 
out,' by means of a logical sequence of parametric var~ations, that plant 
configuration which is not only feasible but efficient, and also results 
in a competitive cost of electricity, if possible. To aid in this 
search, we developed a special computer program which is capable of 
calculating plasma properties (with either thermal ionization or non-
equilibrium ionization), designing the MHD generator, and making the 
overall heat balance. After completing more than 900 computer runs, we 
found tha.t for an inlet stagnation temperature of 1978°K (3100°F), the 
best system employs argon gas seeded with 0.0005 mole fraction of 
cesium, an inlet stagnat~.~il pres!sure of 1. 096 MPa. (10.82 atm), a 
generator coefficient of 0.70, a ~mch number varying from 0.90 at 
generator inlet to 0.85 at exit, au.d a magnetic flux density varying 
from 6.0 T at generator inlet to 4.2 T at exit. The MHD duct is 12.2 m 
(40 ft) long with an inlet area of 2.15 m2 (23.13 ft2) and an exit area 
22' 
of 11.4 m (122.66 ft). The cycle thermodynamic efficiency (plant 
ac output divided by heat input to argon gas) is 55.1%. When losses 
in the external heating system are taken into account, the thermodynamic 
efficiency is reduced to the power plant efficiency of 43.9%. After the 
necessary auxiliary power is deducted from the plant output, this efficiency 
is reduced further to the net plaut efficiency of 42.2%. 
Capital cost is estimated at $1,912/kwe, and cost of electricity, 
19.0 mills/MJ (68.5 mills/kWh). These costs are distressingly high. 
However, it should be pointed out that 88% of the cost of electricity is 
due to capital investment, and 72% of the total major component cost is 
due to the external heating system. 
ix 
w ^
t
E
In conclusion, we found that the non-equilibrium MHD
generator operating on cesium seeded argon is capable of high power 	 r
density, large enthalpy extraction, and good isentropic efficiency
without requiring excessively high temperatures or very strong magnetic
fields. However, the external heating system assumed in this study
detracts significantly from the cycle thermodynamic efficiency and
imposes an unbearable cost burden. It is, therefore, recommended that
the external heating system be replaced with an internal one, namely,
a high-temperature, gas-cooled, nuclear reactor, and the entire power
plant be reevaluated. Separately, it is recommended that non-
equilibrium plasma research be continued upon the hope that a viable 	 r
t
	
	
power plant might emerge at significantly lower temperatures than herein
assumed (but higher than that acceptable by gas turbines).
ti
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10. CLOSED-CYCLE MHD
10.1 State of the Art
In 1961 Kerrebrock (Reference 10.1) pointed out that the phe-
nomenon of electron-temperature elevation can be induced by joule heating
to enhance plasma conductivity. Ever since that time the nonequilibrium
MHD generator has aroused widespread interest. The initial enthusiasm
was reflected in a prolific outpouring of theoretical and experimental
papers, a few of which are cited in Reference 10.2. Although the early
experiments confirmed the existence of the so-called "Kerrebrock effect,"
the degree of conductivity enhancement was much lest, than had been theo-
retically predicted (Reference 10.3). There followed a sustained period
of basic research, with important contributions made by such investiga-
tors as Vei_tkhov and Dykhne (Reference 10.4), Zampaglione (References 10.5
to 10.8), Solbes (Reference 10.9), Kerrebrock et al. (Reference 10.10),
Kruger and Evans (Reference 10.11), Brederlow and Witte (Reference 10.12),
and others. As a result, the nature of plasma turbulence induced by
ionization instability became better understood, and the theory of non-
equilibrium ionization was much improved. Experimentally, Zauderer and
his colleagues have, since 1961, persistently and methodically carried
out a series of shock-tube tests with gradually improving results. Most
recently, they have paid considerable attention to electrode studies
(Reference 10.13) and have demonstrated an impressive 20% enthalpy ex-
traction (Reference 10.14). Also, using shock-tunnel MHD generators, in-
vestigators at Eindhoven University of Technology (Reference 10.15) have
independently achieved an enthalpy extraction of 24% and a power density
of 140 MWe/m3 (3.96 MWe/ft3).
The research effort has been strongly motivated by the hope
that some day the nonequilibrium MHD generator may find application in
large-scale power generation. The MHD generator, whose only function is
10-1
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to convert heat into electricity, must then be integrated into a complete
6
power generation system including, as a minimum, a heat source, a means
to circulate the MHD fluid in a closed circuit, and•a heat sink. 	 For
base-load power generation, efficiency , and economy considerations dic-
y, the MHD generator be combined with a bottoming plant whichtate that	 	 $pro-P	 P
duces additional power and rejects heat to the environment. 	 The technical
and economic feasibility of such a combined power plant cannot be taken
for granted.	 Although the possibility of combining a nuclear heat source
with a nonequilibrium MHD generator has been investigated (References 10.16
and 10.17), feasibility has not been established, principally because of
the lack of a suitable high-temperature, gas-cooled, reactor. 	 The pur-r TM
pose of the present work is to study the feasibility of using a fossil-
9 fuel heat source where heat is generated by the combustion of coal or
to i coal-derived fuels.
_.;J
10.2	 Description of Parametric Points to Be Investigated f
10.2.1	 Cycle and Component Description
The combined power plant to be evaluated is shown schematically !`
in Figure 10.1., It consists of three interlocking loops serving three
distinct and necessary functions. 	 On the left is the external heating
loop, where coal is gasified to produce a low-Btu gas. 	 The gasifier is
described in more detail in Subsection 4.4. 	 The gas so produced, with
an HHV of about 5.35 MJ/kg (2300'Btu/lb) at a temperature of `794°K (970°F),
is burned in combustors which are made integral with the high-temperature
section of the main heat exchanger, HX 1 .	 The high-temperature section
actually consists of multiple units of refractory "stoves" of the peri-
odic flow type.	 The stoves are designed not only to heat the required .
s
flow of MHD gas to the desired temperature, but also to impart no more
than 300`ppm of impurity to it.	 This is necessary because excessive im-
purity would be detrimental to the mechanism of nonequilibrium ionization
(Reference 10.18).	 The checker work of the stove is divided into several
sections with appropriate materials being selectee.' for their respective
temperature ranges.	 Before entering the stoves, the noble gas (which is
r
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the MHD working fluid) is preheated in the low-temperature section of
HXl , which is actually a separate heat exchanger of shell and tube
design. The air preheater is also a shell-and-tube type with hot combus-
tion products on the shell side. Detailed design and costing information
on HX1 (including combustors) and air preheater is given in Appendix A 10.1.
After passing through the air preheater, the combustion products are dis-
charged to a stack at a temperature of 400°K (260°F). The effluent is
treated to meet emission standards.
The loop in the middle of Figure 10.1 is the MHD loop where the
working fluid is argon gas seeded with cesium. (Helium is used instead
of argon in one parametric variation.) The argon gas acquires a high
velocity through an expansion nozzle where a predetermined amount of
cesium is injected. The gas then flows through the MHD generator which
is of the segmented Faraday type. Where nonequilibrium ionization is de-
sired, the electrodes are assumed to be tungsten wires lined up in the
direction of the magnetic field slightly above the duct wall. Otherwise,
flush segmented electrodes are assumed. The MHD generator is surrounded
with a superconducting magnet capable of producing a magnetic flux den-
sity of 5 or 6 T at the generator duct (see Appendix A 10.2). The do
output of the generator is converted into ac through suitably designed
inversion equipment described in Appendix A 10.3. The gas leaving the
MHD generator immediately enters a diffuser where the gas is slowed down
to a low subsonic speed. A discussion of diffuser geometry and perfor-
mance is given in Appendix A 10.4. After the diffuser, the gas flows
through the heat exchanger, HX2 , which is really an unfired steam genera-
tor. HX2 also receives heat in the form of hot pressurized water which
is used for intercooling between the two stages of the argon compressor,
for cooling the MHD generator duct, and for cooling the do/ac inverter.
Details of the steam generator are described in Appendix A 10.5. Cesium
is condensed into liquid form in the coldest section of the steam genera-
tor. The liquid is removed and reinjected into the gas stream at the
nozzle. A two-stage compressor with incercooler circulates the argon gas
around the closed loop.
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On the right side of Figure 10.1 is the steam loop. The steam
generated in HX2 is used to run a 24.13 MPa/811°K/811°K (3500 psia/
1000°F/1000 0 F) turbine plant which produces substantial power. Some of
this power is used to drive the argon compressors. The remainder is con-
verted to electricity. This power, when added to the inverted ac from
the MHD generator, makes up the total plant output of 1000 MWe. Since
the steam generator, HX2 , is required to utilize low-grade heat from
pressurized coolin& water streams, conventional turbine bleeding and
water heating must be rearranged carefully in order to achieve the most
beneficial heat balance.
To get a better idea of the components involved and their rela-
tive size, a plant island layout of the base case is given in Figure 10.2.
This is a 1000 MWe plant burning Montana subbituminous coal. The MHD
fluid (argon + 0.001 cesium) is heated to a stagnation temperature of
2367°K (3800°F) before entering the MHD generator at a stagnation pres-
sure of 0.939 MPa (9.27 atm) and a Mach number of 0.9. The MHD generator,
operating on nonequilibrium ionization, is 18 m (59 ft) long. The super-
conducting magnet, omitted from Figure 10.2 for the sake of clarity, pro-
duces a magnetic flux density of 5 T at the entrance of the MHD generator
which decreases linearly along the duct length to 2.3 T at its exit. The
diffuser, with an efficiency of 90%, is 44.8 m (147 ft) long. The steam
generator receives most of its heat (898 MWt) from the argon gas, which
enters it at 1319°K (1914°F). It also receives 269 MWt from pressurized
water which comes from the intercooler at 670°K (746°F), plus smaller
amounts from other cooling water streams. Of the heat received by the
steam generator 99.5% is assumed to be absorbed by the steam, the other
0.5% being lost by radiation. The two compressors require 269 MW each or
538 MW total, which is supplied by steam turbine drives. The turbogene-
rator in the bottoming plant supplies only 14 MWe out of a total plant
output of 1000 MWe.
The do/ac inversion equipment occupies a large area, but the
external heating system takes up the most space. Because of design limi-
tations on size, it is necessary to use four gasifiers (Figure 10.2),
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p each of which is fed more than 20 kg/s (80 tons/hr) of coal.	 Grouped
a
around each gasifier are 1 air preheater, 7 argon preheaters, and 14 re- -_i
r fractory stoves which heat the argon gas to its final temperature. 	 The
hottest section of the checker in the stoves is made of yttria-stabilized
_• zirconia, which is unfortunately very expensive. 	 The heated argon is
then piped to the MHD loop. 	 The hot pipes and valves (not shown in
Figure 10.2) are also very expensive. 	 After Figure 10.2 was completed,
the heating system was rearranged in order to shorten the pipes, but the
final cost was still very high.	 Another cost reduction idea utilized was
to use a large concrete duct (instead of steel pipes) to convey the argon
gas from the steam generator to the compressor.
10.2.2	 Parametric Point Selection
It is evident from the preceding description that the combined
power plant under investigation will be very complex and, probably, very
expensive.	 The objective of this study is, therefore, to seek out, by
means of a logical sequence of parametric variations, that power plant
configuration which is not only feasible but also efficient, and whose
capital costs result in a competitive cost of electricity, if possible.
There are, however, three basic constraints:
rq
•	 The power plant must include a closed-cycle, inert-
gas, MHD generator
i
•	 The source of heat must come from the combustion of ^!
coal or a coal-derived fuel
a
•	 The design of unconventional components must be
based on state-of-the-art technology or a reasonable°
(i.e., Justifiable) extrapolation thereof.
The last condition applies especially to the design of the MHD generator,
the main heat exchanger, HXl, the superconducting magnet, and the do/ac
power conditioning equipment.
The parameters to be studied and their range of variation were,
for the most part, specified by the contracting agency and are cited in
Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1 Specified Parameters
i
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1. Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal -} integrated fluidized
bed gasifier -> combustor
2. Montana subbituminous coal > integrated fluidized bed
gasifier -r combustor
3. North Dakota lignite coal integrated fluidized bed
gasifier -> combustor
.^ 3
4. High-Btu gas -} combustor
• MHD Working Gas
1. Argon
2. Helium
i
• Stagnation Temperature at Inlet to MHD Generator
1. 2367-K (3800°F)
2. 1978-K (3100°F)
• Ionization Mechanism for MHD Generator 	 r
3
1. Nonequilibrium ionization (elevation of electron tem-
perature)
2 Thermal equilibrium ionization
• Assumptions Regarding Nonequilibrium Plasma Properties
t
1. A turbulence factor of 1.0 and an interaction parame-
ter limited to 0.5 (state-of-the-art)
2. A turbulence factor of 0.5 and no limit on interac-
tion parameter (extrapolated technology)
-3
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It is not necessary to permute all the parameters listed; some
of the combinations would be impossible or meaningless anyway. We chose
to study eight sets of parametric combinations, as listed in Table 10.2.
	 r _^
The first four sets involve the same basic MHD cycle. The only
difference is the fuel used. Thus, the eight sets involve five different
MHD cycles. Set 5 is based on a plasma turbulence factor of 1.0, while
the interaction parameter is limited to 0.5. For Set 6 the inlet stagna-
tion temperature is lowered to 1978°K (3100°F). Set 7 is based on ther-
mal equilibrium ionization at an inlet temperature of 2367°K (3800°F).
Set 8 uses helium instead of argon as the MHD gas. For reasons which
na	 will become apparent later, cost information will not be generated for
Set 8. It remains to find the optimum cycle (optimum combination of all
operating parameters) for each set.
f.
10.3 Approach
Before proceeding to search for the optimum cycle, we of course
must define what is meant by the optimum cycle. Unfortunately, the best
cycle cannot be defined by a single figure of merit, either numerically
or functionally. Although one might define the best cycle as that which
results in the lowest power cost, to evaluate power cost is a laborious,
lengthy, and uncertain procedure. At this stage of our study even the
design features and materials of construction of several unconventional
components are not clearly defined, let alone their cost. It is not pos-
sible, therefore, to computerize cost calculations. On the other hand,
we can calculate with reasonable accuracy such quantities as cycle effi-
ciency, size of MHD generator, and the amount of superconducting wire re-
quired.
There is relatively little we can do to influence the cost of
equipment in the combustor loop, which is virtually fixed once the fuel
type, the combustor type, and the plant size are fixed. The cost of the
main heat exchanger, HX1 , depends almost entirely on the top temperature,
the gas flow rate, and the impurity carry-over requirement. The costs of
10-9
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Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Fuel
Bituminous coal X X X X
Subbituminous coal X
Lignite coal X
High-Btu gas g
Fluid Bed Gasifier X X X X X X
MHD Gas A A A A A A A He
MHD Inlet Temp., °F 3800 3800 3800 3800 3800 3100 3800 3800
Ionization Mechanism NE NE NE NE NE NE TE NE
Turbulence Factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 N.A. 1.0
Interaction Parameter N.L. N.L. N.L. N.L. < 0.5 N.L. N.A. < 0.5
Notes: NE = nonequilibrium
TE	 thermal equilibrium
N.A. = not applicable
N.L. = not limited.
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the bottoming plant and the do/ac inverter are relatively insensitive to
our parametric variations. On the other hand, such variations do have
considerable influence on a number of thermodynamic and geometric quanti-
ties. Accordingly, our optimum cycle may be iafined as that cycle which
best satisfies the following criteria:
a. A cycle efficiency as high as possible
b. An MHD generator (hence superconducting magnet) as
small as possible, specifically less than 25 m in
length for a total plant output of 1000 MW
c. A reasonable generator aspect ratio, specifically
falling between 5 and 10.
A separate investigation has demonstrated that two-stage com-
pression with intercooling is definitely better than single-stage com-
pression. Three-stage compression with intercooling is too complicated;
the slight gain in efficiency will almost certainly be offset by the in-
creased equipment cost.
Our strategy is, therefore, to search for the cycle with the
highest efficiency, at the same time taking care to make sure that condi-
tions (b) and (c) are satisfied. Thus defined, finding the best cycle
might be regarded as an extremum problem in applied mathematics. Unfor-
tunately, because of the nature of the problem and its complexity, Stan-
dard mathematical techniques for optimization, such as the calculus of
variations, the method of steepest descent, geometric programming, and so
forth, provide little help. The method we adopted may be described as
one of selective, systematic search, but not one of indiscriminate, mor-
phological probing. A physical understanding of the problem and mathema-
tical intuition were used to eliminate a great deal of fruitless
exploration. Even so, the performance of a large number of cycles still
had to be calculated and examined. For this purpose we developed a very
versatile computer program (see Appendix A 10.6 for details). In the
"plasma properties" portion of the program, it can handle either thermal
equilibrium ionization or nonequilibrium ionization. The working fluid
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can be either argon or helium seeded with various amounts of cesium. The
loss factor 6 (to allow for inelastic collision and radiation losses) and
the turbulence factor E (to allow for the effect of plasma turbulence in
the relation between scalar conductivity and effective conductivity) are
adjustable. In the "generator design" portion, the flow can be either
subsonic or supersonic. The velocity along the duct can be either con-
stant or decreasing at an adjustable rate. The magnetic flux density can
be either constant or tapering down at an adjustable gradient. The gene-
rator coefficient can be varied. Allowances are made for friction loss,
heat loss, and electrode voltage drop. The design calculation terminates
when:
1
• The interaction parameter becomes too high (this
stopping criterion can be removed, however)
• The Hall parameter becomes too high
• The generated voltage becomes too low
• The generator duct becomes too long
• A prescribed amount of power has been generated.
The "heat balance" portion of the program is also flexible. State prop-
erties at MHD generator inlet can of course bu varied over a wide range.
The diffuser exit Mach number is adjustable. Compression can be either
single stage or multistage with intercooling. Component efficiencies and
pressure-drop coefficients are all adjustable. The program also includes
various numerical techniques to hasten convergence and to perform accu-
rate integration in the fastest way.
A number of the constants used in the computer program will be
mentioned and the values selected for them justified. The plasma loss
factor, 6, and the electrode voltage drop are discussed in
Appendix A 10.6. The friction factor, f, for flow through the MHD gene-
rator duct was taken to be 0.008 after consulting References 10.19 and
10.20. The heat loss factor a 2 was taken to be 0.05. This was modified
from the value used in Reference 10.19 because of the different
{(
F 
`/
Co
temperature and flow conditions and, hence, the different heat transfer
characteristics pertinent to this study. By making use of our computer 	
i
program, we made a sensitivity study for the friction factor
(Figure 10.3), the heat lose factor (Figure 10.4), and the electrode vol-
tage drop (Figure 10.5). It can be seen from these figures that even if
our selected values were somewhat inaccurate, the effect on overall cycle
efficiency, n, is negligibly small. The effects on enthalpy extraction
and on isentropic efficiency of the MRD generator are larger in most
cases. For the purposes of the present study, we can proceed by using
the selected values.
Other performance parameters of major components which were
chosen and held constant are:
Compressor efficiency 90%
Nozzle efficiency - 99%
Diffuser efficiency = 90% (subsonic) or 87% (supersonic)
Inverter (dc/ac) Efficiency 98.5%
Bottoming plant efficiency 45%
Alternator efficiency in bottoming plant - 98.5%
Pressure drops in heat exchangers HX1 and HX2 = 3%
of inlet pressure in each case.
A compressor efficiency of 90% might appear to be high by cur-
rent industry standards, but it should be realized that the compressors
involved would be very large and their pressure ratio low. The assumed
efficiency should be ,achievable if special designs were made to meet the
specific flow conditions. The assumed bottoming plant efficiency (45%)
is higher than conventional steam plant efficiency because, in this case,
there are no combustion losses, no stack losses, and no draft fan losses.
It is also assumed that there are no restrictions on machine availability
to compromise efficiency. Today's steam turbine compressor drives and
steam turbine generators would be expected to have efficiencies of ti 43%
Since the closed-cycle MHD plant is not expected to go on line before
1995 a hoped for higher efficiency of 45% was chosen.
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Thermodynamic calculations for the conventional components
(the nozzle, diffuser, compressor, intercooler, main heat exchanger, and
steam generator) are straightforward. The generator design section of
the computer program calculates electron temperature, electron density,
plasma conductivity, effective conductivity, gas velocity, other gas
properties, and duct area as the gas flows downstream in incremental
steps. Electrical current, load voltage, and accumulated power output
are also calculated. The step-by-step calculation continues until it is
terminated by one of the stopping criteria mentioned earlier. At this
point the enthalpy extraction and isentropic efficiency of the generator
are calculated, as is the total do power output. This power, when multi-
plied by the inverter efficiency, gives the MHD ac output. Inverter
losses, in the form of heat, are removed by cooling water and fed into
the steam generator, HX2' The steam generator receives its main heat
from the MHD exhaust, but also receives lesser amounts from the compressor
intercooler and from cooling water used to cool the MHD generator duct.
It is assumed that 99.5% of the heat received by the steam generator is
absorbed by the steam. The enthalpy rise of the steam is converted at
bottoming plant efficiency into turbine power, some of which is used to
drive the argon compressors. The remainder, when multiplied by the al-
ternator efficiency, becomes the ac output of the bottoming plant. The
combined ac output of the bottoming plant and the MHD generator is the
total plant output. The ratio of the total plant output to the heat
added to the MHD gas by the main heat exchanger HX 1 is called the thermo-
dynamic efficiency.
The method of selective-systematic search discussed previously
has been used successfully to optimize the thermodynamic efficiency.
After making some 950 computer runs, we have found the maximum thermody-
namic efficiency for each of the eight sets of combined MHD steam cycles
described in Subsection 10.2.
r
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TABLE 10.3-CLOSED CYCLE MHD PERFORMANCE AND COSTS FOR OPTIMUM CASES
Parametric Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Electric Power Output, MWe 1000 1000 1000 ' 1000 1000 _1000 1000
MHU MWe 986 986 986
_
986
_
810 989 959
Turbo-generator, MWe 14.2
552
14.2 14.2 14.2 190 11.5 441
Steam Turbine Output, MW 552 552 _552 678 660 6
Com p ressor, MW 5 R 538 538 485 648 207
Generator, MW
Fuel
B i tuminous Coal X X
High-Btu Gas
Furnace Type-pe-A uld B
Oxidant-Preheated Air X X X
_
X X X X
In Het Exchanger	 3 X X X X x X X
MHD G A,
Seed Materi al
Flow Rate (Seeded Gas) 	 k Is __IW IU933 1	 2068 1	 2645 19 27
Ionization Mechanism N E N E. I	 N N N N T
MHD Generator Inlet Conditions
Stagnation Temp., y 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 1978 2367_
Stagnation Press.	 Atm 9.27 9.21 9. ?7 9	 7 110.26 10.82
Mach Number
Maq netic Flux Density, T 5 5 T	 5 1	 5 1	 5 1	 6 6
MHD Generator Parameters
Seed Fraction 0 00 1 0 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0015 0.0005 0.0050
Generator Coeff. 0.75  5 0	 5 0 80 0.70 0.80
Velocit	 Gradient Coeff. 0.20 .20 0 0.20 0 0.25
M	 neticFluxGradient C
	 ff	 m1
*750^.
QQ 0.03 0.025 0.004
Turbulence Factor N
Interaction Parameter N.L. . L. N_ .1_._ 50.5 N. L. N.A.
MHD Generator Results
Length	 m 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 19.2 12.2 25.0
Mean Width	 m 2.48 2.48 ^ 2.48 2.48 2.23 2.42 2.71
Length/Mean Width 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 8.60 5.02 9
Enthalpy Extraction
	 % 62.5 _62.5 62.5 62 47 0 58.1
Isenlm is Eff.	 % 77.3 77.3 77.3 77.3 68.2 72.7 83. 3
Bottoming Plant Eff,
	 % 45.0_ 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45 0
Therm	 i	 Eff	 (MHD /Steam)	 1 59. 59 59.3 _ 593. 54.1 55.1 54.2
Powe	 IantEff.
	 %
 4f, g¢,L
46.1
- 46.1
	
_
46.1
50,0
X3.6
_41.4 . _
41.4
42.2
42.2
41.3
41.3Overall Efficient	 %	 _
Total Ca Ital Cost x 1Q-	, $
455
2206.8 2178.4 2202.3 1666.7 2336.6 1839.4 2057.2
f	 kVVel 2287.5 2228.3 2256.4	 1686.6 2434.4 1912.5 2146.7
Cost of Elect	 Mflls/kWh
Cali
72.312 70.442 71.329	 53.316	 76.956 60.459 67.861
Fuel 6.370 6.287 6.297 17.745	 7.012 6.870 7.023
0 er: & Ma1nt. 1.081 ^ ,0 X63 0.048	 1.196 1.171 1.198
Total 79.763 77.074
8.0
77 988
8.0^
71.109
8.0
_8.5.164
8.0
68 501
8.0
-76-082
B.Est. Time of Construction 	 _ 8.0
Notes:
^I) Where Applicable
t Use Base Delivered Fuel Cost
03 Low Temp. - Shell & Tube Recuperative;
High Temp, - Periodic Refractory Stove
a
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10.4 Results of the Parametric Study
Results for the optimum cases are summarized in Table 10.3.
t The seven parametric points correspond to the first seven sets of
Table 10.2.	 The six lines at the top of Table 10.3 give electrical and
turbine output results. The next 21 lines specify heating system parame-
ters, MHD generator inlet conditions, and operating parameters. The re-
mainder of the table gives MHD generator results, plant efficiencies,
capital cost information, and cost of electricity.
The term "thermodynamic efficiency" has been defined previously.
It is (total ac output of plant)/(heat added to argon gas). "Power plant
efficiency" is the product of thermodynamic efficiency and heating system
}	 efficiency, which is defined as
i
Heat added to argon gas
Heat input from primary fuel
The heating system efficiency is 85.3% for Point 4, for which the primary
fuel is high-Btu gas. For all other parametric points the primary fuel
is coal, and the heating system efficiency is 79.6%. In other words, to
get 1 Btu into the argon gas, we must burn the equivalent of 1-1/4 Btu of
coal. This extra 1/4 Btu is needed because of gasifier, losses, and
other minor but unavoidable losses.
When the necessary auxiliary power is deducted from the gross
electrical output of 1000 MWe, the power plant efficiency is lowered and
becomes the "net plant efficiency." Details of auxiliary power calcula-
tion are given in Section 2. Tabulations of capital costs and calcula-
tions for cost of electricity are given elsewhere.
Results for Set 8 (with helium as the MHD gas) are presented in
Table 10.7. Since the helium set was not costed, it is not represented
in Table 10.3.
Auxiliary power is needed for fuel handling and waste processing, for
the gasifiers, for the cooling tower, and for other miscellaneous elec-
trical equipment.
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TABLE 10.4-CLOSED CYCLE MHD PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF SERIES I, ARGON AT 7367°K (3800°F)
Parametric Point 1 2 4 5_ 6 7 8 9  10_ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18_
Ele tricPowerOutput MWe 1000_ 992 994 993 886 1008 990 1013 961 1017 1014 983 962 997 942 910 1	 893 1018
MHD. MWe _986 888 985 947 288 904 779 844 612 827 872 794 644 923 459 292 330 785_	 _^
Turbo-generator, MWe _ 14.2_ _ 104 _8.31
553
45 .6
565
598 104 211 _ __ 169 350 190 142 189 318 74.0 483 618 56
Steam Turbine Q_	 pI _MW-- 552 584 783 573 614 589 669 592 580 611 660 571 718 775 770 604
Com ressor MW 538 479 544 519 176 467 400 417 314 400 436 420 338 496 228 148 198 367
Generator. MW 14.4 105 8.49 46.3 607 . 106 214 172 355 192 144 191 322 75.2 490 627 572 237
MHD Gas A A A A A I	 A A A A A A A A A
Seed Material
_ _. Cs Cs Cs Cs _ Cs Cs Gs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs
Flow Rate (Seeded Gasl	 kgls
INE^j
19 193 1933 19 3 19 19 19 1933_ 19 19 19 1 1933 14 19 19 19
N E. N E. N E. N. E_ N. E N E N N. E N N N N N N N N. N
Genera tor .	 t	 dition
Stagnation Temp., 1K 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367
Sta nation Press. 	 Atm 9.27 9.27 9.27 9.27 9.27 9.27 9.27 9.27 927 8.25 15 9,75 (0.25?: 9.27 9.27 9.27 9 27 9 27
Mach Number 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.9 LI' r8 	 .``` _` 0.9 49
Ma netic Flux Density. T 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 6''`
MHD Generator Parameters
Seed Fraction 0.0010 0.0005 0.0015 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0 0010
Generator Coeff. 0.75 0.75 0.75 -0: 70';• 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Velocity Gradient Coeff. 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
Magnetic Flux Gradient Coeff. 	 m 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 (102 (104 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Turbulence Factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 n 5 0.5
Interaction Parameter N N. N. L N. L. N. L. N. L. N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L . N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L
MHD Generator Results
Length, m 18.0 25.0 20.9 4.2 25.0 10.1 25.0 9.1 23.7 7.2 9.8 25.0 25.0 3.1 25.0 25.0 25.0 4.5
Mean Width, m 2 48 2.34 2.50 2.44 1.69 2.29 217 1	 2.18 1.97 2 26 2.29 1.92 192 234 1.83 1.73 1.74 2 06
Length Mean Width 7.25 10.69 8.37 1.72 14.78 4.42 11.53 4.18 12.05 3.20 4.26 13.05 13.03 1.32 13.70 14.52 14.42 216
Enthalpy Extraction	 % 625 55.3 627 59.8 16.5 56.2 475 51.7 36.4 50,4 53.7 48.7 38.6 57.8 26.7 16.6 19.0 47.4
Isentro is Eff,	 % 77.3 74.3 77.0 75.8 51-3 77.1 726 76.9 67.4 77.4 77.3 720 67.4 77.4 64.3 59.4 528 77.8
B tt	 i n	 P	 t Eff	 % 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
Thermodynamic Eff- (MHD/ Steam) 	 % 59.3 57.8 59.0 58.6 47.5 58.6` 56.4 58.0` 53.5 57.9° 58.4` 56.3 53.8 58.4- 1 51.2 48.4 48.1 57.5°
These solutions are not acceptable because the aspect ratio is less than 5
r	 ^
,_
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As mentioned previously, the first four parametric points in-
volve the same basic MHD cycle with different primary fuels being used
to heat the argon gas. Parametric variations of that cycle are shown in
Table 10.4. The MHD cycle represented in the first column of Table 10.4
is the same as that represented in the first four columns of Table 10.3.
That this is the optimum cycle can be seen by looking at the other 17
columns of Table 10.4. If any one parameter is allowed to deviate from
its optimum value, either upward or downward, the thermodynamic effici-
ency drops. This effect can be seen more clearly from the graphical rep-
resentation in Figures 10.6, 10.7, and 10.8. In these figures the double
circle represents the optimum point where the efficiency is 59.3%. Any
deviation of any independent variable causes the efficiency to drop. In
Figure 10.6 the top curve shows the effect of varying the cesium frac-
tion; the middle curve, the inlet stagnation pressure; and the bottom
curve, the generator coefficient. In Figure 10.7 the top curve shows
the effect of varying the inlet Mach number; and the bottom curve, the
velocity gradient coefficient.
	 In Figure 10.8 the top curve shows the
effect of varying the initial magnetic flux density Bo ; and the bottom
**
curve, the magnetic flux gradient coefficient b.
Point 5 of Table 10.3 represents the optimum cycle, in which
the plasma turbulence factor is assumed to be 1.0 and the interaction
parameter is limited to a value of 0.5. Variations of this cycle are
shown in Table 10.5. Column 1 of Table 10.5 is the same as column 5 of
Table 10.3. Other columns of data in Table 10.5 indicate that if any in-
dependent variable is allowed to deviate from the value shown in column 1,
the efficiency drops,
'	 S
1
3
l
The velocity gradient coefficient, c, describes the variation of gas
velocity along the MHD generator duct. The coefficient c is given in
the expression:
d u2	 c dp
dx (2 1	 p dx
The magnetic flux density is varied along the MHD generator duct ac-
cording to B = Bo (1 -- bx), where Bo is the initial flux density and b
is the flux gradient coefficient.
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Parametric Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Electric Power Output, MWe 1000` 1002 998 1000 981 988 992 987 IOD4
MHD MWe 810 792 825 573 669 413 523 454 466
Turbo-gene rator MWe 190 210 173 427 312 575 469 533 538
Steam Turbine 0 utp ut MW 678 683 675 748 358 794 760 783 774
Com ressor MW 485 470 499 314 41 210 285 242 228
Generator. MW 193 213 176 434 317 584 475 541 546
MHD Gas A A A A A A A A A
Seed Material Gs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs
Flow Rate (Seeded Gas)	 kq1s 2068 2068 2068 2068 2068 2068 2068 2068 2068
Ionization M N. E N. E. N. E. N. E N. E N. E N-E. N. E. N. E.
MHD Gene[a tor Inlet Conditions
StaonatioaTeMD.. 1K 2367 2367 2367 2367
10.26
2367 2367 2367 2367
Stagnation Press. 	 Atm. 10.26 10.26 10.26 10.26 10 0 1 10 26
Mach Number 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Magnet Flux Density, T 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
MHD Generator Parameters
Seed Fraction 0.0015 0.0015 0.0015 OQl{i 0.0015 0.0015 0.0015 0.0015
Generator Coeff. 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0:` :5' 0.80 0.80 0.80
Velocity Gradient Coeff. 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.15" 0.20 0.20
Magnetic flux Gradient Coeff. 	 m 1 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0. °'
Turbulence Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Interaction Parameter :50. 5 `0 5 0 5 5 O 5 ^^ 5 `-`0.5 1``-0.5
MHD Generator Results
Length	 m 1 -'J' '	 : 10.7 19.2 2.2 9.2 7.1 3.8
Mean Width, m 2.23 2.20 2.26 1.87 2.06 1.67 1.82 1.73 1.70
Len th Mean Width 8.60 8,29 8.92 5.71 9.35 L32 5.06 4.11 2.20
Enthalpy Extraction	 7 47.0 45.7 47.0 31.7 38.0 22.3 28.8 24.7 25.3
Isentro is Eff.	 % 68.2 68.2 68.2 66.3 63.7 69.0 65.7 66.2 72.1
Bottoming Plant Eff. 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
Thermod namic Eff. (MI-ID/Steam)96 54.1 54:0 54.1 51.7 51.9 49.7 50.9 50.1' 50.8
• These solutions are not accep!able because the aspect ratio is less than 5
.^s
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TABLE 10.5-CLOSED CYCLE MHD PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF SERIES III, ARGON AT 23¢7°K T3WF)
LIMITED INTERACTION PARAMETER
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TABLE 10.6-C LOSED CYCLE MHD PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF SERIES III, ARGON AT 1979-K (3100°F)
Parametric Point_ 	 _ 1 2 3	 _ 4 5	 _ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Ig^trlc Porter Output, MWe _
MHD W1,1
1000 973 1000 975 931
_
998 99
_
1005 985 1017 1008 990 980 9Z4 965 934 980 937919 605 989 996 302 995 985 986 985 957 990 985 1	 857 1009 411 195 700 366
Turbo	 enerato , hIVIe 11.5 368 11.6 629 3.46 9.10 19.6 0 59.7 18.0 5.05 123 (8.52) 554 739 280 571
Steam Turbine; Output hi1'!__ ._ 660 778 658 666 874 6-9 -662
 659 665 663 657 663 703 754 833 904 747 855
"Compressor, ^i4!_ , _ _..^ 648 404 646 678 235 655 653 639 665 603 639 658 578 763 270 153 463 275
_	 _ .Generator _rrlh! _ 11.7
A
374
A
11.8
A
(21.3)
A
639_
A
3.52
A
_9.24
A
19.8 0 60.6 18.3 5.13 125 3 751 284 1	 580
MHD Gas	 _,_ . A A A A A A A A A A A
_5 A  Material_   	 _
(o^tftat^iSeeie^ Gas) 	 kgJs _	 _ _
' [L(lleG)?ar^1S._._^_
__Cs	 __ Cs Cs
2645
Cs Cs _Cs
_2645
Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs
2645 2645 2645 2645
_
2645 2645 2645 2645 2645 2645 2645
N.E.
2645
N.E.
2645
N.E.
2645
N. E,
2645
N, E.
2645
N.E.N E. N_ E_ N. F. N. E. N. E. N. E. N.E. N. E. NE. N.E N_ F- N.E.
P_.GemfatarInIet_QQndit
_stagnation Teri?_. °K 1978 1978 1978 1978 1978 1978 1978 1978 1978 1978 1918 19T? 1978 1978 1978 1 1978 1	 19781 1978
Stagnation Press_,,_Atm.^ 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82 9.;75? 0.25r IL254 I175` I978 1978 1978 1978 1978
4 Mt ch'Number_  
	 _ 
Monet Fluxgr nsit	 T
_	 0.9 0.9 0.9 _ 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0,9 0,9 0 9 0.9 0.96 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 16 6 6 6 55' S°_MHD Generator Parameters
_	 Seed Fraction 6.6665 moom° 10 0 0005 0 ODDS 0,0005 0,0005 0,0005 0,0005 0,0005 0,0005 0.0005 0,0005 0,0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
---
Generator 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.65 0.75- 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
Ve 1 o^ Gradient_ Coeff. 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.15' 0.25' 0.20 0.20' 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0 20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20R1aanEtic Flux Gradient C _-'f.. m 1 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0 O030. 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025Turbulence Factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 (15 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Interaction Paramete r N.L .. N. L N. L N. L N. L. N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L N. L. N. L. N. L. N. L N. L
it ttD Generator Results
l.engih^m^
	 _ 12.2 25.0 , 11.0 4.4 25.0 9.4 20.0 10.21 19.8 7.4 9.2 16.0 25.0 10.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
Mean Width. m
Len fly i h9
	 1Vidth	 ^
2.42
5.02
2.01
12.47
241
454
2.51
1.73
1.75
14.31
2.41
3.89
2.47
8.10
2.401
4.22
2.46
8.04
2 :15
3.00
246
3.75
2.40
6.69
2.21
1I.31
2.14
4.68
1.84
13.64
171
14.62
2.11
11.89
I.81
13.84
-EfithatpLExtulction, % 58.1 33.3 %.2 59.2 15.9 58.6 58.0 57.8 58.2 55.6 58.1 58.1 49.4 61.3 21.9 10.1 39.2 19.5
Isentro i- Eff., 727 60.9 73.0 70 8 47.9 73.0 71.9 73.1 71.4 73.6 73.5 71.8 67.5 69.5 56.8 46.2 63.84 50.4
tip i	 Pant Eff	 % 45.0 45. D 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45, 0 45.0 45 A 45.0 45.0 45.0 45, 0 45.0
Thermod namicEff. (h1HD(Stearn) 	 w 55.1 50.2 55.P 54.3' 46.1 55.1' 54.8 55.2' 54.5 55.3' 55.4` 54.7 5	 0 52,5 " 48 45 5I 4 46.8
' These solutions are not acceptable because the aspect ratio is less than 5
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Variations of the optimum cycles represented by Points 6 and 7
of Table 10.3 are given in Taxies 10.6 and 10.8, respectively. 	 It should
be noted that in Table 10,6. the efficiencies listed in columns 8, 10,
and 11 are higher than that listed in column 1, but in those three cases
the MHD generator is rather shot. and fat, its aspect ratio being less
P T
than 5.	 They do not satisfy criterion (c) of an optimum cycle (see
X
P.10-11).	 According to our definition, therefore, column 1 of Table 10.6
represents the optimum cycle for argon at 1978°K (3100°F) with nonequili-
brium ionization. 	 The comparison displayed by Table 10.8 is more clear-
cut.	 Column 1 of that table represents the optimum cycle for argon at
2367°K (3800°F) with thermal-equilibrium ionization.
Table 10.7 presents cycle information with helium as the MHD
gas.	 The inlet stagnation temperature is 2367°K (3800°F) and the inter-
action parameter is limited to a value of 0.5.	 A comparison between
Table 10.5 and Table 10.7 will reveal the difference between argon and u
i
helium.	 The best argon cycle is 54.1% efficient'and the best helium
cycle	 only 50.1% efficient.	 The MHD generators are about equal in
length, but the argon cycle requires a magnetic flux density of only 5 T
compared to 6 T for the helium cycle. 	 Argon is clearly the better
choice.	 It was not, therefore, deemed necessary to generate cost infor-
mation for the helium cycle.
State properties at various points of each of the five optimum 	
A.,_
cycles are given in Tables 10.9 through 10.13. The station numbers used
in those tables correspond to the circled numbers shown in Figure 10.9:
Station l = Inlet to first-stage compressor
Station 2 = Exit from first-stage compressor or inlet
to intercooler
Station 3 = Exit from intercooler or inlet to second-
stage compressor
Station 4 w Exit from second-stage compressor or inlet
to heat exchanger HX
V
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FTABLE 10.7-CLOSED CYCLE MHD PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF SERIES IV, HELIUM AT 2367°K 6t30 P WITH
LIMITED INTERACTION PARAMETER
0tN
w
Parametric Point 1 2 3 4 5 1	 6 7 8 9
Electric Power Output, MWe 1000' 1000 988 960 970 990 978 1000 1000
MHD MWe 457 394 467 1	 274 326 394 335 454 454
Turbo -generator.	 We 54 606 521 686 644 5% 643 546 546
Stem Turbine Out ut MW 747 784 729 811 79 68 788 748 749
Compressor, MW 1 169 200 115 139 1 135 194 195
!G eratorMW 551 615 529_ 696 654 605 653 554 554
MFID G He He He He He He He He He
Seed Material Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs
Flow Rate (Seeded  G	 )	 k	 s 207.5 207.5 207.5 2025 207.5 207.5 207.5 207.5 207.5
oni-zation Mechanism N. E. N. E. N. E. N. E. N. E. N. E. N. E. N. E. N. E.
HD Generator.t Conditic7s
°K 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367
Stagnation Press. 	 Atm. 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 1	 2.65 2.65 2.65
Mach Number 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 -0.6 0.6 0.6
Magnet Flux Density,T 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
MHD Generator Parameters
VSeed Fraction 0.0010 " 0 0010 0.0010 0,0010-00010
 0 0010 0 0010
Generator Coeff. 0.80 8 tL75 0:85•' 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
Velocity Gradient Coeff. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Qf 0.10° 0.00 0.00
Magnetic Flux Gradient Coeff. 	 m 0.055 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 60065 ,
Turbulence Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Interaction Parameter _ 0.5 1 -0.5 ` 0.5 -`0.5 `-0.5 `-0 5 -	 5 `-0 5 :S 0.5
MHD Generator Results
Length, m 19.4 19.4 17.4 4.0 19.4 14.6 10.8 18.8 19.4
Mean Width, m 1.94 1.90 1.94 1.80 L 84 1.90 1.86 1.94 L 94
Length/Mean Width 9.97 10.17 8.97 2.22 10.50 7.72 5.82 9.70 9.98
EnthalDv Extraction.% 25.2 21.3 26.2 14,8 17.7 21.6 18.2 25 0 - 25.0
Isentro is Eff.	 % 73.5 71.6 75,1 74.5 72.3 75,0 75.9 73.91 73.7
Bottomina Plant Eff.	 % 45.0 1 45.0 45 0 45.0. 45.
Thermodynamic Eff. (MHD/Steam) 	 % 50.1	 1 49.8 49.5	 147.1 47.4	 1 49.2	 1 48.3 50.11 50.0
These solutions are not acceptable because the aspect ratio is less than 5
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TABLE 10.8-CLOSED CYCLE MHD PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF SERIES V, ARGON AT 2367-K 13800°FI WITH EQUILIBRIUM IONIZATION
Parametric Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 _ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1	 16 17 18
I	 fric Power Output. MWe 1000 996 983 979 997 993 999 998 999 956 977 997 993 980 968 936 904 1	 985
MHD MlVe 559 512 548 504 518 536 546 548 555 382 463 547 533 460 454 356 262 502
Turbo-gene rator_(t1lVe 441 484 435 475 479 457 453 450 444 574 514 450 460 520 514 580 642 43
Steam Turbine_Output A9iv 655 678 45 _A17 659 656 1
_¢2 4 694 731 767 675
Compressor tall'/ 207 187 204 194 181 1
_199 202 205 135 166 202 197 160 172 142 115 185
Generator. MlV _444 491 441 1	 483 4 _460 457 1	 451 1	 582 522 457 1	 467 1	 528 522 589 652 490
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
ed h1ateriai 	 _.__
Amy RAfa ($eerle^ Gas) 	 k s
 Cs_
1921
Cs _ Cs Cs Cs _ ^Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs CS Cs Cs Cs Cs
7
];
1927 1927 1927 1927 1927 1927 _1927 1927 1927 1927 192 1927 1927 1927 1927 1927
iQIl M shin(^m . T. E. T. E. T. E T T. E T. E. _ T. E. T. E T. E T. E T. E. T E. T. E T E. T. E. T. F- T. E.
HD Qenerator Tnle}^4ndition
ration  TM, OK 2367 2367 1 2367 1	 2367 1	 23671 2367 1	 2367 1	 2367 1 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367 2367
Stagnation Press.. Atm. 7.33 7,33 7.33 7.331 7.331 7.331 7.33 7.33 7.33 6.25 675' 7,75 8.25- 1 7.33 7.33 7.33 7.33 7.33
Mach Number 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Q 0 0 0.5 0 <Q` 0.5
Magnet Flux Density, T 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1	 6 I	 6 6
MHD Generator Parameters
Seed Fraction _ 0. 0050 0.0025 0. 0100' 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 9.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0 0 0 0050 00050 00050 0.0050 0.0050
Generator Coeff. 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.	 *' 0.85: 0.80 0.80 0.80 080 0.80 0 80 0.80 080 0 080 080 080 0.80
Velocity Gradient Coeff. 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0..20° -0.30°: 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25-
Magnetic flux Gradient Coeff. 	 M- 1 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0 0.004 0.004 0.004 0,004 0.004 0,004 0.004 0.004 0.004
Turbulence Factor N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. I N.A. N.A. N.A.
Interaction Parameter N. L N. L N L N N N L N N N N N N. L N. L N. L
MHD Generator Results
Lenqt , rn
	 - 25.0 25.0 17.3 13.9 25.0 20.7 25.0 22.6 25.0 6.4 11.7 25.0 25.0 24.2 13.5 9.6 7.4 25.0
Mean Width, m 2.71 254 2.66 261 247 245 3.04 266 269 2.40 249 259 247 3.56 212 1.91 1.79 252
Length/
.
Mean Width 9 25 5.31 10.15 8.43 8.24 8.48 9.31 268 4.71 9.67 10.16 6.79 6.33 5.03 4.14 9.94
Enthalpy Extraction. 5. 328 29.5 30.2 31.4 320 321 326 220 26.9 321 31.2 26.7 26.4 20.5 15.0 29.3
I entropic Eff.. 83.3
L753.
79.1 86.5 826 83,8 83.3 83.3 t3.1 83.2 83.0 82.6 84.6 80.2. 76.4 71.4 821
ti min	 Plant Eff	 % 4  45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45 0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
Thermodynamic Eff. fAIHD/Steam
	 % 54.2 529 53.7 53.7 54.0 54.0 54.1 50.8 ` 52.4 ' 54.0 53.7 52 5 520 49.9 7.8' 53.1
These solutions are not acceptable because the aspect ratio is less than 5
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Fig. 10.9 —Schematic of MHD closed cycle
L4
Station 5 Exit from heat exchanger HX l or inlet to
nozzle
r'
Station 6 = Exit from nozzle or inlet to MHD generator
Station 7 = Exit from MHD generator or inlet to
diffuser
Station 8 = Exit from diffuser or inlet to steam
generator kX2
Station 9 = Exit from steam generator HX2.
The symbols used in Tables 10.7 to 10.11 are as follows:
,,41
	
	 T	 = static temperature, °K
TS = stagnation temperature, °K
P	 = static pressure, Pa
PS = stagnation pressure, Pa
RHO = density, kg/m3
U - velocity, m/s
M = Mach number
Q = heat added, watts
W = power generated, watts
= turbulence factor
S s interaction parameter.
Returning now to Table 10.3, we can draw certain conclusions ^-y
examining the seven optimized cycles. Comparing Points 1, 2, and 3, we
see that.there is not much difference among the three coals, with Montana
subbituminous being slightly better than the other two. Montana subbitu-
minous is better than Illinois No. 6 bituminous because of its lower }
sulfur content and is better than North Dakota lignite because of its
lower moisture content and greater heating value. The high-Btu ,gas	 ir_»r	 , a
(Point 4) results in higher fuel cost and higher power cost. It is not a
i
Table 10.9 -	 State Properties for Best Argon Cycle at 3800°F,
g = 0.5,
	 S unlimited
s
STATION T. TS P PS RHO U M 0 Y1 .423C+03 .4230+03 .1026+06 .1026+06 .1165+a1 .0000 .Coca .13000 -.2690+09 
--- -.6-904 +-G-3----.6904+33--	 _^3162^Firr - ..-..._. 3d62aII6--•--.220}.aD1-- --OODO
	 -. -_..- .DOOG	 -- - - .2630+09.__.- ___•Onnn
	
..__.:3 .4230+03 .4230+03 .3162+06 .3162+06 .3592.001 .ppcoo .0000 .GOOD -+09.26904 .6904+D3 .6904+03 .9750+06 .9750+06 .6785+01 .ODOQ .0000 .1686+10 .0000
r	 5 .2367+04 .2367+04 .9457+06 .9457+06 1920+01 .0000 .0000 .GDCO .0000o	 __ 6
^, 	 7
--1864+04 --.. -.2 67+3++ ----- -.5-163+1}6-- --- .93934.Or. - -- -.4337+01-- ._. .244. 03---- .-IMO+Oc--- -.543II3+D8 -.4-001+10-
.1053*04 .1319+04 .6395+05 .1122+06 .2927+00 .5247+03 .8695+00 .0000 .00008 .1314+04 . 13119+04 .1057+06 .1066+06 .3878+00 .6741+02 .1000+00 -.8978+09 .00009 .4230+03 4230+03 .1026+06 .1026+06 .1169+01 .0000 .0000 .coca .0000
HHD .9856+09
	 STEAM PLANT .1415+08	 TOTAL ..9998+09 EFFICIENCY	 .5930*DC y
.7-734-88 - ---EFF-MHD'­6-253+00--
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Table 10.10 - State Properties for Best Argon Cycle at 3800°F
& = 1.0, S < 0.5
STATION T T5 P PS RHO. U N Q w1 .4230+03 .4230+03 .1461+U6 .1461+06 .1659+01 .0000 .0000 ,0000 ••2995+092 .6549+03 .6549+03 .3981*06 .3981+06 .2920+O1 •0000 00000 - •2495+09_,. :00003 .4230+03 .4230+G3 .398I+U6 .3961+06 .4521+01 •0000 .0000 •0@102 •92495+09'4 .6549+03 .6549*U3 .1U85+07 .1085+07 .7959+01 •0000 .0000 •IBNZ+10 000005 .2367+04 .2367+04 .1052+U7 .IG52+07 •2136+01 •UOOU 40000 •0000 000000	 6 .1599+04  .2367+04 .3901+06 m u+07 •1178+OI •8918+U3 .1ZO0*01 •!!1183!00_. •-8.367_+Dq7 .9754+03 .1546+J4 .5564+05 .1760+06 .2754+00 .7688+03 .1325*01 •0000 .0000
w	 e .1526+04 .1546+04 .1506+06 .1557*06 .4765+00 •1451+03 .2000+00 •.1203+10 •00009 .4230+03 .4230+U3 .1461*06 .1461*06 .1667+01 .0000 •0000 .0000 •0000
MHD .8241+09	 STEAM PLANT .1736+U9 TOTAL	 .9977+09 EFFICIENCY
	
.5416+00
..._ETA-MHO .6817+00 EFF-MHO	 .4793+00
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Table 10.11 - State Properties for Best Argon Cycle at 3100°F
£ = 0.5, S unlimited
STATION T TS P PS1 .4230+03 0230+03 .1493+06
.1493+062
-_ 16589+D3.6584+03
-
.4122+Q6 .4122+06.
3 .423d+03 .4230+03 -- .4122+06
.4122+464 .6589+03 .6584+03 .1137+07 .1137+07
00	 5 .1978+04 .1978+04 .1103+07 .11	 3+07
w	
6
_	 _._1557+p4 ,._1978+04
.6029+06 .106+07
.475p+03 •1211+04 .9493+05 .1631+068
.1207+04 •1211+04 .1540+06 .1553+069 .4230+03 .4230+03 . ► 993+06 .1493+06
HH0
	
.9886 +09	 STEAM PLANT .1153+OB TOTAL
	
.1000+10
-EIAmK D- --jZ273tQ0.- ----.EFFrl! HD 	-1_581 . 4100.
RHO U M O M
.1696+01 .0000 .0000 .0000 ..3240+09
•3008+01 •0000 •0000 x•3240+09
.4682+01 60000 .0000 " - .'0000
-	^'-
•0016
^^33••aOi09
.830 0#01 0000 .0000 .1916+10 •0000
.2681+01
.1863 9
000 .0000 -.00p0 •0000
+01 ••609+03
.9000+00 :5019+08 1004+10
.4686+00 .4947+03 .8514400
_
•d0p0'- `•0060
• 6 141+00 •6464+02 .100.0+00 ••1082+10 •0000
.1699+01 •0000 .0000 .0000 00000
EFFICIENCY
	
.5509+00
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Table 10.12 -	 State Properties for Best Argon Cycle at 3800°F
with Thermal Ionization
e
1
STATION i TS P P5 RHO u K p W
±' 1 .4130 .u3 .423u+J3 .2848+u6 .2848+U6 ,3234 +U1 .Duuu .uOuu .0000 +•1033+092 .S26u+03 .526U +U3 .4675+06 .4675+06 .4270+01 +Ouuu •UOuu ..1033+09 •pppp3 .4230+03 .4230+u3 .4675 +u6 .4675+06 ,51u+U1. •OOOU •UUOu •0000 ^.1033+09.4 .526u+U3 +516J +U3 .7672+U6 .7672+06 .7Ou8+Ol •UUUU •UOUu •1846+10 •00000	 5 .2367+04 •2367 +J4 .7442+U6 .7442+06 .1511+01 •Ouuu .UOUO .0000 •0000O .21a5+L'4 •2367+u4 .6J79+U6
.7426+06 .13S9+O1 •4317+03 .b00u +00. •2838+08, x5625+09u	 7 1729+U4 .1763+U4 .2d35+U6 .2975+06 .dOIO+OO •I8S3+u3 .2413+00 •0000 000006 .1757+04 .1763+u4 .3936+06 •2961+06 .8165+Ou •7741+u2 .1000+U0 -.1321+10 •00009 .4230+03 •4Z3U +u3 .2848+U6 .2848+ 06 .3289 + 01 •UUOu . 00uu +0000 90000
MHD
	
•559u +U9	 STEAM PLANT	 •4413 +U9 TOTAL	 .1000+1U EFFICIENCY	 .5420+0U
. _..__,E.TA-HHD	 •6331 +OU FFF-Hito
	
.32.82+00
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T
,g,alt+D3 rS.9230+03 P,1150+06 P•1150+06 RHp•1308+00 U•0000 M.0000 .	 O	 ;.•DODO _.	 ww	 `I	 .^^9790+08{y3
.5139-03-- -^78^!04^- ^1Z:8^!9(^ • ► (J^+oO_^!.ppIllL^- .nap0 ..979raaa8 .aaao	 is` '
N	 4
ag230.03
•^S139+03
.4230103
95139+U3
• ► 788+06
.2782+06
eIfi4+06
•[782+06
•2035+00
92606+00
90000
.0000
00000 •0000 ..9790+08
0	 5 .23A-?+04 .2367+04 .2698+06 .2698+06 •5989.01 .000000000 91997+10•0 00
•0000
.0000
_ w -	 b • Il i :+p4 .2367+04 .2Q26+^J6 _ .2 69a+Ob_;g 77p-.pj •00$0. 15 7+pq .6a U-M
.9637+_e9rn	 7
a
.r pg164o
.:O^-l+pg .1900+U4^
.1900+Oq
.8639+QS
.1185+06 .1296+06. ► {95+Ob •261	 = 01.311Q+01 •1597+09•2519+03 .6798+00+00.1000
..p2p5p18+08
•10
^.,pQ000 10000
9 .1231103 98230+03 .115p+06 x1150+06 •1352+00 00000 00000 a"ti000.0
.000D -
+0000
MHD .4567+09	 STEAM PLANT .5432+09	 TOTAL .9999+09 EFFICIENCY •5008+00
- EYA'NHD .7377+00 EFF^MHO_-_ j 2519+Q17 _..`
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i^ suitable fuel for this appIication. 	 Point 5 differs from the first four
^	 ^} in that a different value was assumed for the plasma turbulence factor,
^ and alimit was placeduponthe interaction parameter. 	 Point 5 isbased
on our current knowledge of uooe9uilibrium plasma properties, and an »8D
generator designed on that basis can be expected to perform satisfacto-
rily in the near future.	 The first four points are based on a techno-
logical extrapolation.	 Their realization must depend on continued
^	 progress in plasma research.	 It is interesting to compare Points l and^! ^
i|	 5.	 The former is 5 points better in thermodynamic efficiency and\
'	 l,5V millo/MJ (5.4 mills/kWh) lower i^ power cmu^,
	 For Point 6 the inlet
'
`	 atauuatiou temperature is lowered to 1978 0 K (3I00 0 D).	 The thermodynamic }	 ~
efficiency is 4 points lower, and the capital coat is 16.6% lower, Power
/ cost ^a about 2,l3 millo/aJ (ll.26 mills b^b) lower ^buo Point l.
	 Point
.
l	 7 is based on thermal ionization at an inlet temperature of 23670K
`
(3800°F).	 The thermodynamic efficiency is 5 points lower, and a higher
magnetic flux density is required.	 However, capital cost is 6.8% lower
^ and power coot is 1.02 mill y /Mi (3.68 mills/kWh) lower than Point l.
To aunnurioe, Point 6 appears to be the best system.
	 It	 can
.	
`
^ convert-55% of every Btu added to the argon gas into electrical energy.
^` !	 ^But to get l Btu into the argon gas, it is necessary to burn 1-1/4 Btu 1
worth of coal.	 This extra 1/4 Btu,
	 needed because of gasifier losses,
,
{	 atack losses, station auxiliary power and other minor losses, cuts down
^ the power plant efficiency from	 55 to 42%.	 The coot of electricity, .^
.^
estimated at 19.0 milla/MJ (68,5 mills/kWh), is very high.
	 The major ^
culprit is the very high capital cost of the external heating system.
' 10.5	 Capital and Installation Costs of Plant Components
By far the most expensive component in the closed-cycle MHD
^
^ plant is the main beat exchanger, &X_ 	 For Point 6, the material and in-
^ ^
atallatiou coot of the refractory stoves (including piping and valves) was
^`	
estimated at ^366.7 million.	 (See Appendix AlO~1 for details.) There is`
^?**
`
^
^ 	 l0-37
..
'
^	 '
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considerable margin for error in this figure for two reasons. First,
E
time did not permit us to look at alternative designs; and second, again
for lack of time, there was no opportunity to cost-optimize the design
q	 selected. The time period of the heating/cooling cycle, the number of
stoves, and the checker size was selected arbitrarily. The question of
impurity carry-over, which has a profound influence upon the design, is
rather poorly understood. There is a dearth of design data. For all
these reasons, we are unable to establish by what margin the estimated
cost could be reduced.
f
After the main heat exchanger, the next most expensive
components are gasifiers ($97.6 million), do/ac power conditioning
system ($56 million), superconducting magnet ($36 million), and steam
generator for bottoming plant ($47 million). Gasifiers are discussed
in Section 4.4 of this report.
Westinghouse has made several design studies of do/ac conver-
sion systems. The information in Appendix A 10.3 is based on a recent
study which was conducted with great technical sophistication, but
Westinghouse has yet to market such a system in very large power ratings.
The installation cost is particularly uncertain. The estimated total
direct cost could be off by ± 25%.
The superconducting magnet (Appendix A 10.2) was designed to a
lesser degree of sophistication than the do/ac inverter. The dewar and
the supporting structure were not designed in great detail in the time
available. The estimated cost could be in error by ± 100%.
The estimated cost of the steam generator is probably too high
but by a smaller margin, proportionately, than the main heat exchanger,
HXl.
A detailed account listing of material and installation costs
for Parametric Point 6 [with the 1978°K (3100°F) stoves] is given in Tables
10.14, 10.15, and 10.16. Similar data is given in Appendix A 10.7, Tables
A 10.7.1, A 10.7.2 and A 10.7.3 for Parametric Point 2. Point 2 is
similar.to
 Point 6 except for the use of a higher argon temperature
2367°K (38000F).
SITE
	 DrVi_LOP 3.r!'T
1. I LAND COST 4CR: ?71.r 10nG.Up .Or, 231000.Gri on
1.	 2 CLE"A?iNG
	
Lot" 4 CCR 7 7	 r. .rr ECG.GC .GC' 411°_5.38
1.	 3 GRADING LAND aCRZ: 2:,1.0• .00 ':000.On .of) 55?000.00
1. 4	 ACCESS RATLPCAC "=LE r.0 ilrcrI	 cc ii6Onr.or 57EGCG.Or !=rnvc.oD
1.	 5 LO^P RAILROA' T?A:K "IL '.G 12OOfn.nC 70000.00 35t)000.On ?10000.0n
1.	 E	 SIDIPC	 P	 R T6 _1{' VILE .r BGGGG.LO .CO .GD
1. 7 CT4CP SIT-	 "TT A:R= .r, .00 .r10 477275.38 477275.38
FEFC_ ,'T TOTAL •^I^r^T rc- ^!' 4fCs.'. T 	I -	 .4 r 3	 ACCOU'JT TCTAL.S 1E4727F.37 157S47r.77
EXCAV.TI N € PILIKC
2.	 1	 CC"iMON.d -^XCAV4TI0' 1 Y7? ;-rr:^ .f_ .GO 3.GO .Ort 805500.00
2.	 2 PILIVI C rT 71Er1r .0 E.rr` S.EV 4FF4GFG.E'0 608ECC6.GC
PERCENT TOTAL GIR_:: T ^OSF IN AC'O'.`:T	 _' = 1.44G ACCOUNT TOTALS 465400G.00 6891500.00
PLANT ISLAN.? C IN"R- t.-
3	 1 PLANT IS.	 _CRCR: T ' Y.- a°"CC r °_C.00 E26°CGG.CC 71Erucc.oc
3. 2 SPCC-AL :TRUCT'J3 Y7 234(.(' .or, .00 .Or. .00
PERCENT TOTAL CWF£CT C^ET I`! AC _^OL'fiT	 3 = l.0°1 ACCCUNT TCTAL.S C2ErOK .00' 716VCnr.00
HEAT FEJECTICI SYST"
4. I COOLIN3 T0 14EP; _tcH 1 14 .L .Gn .00 214^OOG.on 1471000.OQ
4.	 2 CIRCULAT_I NC	 P2r	 '.Y'7 - ACH l.t .Cr' .0C 033CC2.77 12E111? .23
4. 3 SURFA:E CONC`VS_^ rT_ S'r4.1.G .06 .00 1550104.03 243342.27
PERCENT TCTAL CIRrr T .^.CST I1 ACCOIANT	 4 =	 ._°14 ACCCUNT TOTAL+S 4732166.7E 25674E1.47
STRUCTURAL FEATUPE;
S.	 1 STAT.	 ST?'JrTU?AL	 ST. TO" 2E=O.r: 6'n.Or, 175.00 17Z2EOO.Ori 46775G.00
F.	 2- SILOS 6 PUNKERS TPH .r -18rr_.rr 7CC,.On .GC .DO
S.	 3 CHIHN_Y cT 4Gr,.G .On .00 435076.92 55?SOC.385.	 4 STRUCTURAL F£ATL-Pr.S -A •CH 1.1. ^ GE: CIrO.C r, 23ILCL.CO L,660C'0.0C 231r0C.0CPERCENT TOTAL D`_R_CT CCST IN: ACCOUNT	 S _	 .5S0 ACCOUNT TOTAL.$ 3123570.91 1347356.37
BUILDINGS
E.
	
1 STATION	 U V':N: r rT? 43rCCGr.0 .19 .lE E88000.On 588rOC.00
6.	 2 ADMINSTPAT= r N FT2 ICrC'0.n 16.0x' 14.00 15nCCG.00 14000D.0nE. ? WAREHOUSE E	 SHCF FT2 ?r OrG.0 1?.1r• 8.00 24P000.00 IEnCC0.00
PERCENT TOTAL 3IR£C? "CST 1N AV:0','NT	 S =	 .'_SG	 C OUNI T TCTAL,$ in89000.co 38300D.00
FUEL HANDLING 9 STORA"
7.	 I COAL HAXSLIN^ SYS TPH 3£°._' .GCr .GO E07135L.31 2204229.03
7.	 2 DOLOMITE HAND...	 SYS TPH 137.6 .0 .00 1421623.05 G71776.49
7.	 3 FUEL OIL HAND. _'YS CAL llr•orr'.G .C,r .On 22370.43 18100.14
PERCENT TOTAL 011JECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 7 = 1,1 7 9 ACCOUNT TCTAL+S 6522343.6? 2895175.52
FUEL PROCESSING
8. 1 COAL DRYER F CP.USHER TPH .r, .rc, on .Cn .00
8. 2 CA 30-NITERS TPH .0 .Gn .00 .00 .00
8.	 GASIFIERS TPH : r 9. 7 .CF .00 c'24848CI.00 35150546 .50
PFRCENT TOTAL :.IR_CT rOST IN AC:O'JNT	 3 =' 7.27S ACC CUNT TOTALS ;243°861.00 35150546.50
r
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Table 10.14
ACCOUNT NO. ° `1Av:.
CLC :'2 CYCLC VH' SYST 7-F ACCOUNT LIST!NC?ARA11 - TRI^ POI':' NO. c
6"IT	 ArOUNT YAT S/L`K'T INS S/UNIT VAT CGSTPS INS COST'S
n
s.
Table 10.14 Continued fLC`:n'	 r'YCL' °H"	 SY!:T'N ACCOUNT LISTINC
PAPAM-TP-	 ?0'-Nj "!G.	 f
ACCCU 14T NO. & `:AY -* CFCCNT ?'A' S/UNI T INS SfUNT_T yA7 CCSTvS INS CCST9$
FI?I1:6 SYSTEM.
9.	 1 .r• .0n .Or: on .00
FERCEN T TOTAL DIR=C T CC'_`T D: ACCG!'NT	 9	 = .Cr'G AC'CCUNT TOTALS .0c .GO
VA P OR GE4%ERATC rz 	tFIR771
10.	 1 .9 .On .D0 .DO .00
PERCENT TOTAL CIR_CT ^C;' -',' ACCOS:::7	 10	 = .CPU. ACCOUNT TOTAL.$ •GC .00
ENERGY CONVERT-R
11. 1 AIR PREH'ATER ::A 1.ri i310PC.00 5970riC-.CO 851000.00 597000.00
11.	 2 ARGCN PRrH - AT= P FA 1.r ,r"CCL(C_£P 194COGDC.00 zC900001.110 194CGCGG.00
11.	 3 REFRACTORY STOV-- 1.r•1^5"400CC.GO 706DnnOG.OG14E;24POtiO.00 30500000.00
f 11.	 4	 .VALVES .FTC 1.Cl'S43rcrG.LC 42CG00.0013r-48C00C.00 5420000.0011.	 5 HEADEP
	 ° NO T ZLE '_A 1.0 .14332.0n 137382.00 194382.00 194332.00 -
i1.	 6 MHO GFNFRATCF ^::'T EA l.r '^T8°B.rC 4S24C2.CG 797818.CP 462402.00
' 11.	 7 SU PERCONnUCTISC °A-N I T_A 1.r '5c. onocri Or .Oa 7 50Dr1C+GO.on .DO ?
€
t 11.	 8 DIFFUSS:R :A 1:1 12n588.Cr IZ^T8°.CP 129`_a.GG 12°588.[011.	 9 CO.YPRESSOR: 1.0 3 1>230GO.DO on 962800D.DO on
11.10 iNTERCOCLERS .00 24070CD.CC .00R i
11.11 COMPRESS":)	 APCOt!	 D T_STRIa 1.0 12?588.00 129583.00 129588.00 129598.00
11.12 CESIUM COLLECTOR/INjrCT I.r IGrGCE.GD 1CnQCD.00 5nG00.00
11.13 A	 & CS !NVCNTC?Y l.r% 'Gconn.00 .00 20P000.Gr1 on
PERCENT TOTAL DIRFCT COST Ii: 4000UNT I1 = - 3.632 ArCCUNT TC'AL.s 4110E34P2.GP 5698296L.00
r0
COUPLING HEAT EXCHANCE-
0	 12. 1 STE AM SEN:RATOR =A 1.D 17 r}4 9 0r0.nr, .00 4704EQOO.00 or
12.	 2 CORP DRIVE TURB11;r LA 1.G i ^^s70CC.GC 126'641.22 IS?97000.GC, 126cG41.23
12.	 3 STEAK TUR3-G'm EA 1.G 431136ri.GO 34795..31 459000.00 88795..'.1
12. 4 VEED WATER HrA T;:P ST PIN 1.0 °IrcrC.cC .G1i 3100[6.6[ .OG
PERCENT TOTAL DIRFO T COST I!^ AC^.0	 '.T	 12 3.573	 ACCSU ,'11T TOTALS 57112000.CO 135 '9•,7.14
HEAT RECOVERY HEAT ':XCH.
12. 1 F lie .00 .QP .00F RCENT TOTAL .IREO T COST ::t4 AC,'OUNT 13 =	 .000 ACCCL'NT TOTAL S •	 .00 .00
i
HATER TREATY:EJT j
14. 1 CEHINCRALIZE° CPt' 757.' ?6f	 GO 56C.PC 1L? 7079.52 444382.27 j14.	 2 CONOENSATE PCLIS4I1" KW= Sr9760 .0 1.25 .30 324624:9$ 197°.10.00
PERCENT TOTAL CSR'_ CT COST 1N AC CCUNT 14 _	 .782 ACCOUNT TOTALS 24117P4.5C 642292.26
POWER CONDITIONING
1J'. 1 INVERTER S:TS 1.[' 3 ri-zs , liitn7 .C'f 3703600.00 ?[°30000.00 370560O,TnO1`•	 2 INVERTER TRAK5 r- C L'1?FR 1.L 3 28CC -.GO 9913SP-00 832£'GCL.Gfi 99°3E0.0c
IS. 3 DC INTER?UPTrZS
15. 4
	 AC CIRRCUIT CP^AKrzS
1.r
i.r
3ru[?0.00
i+CrL.Gr 712320.00 5936QPD.OQ 71'320 .On?686.00
11. 5 POWER TPANSFCR"F a S 1.D 4-320Prl.OG
73681,.00
551040.00
E14OQG.CC
4592000.00
7
551040.0015. L STD TRANSFCRFF P 143Lr.r- .Cr' or 545962.99 10919.2E 7
PERCENT TOTAL 7IRLCT 705T :N AC 1:0 1:NT	 17, = 7.131 ACCOUNT TOTAL#$ '0896962.50 GO 51919.25
{
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ITable 10.15 Continued :L,' - CYCL_ FHC SYS' 	 CCU' CF ELECTR-TCITY.YILLS/KW.HRPARS'? -TRI: PO_>: '10. C
A000UNT ?AT:. c!M:'2 CHA3 ^_i
 RAT=r	 PCT
?'4.^ E k,T 1f.CG 14.41 18.L[' 21.60; 2F.00TCTAL DIRECT	 70STS.? .0 7-,	 E07?2S. 7'3=0 7 9^°. 7336('7328. 7?8507923. 7 133607929.    
_ Di En	 CT•F	 ,.T	 C	 ^¢ _i.f_ 7	 .,	 22	 ..'7. 74.._9 'T^	 ?7 r-•4_^ s_. z ti	 a^7„E	 22_... c 2`037z	 4. T^	 oz7. 0422_..,.P ;OF 2 OA-ER CSSTSs x 3.0 -'39:: 34. 13339
.
	034. 638335:x4. 63983634. -3333534.
CCNTINGENCY COSTv1 11.1 37E4E871. ?7P4c'871. 8784E371. 3784E8 71. 8784ER71.SL'3 TCTALYS ; 11:2"3?'X 7 1_.1Ct'398F712.1023335712.1C2393 =712.102 3 9 35 712.
CSCALATICN CCST,S - 5^r34'62. _!8'3urE8. 7585 7- 46E8. 3!- 253 4 E68. 3_ESE34G6F.INTREST OURIN9
	
CCNST.3 '_G.0 k.:^2(_•304. 4.332(814. 45592UBC4. 4569208[?4. 45S920304. 
TCTAL
	
CAPI TALI ZATTC 4: 1 .( i=C^t4i6..1 °'.°_k411E8.133?k4S16°_.183 °_441178.123°k411E$.
COST OF ELCC-CA PITAL 7_,.G -3.533`1 43.36745 SO.45932 72.95111 83.27128COST OF ELEC- rU;L .E 0.870=: C.F7(3° 6.87[?9 C.?7f,2° G.87[?n
COST OF ELEC-9P & vA!N .11 1...71C3 1.1710 1.171013 1.17103 1.17103
TCTAL COST OF ELEC .f ui.E29U3 5E.tF227 G8.5C074 8P.'926[1 92.11270
ACCOUNT RATE e FULL CCS T # £/1G*-S ETU
F-RCENT ._C .?8 1.50 2.'f; 1.02
TCTAL DIRECT COST c'r5 .f' 79 1'[C7	 ZF. 7 1 1EC792P. 7^,_'61:928. 7"F6G7522. 7936G7928.
ItiJIR=CT COST.£ '1.C' 73E42233 7ZS422O3 73Su2291. ?354222' 73542293.
FPCF 6	 OWNER COSTS.4 8.0 c?EEEE34. E3828E34. 63833E74. E38B8634.
CONTINGENCY COSTv$ 11.0 37847371. S794c'971. 9734:971. 97847871. 87846971.
SUB	 TCTAL ► S .1. 1C2? c 8 r 71=.1C zn8^71^. 112TO?^712.10233$e712.10'c398E.712.
ESCALATION CCSTr$ S.S 35?534S'c3. '.C3	 34609. 353534569. 358534668. 358534568.
INTREST DURING CONST.a 1C. C• 4J' O_2CH4. 4£6?2t'3L4. 4579_GBCk. 457!'20804. 456920804.
TOTAL CAPT_TALIZATIONr3 .0 1433441153.13'34411 ,..8.12334'11168.13 ^441168.13:9441168.
COST GF ELEC-CAPITAL 11 .0 '1.453°Z 60:.4F_Z2 %C.4x9'2 60.4_°032 60.45932
CGST OF ELEC-F r3EL .C, 4.f 4146 =,.37x33 12 !-'4 ?l 20.20'02 8.24446
COST CF ELEC-CP fi 	 °AI t: .0 1.1103
=5.6
:
7176
1.171(7 2.17103 1.171CT 1.171C'Z
La	
TCTAL COST OF ELEC .0 G1.50074 73.75456 31.83737 59.87482
ACCOUNT PAT_, CA^AZITY FACTOR* :PERCENT
PFRCxtiT 12. C[- 4r.00 5L.CC EE.(C $O.00
TCTAL 'DIRECT CCSTSvT .0 7 3°_b07323. 7-3;r,7923. '93of'.7928. 7°8607223. 799607929.
INDIRECT CGSTsS 11.6 77E4:293. 7?F42257. 73Eu229T . 7764225' 736422.`-._'.
PROF F OWNER f:OSTS.S 9,0 3'?33634. Z333?E34, 63993634. '03368634. 63838534.
CCNTINGENCY COST*!! 11.1 8724E271. 3784F371. 87847871. 87841871. 87846871.
SUB TOTALS .0 in2 9SF712.102398571.1G23935712 .1023°35712.1023985712.
ESCALATION COSTS E.5 734SZ4EES. 3.°8^3 & GCfi. 3F85346E9. 3-8534668. Z58534668.
INTREST OURINC	 CONST.$ 10.0 4Z- 120E134. 4_,592080
	
. 455920864. 456920204. 456920304.
TCTAL CAP_T TALIZATIOKv$ .G 133^443178.13 "_441170. 1 3 3 94411 68.183..°.fi*liE8.1P394411E8.
CG I T OF ELEC-CAPITAL 13.0 3^_7.433nG 9-.33114 78.59712 60.45132 49.12320
CCST OF ELEC-FU7L .0 7.27039 F..871,311 6.87['7-9 6.?7F21? 7.87039
COST OF ELEC-OP 8 "AIN .0 1.171r,4 1.17103 1.17103 1.17103 1.11103
TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 37x.`2942 SF.37155 36.63854 E3.F0074 57.16462
I r
F
r
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Table 10. 16 CLOS-D CYCLE MHD SYSTEM
ACCCUN- NO	 A U X
	
rC::'Rr?",!E P'P.0 PLANT POV
	 CFERATICN COST MAINTENANCE COST
4 ? 31 ? °`	 .32273	 45.40899 12.4?936
7 E.2Tr12 .54375	 1014.31078 .DD001.
8 1C.5g731 1.11224	 3.30234 .000n0
14 .0000C	 .nr•GCG	 63.25142 .DG100
18 5.6.701C .52717	 .00DOC .00000
20 19. 5°_CS	 2.n7E2r	 .D000C .GCCr6
TOTALS 79.21575 3.97-3'-12	 1125.27351 12.40936
CLO`EE MCYCLE
	
H::	 SYSTE!' _A-E CAS- INPUT
'NOMINAL
	
PCW::Rr
	 74 14- 1n6n.c6C0	 ':6T -OWE ; .
	 MWE 251.7942
KCM HEAT RATL. STU/Kk -HR 777-!. Q176	 INET PEAT	 RAT_.	 BTU/KW -HR	 ?082.8085
OFF DF,SI3N HEAT RATS i.02GO
CONDrINSER
DESIGN PRESSURE# IN HC A	 2.0600	 `:MEEP.	 OF SHELLS 3.0000
NUMBER CF TU5ES/SHALL ^7Z2.1129	 'U	 E L-?:CTHr FT 77.4467
U. BTU/HR-FT2-F !91.4Z.77	 TER'MI':AL TEMP ?IFF. F	 5.0000
HEAT SEJECTICN
DESIGN TEP!P.	 F 31.4000	 APPRCACH. 21.6744
RANGEr F 27.rGCC	 ^FF ^ESICN TEMP. F 77.0000
OFF DESIGN PRES. 1N HC A	 1.0C:31
	
LP TUR_-INE BLAI-E L-N. IN	 23.5000
1	 1DGD.ODf' 2 rrl	 3	 .439	 4 .GGD	 5 £.000
G	 11.700 ? ?.00c	 a	 215. [in O	 9 3. Pon	 In 2.000 wit	 I.00C 12 544.nGG	 17	 1.000	 14 4.00r,	 15 1.000
26	 2.000 17 231.000	 1°	 Z.GCD	 19 r.nGC_•	 20 3.000
21.00'.G 22 33t-00.000	 23	 2340.000	 24 2E513.000	 2 r, 400.000
26	 430CCG0.000 ?7 1@CDD.CDC
	 29	 2roD0.COr,	 '22 11Co6v.000	 3D .600
31	 1.OGG 32 1975.00n
	 33	 .000	 34 .70n	 3 ,1 .700
36	 5450[+CG.GOG ^7 2!;n.DCV
	
32	 1.000	 TS 1.000	 40 966000.000
41	 231000.000 42 660O40.DCO	 43	 15000.000	 44 951oC;C.D00	 45 571000.000
46	 1.DCC 47 .OGC	 43	 3.0DC	 49 1.VDn	 50 .000
0 51	 SCc 52 5.3Sri
1	 1.C1Gr ? 1.Db[,	 3	 1.PC0	 4 I.ont	 5 1.0OD a
r 6	 1.000 7 1.000	 9	 1.000	 9 1.000	 In 1.000
F 11	 I.CDC 12 1.n[C	 13	 I.000	 14 8r1C.CtD.GV11	 25 597000.000
16	 30900000.000 17 114GOnGn.ODo	 19	 1°524ncGc.OcD	 19 30n00non.00D	 20	 135480000.000
21	 542oCCC.DGD 22 2?4382.000	 23	 1943E2.00C	 24 393898.000	 27 462402.00D
26	 35000000.000 27 .000
	 23	 129588.000	 29 129588.000	 30 9623000.000
31	 .0D[ 72 2407DCG.C[C
	
32'	 .COD	 34 120588.CDG	 35 129588.000
` 36	 10rnOC.006 37 500DO.00G
	 33	 20GOGG.0o0	 33 .000	 40 1.00041	 1.00C 42 I.VIXI	 43	 1.GPC,	 44 4704EDC6.C1:r	 45 .0190
46	 19297000.000 47 .000	 43	 4590[40.000
	
49 .000	 5n 310000.0110 a
51	 .00D 52 1.1DD	 ^3	 I.00D	 54 1.000	 55 1.Cf^0
56	 1.0QG 57 1.000	 58	 '.098D000.00G	 59 371'15600.1100	 6O 8323000.000
61	 99936G.DOC = 2 rS360CD.DLD	 63	 ?123-r.GGG	 64 614fICC.00C
	
6F 73680.000
66	 4592000.000 67 `551040.000
	 68	 300000.000	 59 .CDC	 70 .000 j
71	 .COG 72 .CCC	 73	 .CD0	 74 .PC(3	 75 .CCC
ED
C)
^ Y
IN_
1
! 10.6	 Analysis of Overall Cost of Electricity
I
The method of calculation is described in Section II of this
a report.	 Results for Parametric Point 6 are given in Table 10.15.
Sensitivity to changes in labor rate, contingency, escalation rate, and
so forth, is displayed.	 Plant results, including the cost of electricity.
j for Parametric Points 1 through 7 are summarized in Tables 10.17 and 10.10.
n
Natural resources requirements (coal, water, land, etc.) are listed in
Table 10.19.
i
As can be seen from Table 10.3, 10.17, or 10.18, the lowest
cost of electricity is 19.0 mills/Md (68.5 mills/kWh) for Parametric
Point 6.	 This figure is unacceptably high.	 It should be noted that 88.2%
`G of the cost of electricity is due to capital investment, and 72% of the
total major component cost is due to the external heating system.
10.7
	 Conclusions and Recommendations
4
1.	 Taken by itself, the nonequilibrium MHD generator is a very
attractive energy converter.
	
It is capable of high power density, large
enthalpy extraction, and good isentropic efficiency without requiring ex-
cessively high temperatures or very strong magnetic fields.
	 Its working
fluid, an inert gas seeded with a very low concentration of cesium, is ti'
much less corrosive than combustion products seeded with cesium or potas-
sium.	 Its continued development is recommended.
2.	 When combined with a 24.13 MPa/811°K/811°K (3500 psia/1000°F/
1000°F) steam plant, it is capable of a thermodynamic efficiency as high
as 59.3%.	 This efficiency drops to 45.5%, however, if the argon 	 gas has
to be heated externally [to 2367°K (3800°F)] with gasified coal through a
periodic heat exchanger of the refractory-stove type, which is exceedingly
expensive.	 A similar system which heats the argon to 1978°K (3100°F) shows
a thermodynamic efficiency of 55.1% and a power plant efficiency of 42.2%.
3.	 The combined power plant being evaluated, although efficient,
is very capital, intensive. The 1978°K (3100°F) external heating system
accounts for 72% of the total major component cost.	 The cost of electricity
[ti 19.0 mills/Mi (ti 68.5 mills/kWh)] is distressingly high, and 88% of this
cost is due to capital investment.
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Table 10.18	 CYCLE M43 SYSTEM !:UMMARY a LANT RESULTS
r -01
r
PARAMETRIC POINT 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8
TOTAL CAPITAL CCST	 IM 22CE.83 2178.45 2202.29 1666.69 233E.64 1839..54 2057.21 .00
P	 HX1	 SYSTEMk-STCV-S 2	 PI°IN3	 r-!$ 572.272 572.272 572.272 443.GD7 612.219 361.620 440.240 .000
L	 SUPER CCNDUCTING MACNE T 	rM.2 41.300 41.300 41.306 41.300 33.400 36.000 99.900 .000
A	 GASIFIER 8 AIR PREHEAUR	 r:4S SF.931 64.311 56.070 18.100 72.005 03.341 71.460 .000
N	 DC	 POWER CCNCITIONING	 ryb SC-197 °0'.197 5-0.197 50.197 41.238 _°0.350 28.457 4000
T	 STM TUPS -GEN 8 FEED STRINC . 1!E .941 . 841 .84-1 . 841 7.892 .769 17.892 .000
COF!P-DRIVE TUR2-1NTER000LF Q 0'2.. 27•.512 25.E12 28.512 2'_".512 24.306 31.332 15.634 .000HEAT RECOV STEM	 G=-N-RATO	 vv--.: 39 .037 ? ? .037 33.037 33.037 52.910 47.046 52.438 1D0
.48.8!!HO GENERATOR ASS7-RBLY 	 ryi 1.663 2.663 1.663 1.613.. 1.532 1.147 2.628
P TCT YAJO° ;OMPON-NT	 CCST	 ► '43 79:.753 715.133 V°6.832 620.207 845.309 591.605 728.648 .000
E	 TOT V AJOF COMPM -EINT CCST Pe/VV- y=25.86 6 813.322 _°16.460 627.601 F.80.87i 5IE.112 760.332 .CGC
S DALANCE OF PLANT :^i'	 rS /K W- '.2.635 'S .53!`i 61.659 43.166 -.fi6,115 65.034 _56.594	 ._ ...00D
UL SITE LALCR	 rS/KWF 127.068 12G.777 124.188 82.74116 1344l .26c5^8 1530.0 3134 4152511.11315 .000
?NOIRECIJ	 9S/KYWlET	 CncTSOST 1064.803 9f2.SSE,	 63.336 742.2t^21068.F#7T 876.56 963.3Q9 001488
PROF	 8 OWNER COS T S	 .E/KWE 81 .25.0 73.251 .80..185 60.23.3,. "-84.500- .64. 027 -2b-.031 - XOG
CONTINGENCY COST	 .S/KWE 111.718 lf'8.271 110• .2S4 62.686 118.938 91.337 104.611 .000
R ESCALATION COST	 rS/KWE 445.861 434.331 439.80D 328.730 474.494 372.791 418.417 .000E INT DURIKG
	
C0NST c'UCTTC 0'	 r5/KWE 568.21C 583.516 560.486 418.945 604.701 47(.076 533.236 .000
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION	 a5/KWE '.23r'.4o'42?'8.30°22Sfi.3671686..5fi32:4.39.30'41912.5304b.566 - .00L^- 
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0 COST OF ELEC-OP8MA1N•CILLS/KWE 0.3701.081 6.287.345 6.297.363 17.745.048 7.01221.1-6 6.8 01.171 7•	 31.3 8 •22p 1.000
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N COE 0.5 CAP..FACTCR	 .MILLS/KWE 101.456 98.206 99.387 87.164 103.251 86.639 96.449 010
COE 0.8 CAP.	 FACTOR .MILLS/KWE 56.204 53.866 64.614 61.113 70.735 571.155 63.358 .300
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Table 10.19	 CLOS-O CYCL- •MHD SYSTEM NATURAL RESOURCE REOUIEMENTS
PARAMETRIC P0- 11T	 1	 2	 4	 5	 6	 7	 9
CGAL- LS/Kk-HR	 .G919G	 70E ?3 1.627 02 .939°F .76[48 .74513 .7E170 .[0000
S0^?&ANT OR ZEE *LP/X41-4R .3GS56 .09BS3 .0-364 .00000 .40237 .39425 .40301 .00000
TOTAL WATERr CAL/KR-HR 	 .C41	 F35	 5'4	 .489	 .666	 .64(1	 .665	 .000
COOLING WAT-R	 .495	 .483	 .430	 .483	 •015	 .5130	 .614	 .Oak)
GASIFIER PROC!- !- S HZ(	 .E-398G .14[E•4 .0 1 851 .Moa .04380 .04292 .04387 .00000
CONDENSATE MA-92 UP r .00149 .Of. 42 .OF'543 .00536 .00675 .nn6 rS .00656 .00000
WASTE HANDLING SLUP Y	 .rc,'F,	 .FFGOfE•OC	 .F•C00	 .0000	 .['•GGG.L1000	 .ronc
SCRUBBER WASTr WATS?	 .00600 .00000 .00090 .00000 .013000 .00000 .00000 .00000NOX SUPfP.ESS?^K	 .FE'GCL .rrc.riO .F. F-GPO .CCGOO .000n0 .EnGGa .000o rt .Cocoa
TOTAL LAND ACRES/100t-! W	 104.54 .53.24	 53.93	 37.56 116.41 113.12 116.60 	 .013
MAIN PLANT	 23.94	 23.E3	 21.E7	 1E.s8	 24.07	 24.['2	 24.10	 .00
DISPOSAL LA'JO	 S2.p8	 22.23	 2?.96	 no	 63.93	 62.E4	 64.03	 .00
LAN7 FOR ACCESS PR	 22.62	 22.32	 22.3";	 22.08	 28.41	 26.47	 28.46	 .00
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4. Looking to the future, we see several possibilities which
will drastically reduce the capital cost:
• Further advances in nonequilibrium plasma research,
particularly in the understanding and control of
turbulence induced by ionization instability, may
enable the MHD generator to operate at a temperature
lower than 1978°K (3100°F) without loss of
performance
• A suitable nuclear heat source may be developed to
replace the external heating system herein assumed,
thus increasing the efficiency toward 59.3%, in
addition to reducing the capital cost
• New materials and /or new heat exchanger technology
may be discovered to make a fossil-fuel fired heat-
ing system less costly.
5. It is recommended that the closed-cycle MM system be re-
evaluated in five or ten years without any restriction being placed on
the heat source.
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Appendix A 10.1
CLOSED-CYCLE MHD EXTERNAL COMBUSTION AND HEAT EXCHANGE
'	 SYSTEM DESIGN AND COSTING
A 10.1.1	 Introduction
The purpose of the closed-cycle MHD combustion and heat
exchange system is to provide for the external combustion of fuels and
the transfer of the heat of combustion to a power plant topping cycle
working fluid.	 The system consists of a combined combustion chamber
and refractory periodic heat exchanger of the hot blast stove type, a
combustion air pre.heater and various high-temperature valves.	 Figure
A 10.1.1 shows the system schematic, and Figure 10.2 of the text shows
the integration of this system into a plant layout. 	 Figure A 10.1.2
details the heat exchange interconnecting piping of Figure 10.2 of the
text.	 Several operational requirements are imposed on the heat exchange
system: .'
•	 Noble gas must be supplied to the preionizer with
a maximum of 300 ppm'impurity.
•	 The apparatus must have a reasonable life expectancy.
•	 Noble gas must be supplied to meet cycle requirements
for pressure level, pressure drop, mass flow, and
temperature.'
A 10.1.1.1	 Stoves
A general discussion of stoves for MHD air preheating appearsR
in Appendices A 9.2.1 and A 9.2.5.	 For a broader background, a publi-
cation unavailable during this study but currently available is Reference
10:21.
	 The closed-cycle, nonequilibrium MEED system assumes the use of
a fixed core regenerator which alternately is heated by combustion`
products at 101 . 3 kPa (1 atm) and cooled by releasing this heat to a
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Fig. A 10.1. 1 — Closed cycle MHD external combustion and heat exchange system schematic`
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noble gas at 1.114 MPa (11 atm). After firing fuel and preheated air
in the stove to the proper checker temperature, the combustion products
must be purged and the stove pressurized with noble gas. Following a
checker cooling period the pressurized stove must be blown down to
atmospheric pressure and refilled with combustion products. It is
unlikely that the noble ,gas left in the stove after blowdown can be
vented and lost so it is assumed to be purged into the low-temperature
purifiers.
The purity of noble gas required significantly influences the
stove design. Impurities in the noble gas circuit originate from three
sources:
• Erosion from refractory surfaces and dust deposits
9 Contaminants retained within the swept volume of the
regenerator on purge cycle
• Out-gassing of absorbed impurit i es during the stove
cool cycle.
All mechanisms of contamination are essentially proportional
to the regenerator (stove) surface and heating -cooling time interval
length. For long time intervals higher checker mass -to-surface area
ratios are required.
Neglecting the first and third sources of contamination,
swept volume considerations indicate that 3600 s (60 min) heat/cool
cycles yield satisfactory contaminant levels.
Guidelines of Appendix A 9.2 concerning flue size are for dust
loadings as follows: dust loadings of < 0.114 g/m 3 (0.05 gr/ft3)
require 2.54 cm (1 in) diameter flues, and for dust loadings < 0.343 g/m3
(0.15 gr/ft 3) 5.08 cm (2 in) flues may be used. The increase in
required flue diameter with dust loading is due to higher deposition
and slump rates.
Refractory materials included for heat storage capacity are
alumina-based superduty fireclay used to 1533°K (2300°F) checker tempera-
ture, mullite from 1533 to 1755°K (2300 to 2700°F), superduty high-density
i^
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alumina between 1755 and 1978°K (2700 and 3100°F), and calcium oxide
stabilized zirconium oxide (Zr0 2 ) or chromium oxide (Cr02) bonded alumina 	
r
oxide (Al 203) between 1978 and 2200°K (3100 and 3500°F), and yttrium oxide
(Y203) stabilized zirconium oxide from 2200 to 2533°K (3500 to 41000F).
Unfortunately, the effects of various slags on zirconia are unknown and
must be investigated before a workable design is claimed. Nonstandard
checker bricks are used, best pricing is based on standard shapes because
of the large number required. The price of yttria stabilized zirconia
upon which the design is coated is about one-third of the present market
price and is based on a large yttria consumption. The present market in
yttria is extremely volatile.	 b
The heat exchanger required for the closed-cycle MIM plant
must operate through large temperature difference thermal cycles. Stress
build-up during thermal cycling is greater for the thick wall checker
of a long time period stove. Since refractories are more tolerant of
thermal cycling above 1366°K (2000°F), a recuperative (shell and tube)
noble gas preheater is used. The preheater increases hot valuing
problems while decreasing the amount of contaminants entering the noble
gas stream.
A 10.1.1.2 Noble Gas Preheater
The noble gas preheater is a shell-and-tube, rectangular heat
exchanger with low-rressure combustion products on the shell side arranged
with one counterflow gas pass and several tube passes. In the cycle
a
analyzed, the working fluid, argon flows inside 5.08 (2 in) schedule 80
iipes. Where required, the pipe material is RA 333, a high-nickel alloy
with a small percentage of aluminum. At lower temperatures [1140°K
(1600°F)] Type 347 stainless steel is specified. Still lower,[922°K (1200°F]
Croloy 9M or an equivalent is indicated, Gunned insulation is applied
to the 1.2.7 cm (0.5 in) steel shell.
A 10.1.1.3 Combustion Air Preheater
Because of the high flame temperatures required by external""
combustion and subsequent heat exchange to the working fluid, a high-
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-	 tz;aperature combustion air preheat is required. The combustion air
preheater is also a shell and }rube exchanger with combustion products
on the shell side. Neither the tube shell side is under significant
pressure so thin-walled tubing is used.
Y
A 10.1.1.4 Valving
Hot valving capable of separating 1.114 MPa (11 atm) noble
gas from 101.3 kPa (1 atm) combustion products represents a very
difficult design condition. Tolerable maximum leak rates are much
less than any hot valving has yet achieved. Conceptually, the problems
of valve seat erosion and corrosion may be negated by using two superduty
water-cooled gate valves to thermally isolate a pipe zone. Between the
i
two gate valves an automated goggle valve with recessed protected seats
may be used as a positive seal. The seats must be protected by cooling
and a clean gas purge protective environment. The very complicated
valve system also indicates very long stove periods. Cost estimates
are based on the above concepts.
A 10.1.1.5 Piping
Hot gas piping presents no insurmountable technical problems
but is a major factor in plant cost because the refractory lining is, of
necessity, a very high-cost material.
A 10.1.1.6 Costing
The general philosophy of this design was to strike a balance
between cycle efficiency and initial capital cost, emphasizing higher
cycle efficiency with perhaps a high but less than optimum capital cost.
In all cases the designs — and in some cases the concepts — are not cost
optimized.
A good example is the stove. Current industrial art for
increasing heat exchange capacity for a given capital investment includes
the technique of heating a stove to more nearly constant temperature than
is usually used with a high-efficiency regenerator. With this technique
there is more loss of availability, but the capacity of a stove is
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increased. By "pushing the heat down the bricks" it is possible to vary
the brick corrosion environment and reduce noble gas contamination, two
very desirable side effects.
In any case, it is doubtful that the costs are an accurate
reflection of an optimized power plant and cycle.
Component cost is obtained by determining the quantity of each
material in the component and ascribing the best available cost per unit
material and unit labor cost. The simple sum over all materials yields
the basic component cost transmitted forward for application of other
factors of pricing policy.
A 10.1.2 Combustion System Mass Flow and Temperature Estimates
'' f
Figure A 10.1.1 indicates that, for this system, efficiency is
maximized by achieving the maximum permissible flame temperature. Flame
temperatures are limited to 2506°K (4051°F) for combustion products on
zirconia brick (Reference 10.22). For this flame temperature and 20% excess
air, high-Btu gas (CH 
3.85 
equivalent) requires 922°K (1200°F) combustion
air preheat (Reference 10.23). A preheater of 85% effectiveness indicates
the products should enter the air preheater at 1028°K (1390°F).
The mass flow rate of products is determined by a First Law
	 ^^
of Thermodynamics energy balance across the noble gas heaters, both
recuperative and regenerative. Table A 10.1.1 is a summary of parameters
used in Equation A 10.1.1.
QA
m=
p	 Cpp
 (T4 11 - T511)
Y	 (A 10.1.1)`
6
m =
	 1.600 x 10	
= 1.983 x 10 3 lb/sp	 0.303 (4510 - 1850)
E
The heat exchange split between the argon preheater and periodic exchanger
is determined by the maximum acceptable metal temperature in the preheater,
taken as 1366°K (2000 0 F). Thus, the argon temperature is fixed at about
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Table A 10.1.1
Design Parameters
Value
*
1., 600 x 10 Btu/s
0.303 Btu/lb°F
Parameter
Argon Heat Fate, QA
Products Specific Heat, Cpp
(considered as air)
Temperatures from
Figure A 10.1.1
Products in (flame
temperature)
Products to Air Preheater
Argon Flow Rate, in
Average Argon Density, p
a
Average Combustion Product
Density, p
P
4510°R
1850°R
4.25 x 10 3
 lb/s
0.1806 lb/ft3
0.0104 lb/ft3
* 1.686 GJ/s from closed-cycle computer program output dated
5-2-75 (T. C. Tsu, personal communication).
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1255°K (1800 0F). First Law considerations then determine the temperature
of products out of the periodic exchangers as 1750°K (2690°F). With
the overall system temperatures determined, the individual elements may
be sized through transport and material considerations.
A 10.1.3 Periodic Exchanger and Combustor
Although the variables which influence the performance of a
stove-type periodic heat exchanger are manifold, the fundamental principles
allowing their performance to be estimated are very simple. In a well-
designed stove the center-line temperature of a checker wall is nearly
constant. This enables the designer to consider the stove as a steady-flow
1
	 device with heat flow from a hot to cold stream through a refractory wall.
This concept is useful in obtaining initial estimates of checker height.
The thickness of refractory wall may be estimated through recourse to
the Heisler Transient Heating and Cooling Charts (Reference 10.24) and
maintaining the center-line temperature drop less than 15%. These concepts,
with the prescribed pressure drop and heat transfer correlations and
conservation laws of mass and energy, yield an initial design. This
initial design should be refined using methods outlined in McAdams
(Reference 10.25) or Razelos and Paschkis (Reference 10.26) which ap proxi-
mately account for time-dependent thermal storage and internal thermal
resistance of the checkerwork.
A sample computation follows. To minimize capital investment,
it is desirable to operate the stoves in symmetrical one-on-one heat/cool
cycles. Continuity considerations and tabular data of Table A 10.1.1
yield the flow velocity relation shown in Equation A 10.1.2.
VA = I P
A
 -mP` Vp
p^
(A 10.1.2)
a
ITT
j
)
n
4.25 x 10	 0.0104
	 V = 0.123 V
VA 	 3^ k.985  x 10J p	 p
Thus, the products velocity is approximately eight ties the argon velocity.
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Since the stove is a true counterflow device, the log mean temperature
difference is applicable
(T5„ - T5 1) - (T411 - T4 , )
LMTD =
T5.. - T5 e
Rn 
T4" T4
^	 (A 10.1.3)
LMTD = 890 - 240 = 496°F
Qn 890
240
The stove heat rate is computed as the difference of the total argon and
preheater heat rates given by Equation A 10.1.4.
ktoye = QA	 A 
	
atm	 11.1 atm
	
m ( '11.1	 -i
2260°R	 7620R
(A 10.1.4 )
Qstove = 1.6 x 10 6 - 4250(
3866 )(4891.7) (11.4-3.85 )J
= 815.5 x 10 3 Btu/s
The overall thermal conductance per foot of flue in the regenerator
between the argon and products in the analogous steady-flow model is
(UA)' =	 110	 (A 10.1.5)1	 rB	 1	 2
hAA' + ksA' + hpA' + hf lA'
For pipeline quality gas and high temperature, the fouling conductance
is neglected. Also considered neglible in this initial sizing of the
stoves is the thermal capacity impedance term of Rummel (Reference 10.27),
8/(2.5 Cpp srBA'). For the special checker having 2.54 cm (1.0 in) square
holes on 5.08 cm (2.0 in) in-line centers and laid with flues straight
and smooth, the equivalent checker thickness is given by Equation A 10.1.6.
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A
j
r = Vs = 22 - 12 = 0.063 ft
	
(A 10.1.6)
B	
22 (12)
The average property of the checker is determined from Table A 10.1.2.
The heat exchanger coefficient within the flue is estimated by
the Dittus-Boelter relation (Equation A 10.1.7) for smooth flues neglecting
radiation effects; a decidedly conservative approach.
hA = 0.023 d	
ReA0.8 PrA0.33	 (A 10.1.7)
i
The parameters of Equation A 10.1.7 are given in Table A 10.1.3 with
those of the products. Substitution of parameters from Table A 10.1.3
into Equation A 10.1.7 yield the heating and cooling cycle heat transfer
coefficients of 56.32 W/m 2-°K (9.92 Btu/hr-ft 2-°F) and 46.84 W/m2-°K
(8.25 Btu/hr-ft 2-°F), respectively. Substituting these values for Ii
P
and hA , 1/3 for A' and the value of k  given in Table A 10.1.1 in
Equation A 10.1.5 gives the overall conductance.
(UA)'	 g	 +((13 0126 1. 0	 3	 12	 (A 10.1.8)
(S. 251 i	 1.3	 ! X 9.921 (160
= 1.12 Btu/hr-ftflue-0 F
The initial checker height is estimated by Equation A 10.1.9.
	
_	 N
PAAflue A
f	 mlue	 QA
_ A 	 A	 I^
L - 
Q /
 (UA)' LMTD	 (UA)' LMTD	 (A 10.1.9)
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Table A 10.1.2
Checker Properties
Stove Height Ps' 3 Cs
°F
k 
°F
Temperature
°F% Checker lb ft Btu/lb-- Btu/hr-ft- from to:
5.3 X.H.D. fireclay 145 0.264 0.83 2300
21.1 Mullite 155 0.252 1.0 2300 2700
21.1 High alumina 185 0.278 1.58 2700 3100
Chromia-bonded
26.3 alumina or 185 0.278 1.7 3100 3500
Ca0 -	 Zr03
26.2 Y203 - Zr0 3 322 0.17 1.0 3500 4100
100% Average checker 212 0.243 1.3
E^ C>:^' r[ -rr	
5''° ' or, THE
POORop-
	
9:I
)f Ayala
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Table A 10.1.3
Stove Parameters
s
Parameter	 1
1
	
VA	
20 ft/s
V	 120 ft/s	 ..
	
p	a
	
di	1/12 ft
	
pA	 0.181 lb/ft 3
p p ti pair	
0.123 lb/ft 3
	
uA	
0.2 lb/hr-ft
uu air	
3.92 x 10-5 lb/ft-s
p
ReA = pVd/p	 5423
	
Re	 3140
p
	
PrA
1/3	 0.878
Pr 	 ti1.0
	
kA	0.0366 Btu/hr-ft2-°F,
kp ti kair	
0.057 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
d
F	 i
4
A'
alM'
A
10-67	 r
I)
-A
0.181 (1/44)20
L = 815.5 x 10 3 4.25 x 103	 600	 (A 10.1.10)
(1.12) 496
L	 31.0 ft
Substituting into the more exact equations given by McAdams, (Reference
10.25), we have:
checker void fraction,
1
c = 2z = 0.25	 (A 10.1.11)
the dimensionless stove height
^A = ChG +(r—E)L(A 10.1.12)
Po 	 B
_	 8.25
	 1-0.25
^A (38.66 2.5)[0.181 (20
	
(31)
) 3600] (0.0625)
778	 4
AA = 7.6
= h	 (1-e)L = 14.0
	
(A 10.1.13)
P	 CPGo Ip r 
the average nondimensional stove height is defined accordingly
to Equation A 10.1.14.
X s =	 _12.0 _1 = 10.0	 (A 10.1.14)
aA + X 
r	 ',
4
Y
w^
*n
1
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The dimensionless time interval
h 8
TA C A	
- 2.54 8
	
(A 10.1.15)
s s 
r 
B
h 8
Tp = C T = 3.05 8	 (A 10.1.16)
s s B
T s = (TA + T p)/2 = 2.8	 (A 10.1.17)
From Figure 11.11, McAdams (Reference 10.25), for a one-hour stove cycle
the effectiveness ¢ is 0.82. The average temperature rise (Reference
10.25) of the argon is
(TAITA) (LMTD)
AT =	 2	
rr
	 (A. 10.1.18)
p	 A	 A p	 ^s
AT = 1882°F
This gives an average argon output temperature of 2301°K (3682°F) which
is less than	 required 2372°K (3810°F). Since the term in brackets
is negligible in its variation with height, an increase in height to 10 m
(33 ft) is required.	 The underestimate of height by Equation A 10.1.10
is probably due to neglecting the heat storage thermal resistance. the
thermal droop in the argon is (Reference 10.25)
TA CT 4 11-T A4')dTA =	 - 1)( ^A+1)	 (A 10.1.19)
s
= 335°F
Although 8% thermal drop is too high, the phased operation of the stoves
will attenuate this figure.
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The stove combustion chamber geometry is similar to the
open-cycle stoves (see Appendix A 9.2.5). Total superficial flow area
is given by Equation A 10.1.20.
Af = MA 	 (A 10.1.20)
pAV"Ae
4.25 x 103	
- 4707 ft 0.1806 (20) (0.25)
The number of stoves, each having 176.7 ft  of flow area, in the cool
cycle at a given instant is given by Equation A 10.1.21.
n = 4707	 27.	 (A 10.1.21)176.7
If each bank of three stoves could be cycled from cool to heat in six
minutes, only one extra stove would be required. Thus the total number
of stoves is given as 56 for the high-Btu, clean, pipeline gas.
A 10.1.3.1 Regenerator Material Quantities
Techniques for computation of the regenerator materials and
methods of scaling are detailed in the open-cycle MHD Appendix A 9.2.
Table A 10.1.4 gives a summary of the various material accounts. The
cost of material and labor is given in Tables A10-1.5 and .A 10.1.6.
An example of the scaling technique is given below for the number of
stoves and mass of the active checker bricks. Constant argon velocity
is a reasonable choice for flue velocity because dust entrainment must
be controlled. From Equation A 9.2.78, the number of stoves is given as
the next higher even multiple of four
__ A3100 
	 5819	 ti
"	
m
3100 mA	 "3800	 4253 (56) v 80
3800
The argon flow rates are given in Figures A 10.1.3 and A 10.1.4.
REPRO DT'
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The mass of active checker bricks, given as 1645 and 1900 k-lb
for the 3800 and 3100°F low Btu gas cases in Table A 10.1.4, is
determined by a three dimensional form of Equation A 9.2.77 for constant
stove diameters
AT 
Mass = P n L = P n AT U
em
Note that specific heat is assumed constant and radiation is not
considered. For 3100°F service the average brick mass is (173.6 lb/ft3)
as compared to 212.0 for 3800°F service, The average U changes by one-
half the products mass flow rate to the 0.8 power., or 3% approximately
using the data from Figures A 10.1.3 and .4, The mass of the 3100°F low
Btu gas checkers may then be written as
913
11.53
173.6 80 (3100-1800) 'en(240 ) 1.031
Mass	 1645
= ^212.01^56 ,(38 0-1800)	 193	 ^1.0 1
^Qn(300)^
= 1900 k-lb
It should be noted that stoves for the gasified coal case
were not scaled, but were redesigned using a checker with 6.35 cm
(2.5 in) square flues on 12.7 cm (5 in) centers which is consistent
with the higher dust loading of the low Btu gas.
A 10.1.3.2 Noble Gas Contamination
From the noble gas flow rate, volume of stove,, and period of
operation, noble gas contamination can be expected to be well below
300 ppm in normal operation. Blowdown and purge to th low-temperature
purifier will further reduce the impurity level in the MHD channel and
preionizer.
r
"^"-.may
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Table A 10.1,4	 Material Quantity for Closed-Cycle H.X. Apparatus
High-Btu Gas Low-Btu Gas Low-Btu Gas
(3800°F) (3800°F) (3100°F)
Noble Gas Heaters Air Preheater Noble Gas Heaters Air Preheater Noble Gas Heaters Air Preheater
Combustion and Heat No. Amt.* No. Amt.* No. Amt.* No. Amt.* No. Amt.* No. Amt.*
Cxchange System Units per Unit Units per Unit Units per Unit Units per Unit Units per Unit Units per Unit
Concrete, Stoves
56 42 yd3 3 56 42 yd3 3 80 48.5 yd3 3
Preheater 28 90 yd 3 4 153 yd 28 90 yd 4 66 yd 40 134 yd3 4 7.2 yd
RA 333 Metal Tubes 28 35,500 ft 28 25,900 ft 40 52,700 ft
Stainless St. Tubes 28 35,500 ft 4 1,962,000 ft 28 25,900 ft 4 847,000 ft 40 52,700 ft 4 92,200 ft
Alloy Tubes
Insulation, Recup. 28 106 4 279 28 77 4 120 40 157.3 4 13.1
Structural Steel, Recup. 28 24 4 60 28 17.5 4 26 40 35.6 4 2.8
Containment Steel, Recup. 28 93.1 4 684 28 68 4 295 40 138.1 4 32.1	 -
o Checker Bricks, Stove 56 1087 56 1645 80 1900.0
N Insulation, Stove 56 276 56 418 80 483.0
Containment	 Steel, Stove 56 89.1 56 135 80 156
Structural Steel, Stove 56 18.8 56 28 80 32.3
Burners, Stove, each 56 ea. 56 ea. 80 ea.
High-Temp. Valves, each*** ,W, ea. 196 ea. 280 ea.
Refractory Baffles 28 203 28 148 40 324
d.
3Weight x 10	 /unit in lb except as noted.
** Costs summed with stove costs.
T
*,t*
Costs summed with piping costs.
C"{ n.
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Table A 10.1.5	 Material Cost for Closed-Cycle H.X. Apparatus
High-Btu Gas Low-gg	 s,G Low-Btu Gas(3800°F) (381r7^ F^ (3100°F)
Combustion and Heat Noble Gas Heaters Air Preheaters {!:ble Gas Heaters	 Air Preheater Noble Gas Heaters	 Air Preheater
Exchange System $/lb* $/lb* $/lb*	 ^lb* $/1b*	 _$/lb*
Stoves
Concrete, $77.78/yd3 $75/yd3Preheater
RA-333 Metal Tubes $9.430/ft
Stainless St. Tubes $2.194/ft $2.194/ft
Alloy Tubes
Insulation,Recup. 0.291 0.250
Structural Steel, Recup. 0.375 0.383
r	 Containment Steel, Recup. 0.204 0.177
0
Checker Bricks, Stove 4.14 4.14 1.15
Insulation, Stove 0.32
Containment Steel, Stove 0.35
Structural Steel, Stove 0.47
Burners,
	
Stove, $/each $15,000/each $28,000 each $28,000 each
High-Temp. Valves, $/each 120,000
Refractory Baffles 0.192
0
* $/lb except as nu ed.
t	 `i
tI
Table A 10.1.6	 Labor Cost for dosed-Cycle H.X. Apparatus
High-Btu Gas Gasified Coal	 Gasified Coal
(3800°F) (3800°F)	 (3100°F)
Combustion and Heat Noble Gas Heaters Air Preheater	 Noble Gas Heaters	 Air Preheater	 Noble Gas Heaters	 Air Preheater
Exchange System $/lb* $/lb* $/lb	 $/lb	 $/lb	 $/lb
Concrete, Stoves 72.22 75.0Preheater
RA-333 Metal Tubes 5.60
Stainless St. Tubes 1.50
Alloy Tubes
Insulation, Recup_ 0.214 0.401
Structural Steel, Recup. 0.25 0.25
Containment Steel, Recup. 0.0859 0.137
N
Checker Bricks, StoveV 0.15
Insulation, Stove 0.15
Containment Steel, Stove
Structural Steel, Stove
Burners, Stove
High-Temp. Valves $10,000 each
Refractory	 Baffles 0.15
*$/lb except as noted.
t
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	Com-	
° Checkerbustion q
	
Side	 11	 Side
Heat	 ii
Noble Gas
Regenerator
Low Btu
Noble Gas
Regenerator
Gas 1000°F
2293°F	
1800,E
Noble Gas
750°f
	
Preheater
2470 Ib/s
1000°F
302° F
	
Argon@	 ^^
Combustion	 11. 1 atm.	 +,
Air	 —	 5819 Ib/s	
s
iPreheater
Air 59°F	
655 f
Heat Recovery
i
Fig. A 10.1.3 — Closed cycle MHD external combustion and heat exchange
system schematic for 2033°K (3100°F) low-Btu gas cycle. Similar to Point 6.	 !
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Argon
Heater
II	 4050°F
II
li Noble Gas
Regenerator
it
II	 Heatit
II
Com-	 Checker
Low Btu	 bustion iSide
Gas 1000°F	 Side
ows. 1679046
3810°F
Argon
iater
ii
II
I I Noble Gas
Ij Regenerator
it
2953°F
	 1800°F
Noble Gas
1700OF 	 Preheater
290 lb/s
IWOF
302°F
L	 Argon @
Combustion	 11.1 atm.
Air	 4253 lb/s
Preheater
Air 59°F _j	 8080 F
Hqat Recovery
Fig. A 10.1.4 — Closed cycle MHD external combustion and heat exchange system
schematic for the 2367°K (3800°F) low-Btu gas cycle. Similar to Points 5 and 7.
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As stated earlier, outgassing and erosive pickups of
contaminants during the regenerator cool cycle are neglected because,
rto a great extent, they are functions of . the quality of the refractory,
density, manufacturing tolerances, and thermal stability. 	 Erosion
_	
by the noble gas is minimal because the products are at a higher velocity
than is the noble gas, density being a lesser effect in this case. tl
In a single-stove cycle one stove volume of products is
introduced into the noble gas loop on the change-over from products
to noble gas, and perhaps two on change from noble gas to product
(noble gas recovery).	 The following computation was performed for
-	 conditions and dimensions given in Table A 10.1.7.
Table A 10.1.7	 Stove Description
Active Checker Height	 44 ft*
c (void volume fraction)	 0.25
Stove Cycle	 1 hr a
Argon Flow Rate	 4.62 x 10 3 lb/s*
Number of Stoves 	 29.0*
Pump-Down Pressure	 3 atm
Molecular Weight of Products	 30.0
Superficial Flow Area	 176.7 ft i
Flow Area Ratio,	 0.3
Combustor/(Combustor & Insulation)
*Not a final design condition
The volume of a stove is the volume of checker flow area plus combustion
chamber area
Stove Volume	 =	 44[(e)(176.7) + 0.3 	 (240.5-176.7)] = 2786 ft 	 (A 10.1.22)
The number of molecules of products per stove volume is given as
Equation A 10.1.23.
P V
p P	 1 iMolecules Product/Stove = (6.023 x 1023) 
R'	
(A 10.1.23)
RR 	 454^	 1
10-77 r
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The number of molecules of argon per stove volume is given as
Equation A 10.1.24.
Molecules Argon	 (6.023 x 1023)(4.62)(3.6) 10 6
	1
Stove Volume	 MA	 454)	 (A 10.1.24)
The parts per million of contaminants are given as Equation A 10.1.25
for three stove volumes.
MAPpi^p 106 (29)
PPM M (4.62)(3.6)10 RTpp	 P (3)	 (A 10.1.25)
39.94 Pp [psf] 2786 (29)(3)
30.0(4.62)(3.6)(53.34)(3700)
14.16 Pp[psi]
For blowdown to atmospheric pressure the total parts per million is
208 ppm. Therefore, neglecting any contamination of the bricks during
heating, three volumes of products will give a concentration of no more
than 208 ppm in the total argon flow over a one hour period.
A 10.1.4 Noble Gas Preheater (NGP)
The design of the noble gas preheater is subject to.several
somewhat flexible criteria. The purpose of the device is to ameliorate
several regenerator problems (thermal shock fracture, noble gas con-
tamination, excess capital cost of stoves) whose significance is not
presently known. The cost of the preheater, then, is presumed to be
less than the cost of the equivalent stove surface. A maximum metal
temperature of 1366°K (2000°F) has been used without certainty of
achieving a cost optimum.
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AThe NGP is a shell-and-tube exchanger with 5.08 cm (2 in)
schedule 80 tubes on 11.4 cm (4.5 in) equilateral pitch with several
tube passeu.	 Refractory baffles are used along with refractory lined
walls.
	
Cold wall temperatures are 361°K (190°F). 	 As shown in Figure
A 10.1.1 the combustion products enter at 101.3 kPa (1 atm) and 1750°K
(2690°F) and leave at 1028°K (1390°F) while 1928.1 g/s
	
(4250 lbm/s) of
noble gas enter in counterflow at 1.125 MPa (11.1 atm) and 423°K (302°F)
and exits at 1256°K (1800 0 F).	 Metal temperature is maintained by
variable baffle spacing.	 The NGP heat rate is 828 MWt 	 (785,000
Btu/s) from the difference of total heat rate (Table A 10.1.1) and stove
heat rate (Equation A 10.1..4. 	 The length of tube required is given
by Equatrrjn A 10.1.26:
L	 4	 (A 10.1.26)(UA)^(F)(LMTD)
where F is 1.0 for true counterflow. 	 The conductance per tube length
Is given by Equation A 10.1.27:
(UA),	
=	
1.0	 (A 10.1.27)
1	 Rn (d	 d •) +	 1	 +	 1+
TrhAdi 	27rk	 7Th	 irh fldoodo
The density of the argon is given by the ideal gas approximation
r
_ P	 _ 11.1
	 (14.7)(144) _ 0.402 lb/ft 3	 (A 10.1.2$)pA RT	 38.66	 (1511)
The argon heat transfer coefficient is given as
hA = 0.023 d ReO.$Pr0.33	 (A 10.1.29)
= 27.2 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
and the products Colburn j factor is 0.017 using Reference 10.28 as a.a.1
guide.	 The shell-side heat transfer coefficient is given by the j
factor definition, Equation A 10.1.30.
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ITable A 10.1.8	 Parameters for Determination of Tube Conductance
Parameter Value
PA 0.402 lb/ft3
VA 50 ft/s
d. 2/12 ft
i
uA
3.24 x 10-5
 lb/':-s
kA 0.0221 Btu/hr-ft-°F
PrA1/3 0.871
V
Pmax
21.5 ft/s
CP 0.298 Btu/lb-°F
P
Pr 2/3 0,82
P
D 2.375/12 ft-0
U
P
3.73 x 10-5 lb/f.t-s
PVd.
1	 I 105Re 	 = P A
V	 d
PP Pmax o 1.54 x 103Re	 =
Pmax	 uP
hfl 66 Btu /hr-ft2-°F
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h  = CP P pPVP	
-0.66
max j Pr
	 (A.10.1.30)h
r
hp
 = 6.4 Btu/hr-ft 2 °F
Considering fouling, the effective heat exchange coefficient, h*, is
given as Equation A 10.1.31.
h*
1
	= 5.75 Btu/hr-ft 2_°F	 (A 10.1.31)l 
+ Tiph
t
Note that the definition of an effective heat transfer coefficient
consolidates the two right-hand demoninator terms of Equation A 10.1.27
into a single term. The maximum tube wall temperature in OF which
should remain below 1366°K (2000"F) is approximated at the outlet by
and the thermal impedance ratio times the temperature difference from
Figure A 10.1.1.
Maximum Tube	
= 1800 + {1/(h  Trd )/[l/(h  Trd . )
Temperature	 A i	 A i
+ 1/(h*Trdo)]}(3150 - 2260)
	 (A 10.1.32)	 }
1800 + 
0.0183 (890) 
=
0.092	
1981°F	 t
.	
;;
Designing for a slightly high shell-side flow area is sufficient to avoid
	 7
flow distribution-caused hot spots.
The overall conductance per unit length of tube is given by
Equation A 10.1.27, with substitutions shown in Equation A 10.133.
1	 ^i(UA)' =	 375	 (A 1.0.1.33)
12	 + kn t1. 44 ^+	 12 ,w
2.82Tr (1.94)	 2Tr (15) + ' 5.757r(2.375)
2.84 Btu/hr-ft	
-0
°F
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The log mean temperature difference in counterflow from
Figure A 10.1.1, is given by Equation A 10.1.34.
r
L14TD = 890-1088 = 981.2°F	 (A 10.1.34)
_
	
	 890	 I!
^n 1088
The length of tube is
L = 785 x 103
 (3600) = 1.014 x 106 ft	 (A 10.1.35)2.84 (981.2)
The number of parallel passes is
n11
	
mA
	
0.402 (50) (0.
0
0205) ti 10,314
	
(A 10.1.36)
pAVAAf
Tube length per pass is given
__ L __ 1.014 x 106
Lpass n11 10.3 x 10 3 - 98 ft (A 10.1.37)
The shell-side superficial flow area (face area) is given by
Equation A 10.1.37.
	
__ 1.985 x 10 3
	4 2
A p	 0.0134 (10)	 1.48 x 10 ft
For 27 active noble gas preheaters, the tube nest is
(A 10.1.37)
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Tubes/Unit = n11/unit = 10314 ti 382 tubes	 (A 10.1.38)
(38 tubes wide and 10 deep)
The superficial shell-side flow area is
Af /unit = k4200 = 548 ft 2 	(A 10.1.39)
P
or, for 38 tubes wide, 13.2 m (38.5 ft) along the tube axis dimension.
The head exchanger is arranged in true counterflow with the tube axis
vertical. As the average products and argon temperatures decrease
downstream, the tube-side coefficient may be increased to reduce cost.
After the first pass the shell-side pass area is halved and the
conductance per tube length increases to 8.167 W /m2°K (4.72 Btu/hr-fttube
°F). The total length of tube weighted for variable (UA)' is given by
Equation A 10.1.69.
785 x 10 3 (3600)	 3L =	 = 703 x 10 ft (A 10.1.40)
[3(2.84) + 3(4.72)1981.2
Note that the effect of radiation has not been included, so some
protection (cold inlet argon tubes upstream of the first tube row) is
probably necessary.
The argon pressure drop is given by the usual equation
V 2
AP = (f d + C L) P 290 (A 10.1.41)
Allowing two velocity heads loss for headers, the pressure drop is
estimated as 151.7 kPa ( 2.2 psi).
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A 10.1.4.1 Scaling and Material Estimates
The methods for estimating scaling and costing the material
requirements of the NGP is similar to the method used in Appendix A 9.2
in estimating open-cycle MHD regenerators. A summary of material type
and cost, and labor'cost is given in Table A 10.1.4, A 10.1.5 and
A 10.1.6.
A 10.1.5 Combustion Air Preheater
The purpose of the combustion air preheater is to raise the
flame temperature of the combustion products to a sufficient level
that heat may be supplied to the noble gas topping cycle working fluid
through the regenerator thermal approach temperature difference at the
required peak cycle temperature. High-Btu gas combustion air requires
less preheat to reach a given temperature than does low- or medium-Btu
gas. This is evidenced by the amount of preheater material in
Table A 10.1.4.	 Low-Btu gas requires less preheater material because
the gas is delivered at 811°K (1000°F) and the fuel-air ratio is higher
for low- or mediL=-Btu gas. The preheater operates at essentially
atmospheric pressure. Only the design for high-Btu gas is presented
and the schematic of its relation to other combustion system components
is shown in Figure A 10.1.1.
For the case of neglible internal pressure and 978°K (1300°F)
maximum initial temperatures 10.16 cm (4 in) 3.81 cm (1.5 in) tube with
2.11 (0.083 in) wall thickness on 10.2 cm (4.0) equilateral pitch is
adequate. The mass flow of combustion products is 1.06 times the air-
side flow rate, and the specific heat is slightly larger in the products,
making; the heat rate higher on the products side. This reaction has
been neglected in the heat exchanger sizing for convenience. The air
preheater heat rate is established as per Equation A 10.1.42.
Q = m C  AT	 (A 10.1.42)
Q = (1985.0)(0.252)(1660 - 519) = 0.571 x 10 6 Btu/s
The log mean temperature difference is approximately 105.6°K (190°F).
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For insjde and outside velocities of 30.5 m/s (100 ft/s) and 15.3 m/s
(50 ft/s) the heat exchange coefficients are given as Equation A.10.1.29,
Entries into this equation are given in Table 10.1.9.
Table A 10.1.9	 Summary of Air Preheater Properties
Property	 Value
Temperature of Inlet Air	 519`R
Temperature of Outlet Air	 1660OR
Temperature of Inlet Products	 1850°R
Temperature of Outlet Products	 710°R
p a	 2.7 x 10-5 lb/ft-s
Pa
	0.023 1b/ft3
	
Re	 8550
a
Pr 
1/3
	
0.8875
a
	
k	 0.0377 Btu/hr-ft-°F
a
	
u	 2.85 x 10_
5
 lb/ft-s
p
	
P	 0.0214 lb/ft3
p
	
Rep	7510
Pr 1/3	 0.889
p
	
k	 0.039 Btu/hr-ft-`F
p
ktube	
25 Btu/hr-ft-°F
	
V	 100 ft/s
a
	
V	 50 ft/s
p
The air-side heat transfer coefficient is found to be 59.61 W/
mL-°K(10.5 Btu/hr-ft 2-°F). The shell-side coefficient is given by
Equation A 10.1.43.
h = 0.33 k P R	 0,6 Pr	
(A
--
P	 d	 "max
o	  10.1.43)
= 19./1 Btii/hr-ft2°F
h
a
_f
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The conductance per foot of tube is given as
(UA) l _	 1.0
	 (A 10.1.. 44)
1.0 + kn do(di
	 1.0
	 1.0
7th adi	 21rk +	 +irhpdp 
	
7rhfld0
(UA) r =
12.0	 0.136	 12 _	 12
rr(10.5X1.31)+	
1.0
2(25)7r+ (19.4)1.5 + T(100)1.5
`= 2.30 Btu/hr-ft	 F
tube
15	
a	 The length of tube required is
L	 (UA)'(LMTD)F 0:10.1-45)
0.571 x 106(3600) = 4.70 x 10 6 ft2.41 (190) (1)
The number of parallel passes is
n	
=	
ma	
=	
1985
	 (144 ) = 68300 (A 10.1,46)
11	 pVAf	0.031(100)	 1.35
The length of a single pass is found to be 20.97 m (68.8 ft).
The product-side superficial flow area is given by
Equation A 10.1.47.
M
Aflow	 =	 ^' =
	
= 1855 ft (A 10.1.47)p	 0.0214 (50)prod.	 p p
If there are four air preheaters, a reasonable unit design consists of
one tube pass 21.3 m (70 ft) long, 140 tubes in transverse pitch and
122 tubes in longitudinal. pitch.	 A single gas pass would include a
tube length of 3.03 m (9.94 ft).	 Eight passes are a conservative design.
J
1
The quantities of material shc;an in Table A 10.1.4, high-Btu
gas air preheater are based on 140 tubes by 139 tubes in a unit bundle.
	 t
This is adequate to cover a crossflow correction factor of 0.9, and
any maldistribution problems. Note that the preheater was redesigned
by similar techniques to use 5.1 cm (2.0 in) tubes on 9.53 cm (3.75 in)
staggered centers for the low-Btu gasified coal case.
^.
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A 10.1.6 Nomenclature
A
 Flow area, ft 
A' Area of checker tube per foot of length, ft
C Circumference, ft.
CL Fluid loss coefficient
C Constant pressure specific heat, Btu/lb-°F
P
Cs ' Specific heat of solid, Btu/lb-°R
d Hydraulic diameter, 4Af/C
f Fluid friction factor
F Crossflow correction factor to LMTD
g C Gravitation constant
G Mass velocity, lb/ft2-s
h Heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
i Specific enthalpy, Btu/lb {
k Thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
L Length, ft
LMTD Log mean temperature difference, counterflow,°R
m Mass flow rate, lb/s
n11 Number parallel circuits t..„
P Prandtl number
r
Q Heat rate, Btu/s
r
 Bulk radius, volume of ceramic per unit surface
of the ceramic
V.Re Rey-nold's number, pVdh/U
T Absolute temperature, OR
(UA)' Thermal conductance per unit tube length, Btu/hr-ft-°F
V Average velocity, ft/s
8 Checker wall half thickness, ft; small increment
E Void fraction of checker -„
10-88
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n Fin efficiency, average eurface temperature
divided by root temperature
9 Time interval, hrs
{ X Dimensionless stove height
u Absolute viscosity, lb/ft-s
P Density, lb/ft3
T Diminsionless stove period
Heat exchanger effectiveness
Subscripts
a Air
' A Argon
y
i Inside
O Outside
P Products of combustion
S
Solid or refractory; symmetrical cycle for stoves
t Tube
See Figure A 10.1.1 for system station numerical definitions.
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Appendix A 10.2
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET DESIGN FOR
CLOSED-CYCLE PLASMA MHD GENERATORS
In Appendix A 9.9, the groundwork was laid for performing the
analysis of the magnet design for both the open- and closed-cycle plasma
MHD generators. The major difference between the open-cycle plasma and
closed-cycle plasma MHD generator superconducting magnet designs is the
magnetic field distribution. In the closed-cycle plasma MHD generator
the peak field required is at the inlet and is tapered linearly to the
exit of the duct.
The environment of a MHD magnet system does not require the
selection of sophisticated superconductors primarily because there are no
ac or transient magnetic fields present. Fsrthermore,the magnetic field
distributions cannot accommodate graded winding designs because of the
conical dipolar configurations. 	 Since the peak magnetic field seen by
the MAD duct for the closed-cycle concept is 5 T,and the estimated peak
.'
field at the superconducting windings (in the end turns at the entrance
of the duct) is less than 6.3 T, filamentary niobium-titanium (Nb-Ti)
conductors have been selected for the base case design.
The most important part of the conductor design is selecting a
winding current density such that the winding will not quench during con-
ventional operation. 	 Illustrated in Figure A 10.2.1 is a normalized plot ;.
of the critical current density for niobium-titanium wires as a function
of the peak field on the wire [where j c(5 T) - 2 GA/m2 ].	 The operating
current of the magnet system was arbitrarily set at 5000 A.
	
A conductor
with filaments of 100 pm or less must be twisted approximately 1 twist/
2.54 cm (l in) to inhibit the possibility of flux jump instability in the
wire when the magnet is being either charged or discharged.
	 A winding
packing factoL of 0.7 was established as sufficient spacing to accommodate
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liquid helium cooling ducts, headers, and the necessary distributed sup-
port structure within the winding. To ensure stable operation a 3:1
copper to superconductor ratio was selected, not enough copper to cryo-
stabilize the winding but probably enough to dynamically stabilize the
winding. Although the MHD magnet is a do device, provisions for opera-
tional margin must be provided. If one has temperature excursions of
between 0.1 to 0.2°K (0.18 to 0.36°F) from the nominal 4.2°K (-452.13°F)
in the windings, an operational current density equal to 0.5 j  at 4.2°K
(-452.13°F) affords a reasonable compromise between high current density
and thermal margin and was selected as the design point for the peak
field region in the winding.
The base case electrical design for the closed-cycle generator
was calculated for a 5 T field and a winding current density of aJ = 1.64
x 108 A/m2 . Table A 10.2.1 presents the Reference case design parameters
for the closed-cycle generator. The winding current and magnetic field
are given in Figure A 10.2.2 as a function of distance down the generator
axis. For this design, the magneto motive force (MMF) required is
1.853 x 10 7 A-turns.
Heat transfer analysis was performed, and a summary of the re-
sults are presented in Table A 10.2.2. The refrigeration systems for the
closed-cycle plasma MHD design are comparable with the refrigeration
system requirements for the 600 MVA open-cycle plasma MHS system. A
26.9 m3 (950 ft3 ), 9,072 Mg (10 ton), 140 W helium refrigerator and a
4.81 m3 (170 ft3), 3.402 Mg (3.75ton), 12 kW nitrogen refrigerator are
required. The installed cost of the above refrigerators is approximately
$300,000.
The overall cost of the magnet system for open- and closed-cycle
MHD generators was derived in Appendix A 9.9. A summary of the results
obtained for the closed-cycle base case magnet design is illustrated in
Table A 10.2.3.	 The cost per kVA for this design is $38/kVA.
A detailed account of the cost breakdown for reference case, closed-cycle
MHD magnet system is given in Table .A 10.2.4. In the cost study performed
'.f
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Table A 10.2.1 - Dipole Magnet Design for the Reference Case
Closed-Cycle, Inert Gas MRD Generator
a
A
NI Mag.I Z, m L, m D, m d,m A-turn Ind Z, m(B) ,T
1 0.000 1.354 2.291 .0995 0.18226+08 5.00 0.000
2 1.000 1.418 2.380 .0965 0.18365+08 4:85 1.000
3 2.000 1.483 2.469 .0935 0.18461+08 4.70 2.000
4 3.000 1.547 2.557 .0905 0.18515+08 4.55 3.000
9
5 4.000 1.611 2.646 .0875 0.18527+08 4.40 4.000
6 5.000 1.676 2.735 .0846 0.18496+08 4.25 5.000
F. 7 6.000 1.740 2.824 .0816 0.18423+08 4.10 6.0000
%0 8 7.000 1.804 2.912 .0786 0.18307+08 3.95 7.000
9 8.000 1.869 3.001 .0756 0.18149+08 3.80 8.000
10 9.000 1.933 3.090 .0726 0.17949+08 3.65 9.000
11 10.000 1.997 3.179 .0696 0.17706+08 3.50 10.000
12 11.000 2.061 3.268 .0665 0.17421+08 3.35 11.000
1.71 13 12.000 2.126 3.356 .0637 0.17093+08 3.20 12.000
14 13.000 2.190 '3.445 .0607 0.16723+08 * 3.05 13.000
15 14.000 2.254 3.534 .0577 0.16311+08 2.90 14.000
-	 r 16 15.000 2.319 3.623 .0547 0.15856+08 2.75 15.000
17 16.000 2.383 3.712 .0517 0.15359+08 2.60 16.000
y 18 17.000 2.447 3.801 .0487 0.14819+08 2.45 17.000
19 18.000 2.512 3.889 .0458 0.14237+08 2.30 18.000
{
s:
/Table & 10.2.2 - Summary of Cooling Requirements for
the Closed-Cycle Plasma }H} Design	 .
Load Heat Input, Mass Flow,	 Electrical LoadW	 lb/hr	 @0
Helium Refrigerator
Radiation
	
16.6	 18,7	 10.0
Electrical heads	 75.0	 84.0	 125.0
Support structure	 43.4	 48.8 	 26J0
TOTALS
	
134.6	 151.5	 171.0
Nitrogen Refrigerator
Helium refrigerator	 648	 25.8	 5.2
Radiation	 10365	 412.5	 82.9
Conduction	 352	 14J0	 2.8
TOTALS	 11265	 452.8	 90.9
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Table A 10.2.3 - Summary of the Reference Case
Closed-Cycle MHD Magnet Design
Nominal Duct Rating 600 MW
Inlet Cross-Sectional Area =._1.833 m2
Exit Cross-Sectional Area 6.302 m2
Length of Duct 18 m
Field on Axis at Inlet 5T
Field on Axis at Exit 2.3T
Peak Ampere-Turns Required 1.853 x 107A-turns
Current per Turn 5000A
Average Winding Current Density 1.64 x 108A/m2
Winding Packing Factor 0.7
Conductor Aspect Ratio 2;;1
Fraction of SuperconduuLOr in Conductor 0.25
Inductance 122h
Stored Energy 1526 MJ
Number of Turns 3707
Conductor Operating Temperature 4.2°K
Liquid Helium Refrigerator Thermal Load 135 W
Liquid Helium Refrigerator Electrical Load 171 kW
Liquid Nitrogen Refrigerator Thermal Load 11.4 kW
Liquid Nitrogen Refrigerator Electrical Load 91 kW
Total Electrical Load 262	 'k14
Total Estimated Cost $23,000,000
$/kVA $38 /k:VA
{I
Material cost ($25/lb @ 2 x 105A/cm2 @ 5 T) $ 4,350,000
Volume, m3 8.7 m3
Weight (tons) 87
Fabrication cost ($16/lb) $ 2,780,000
Total cost $ 7,130,000
Structure (310 SS)
Material cost ($1.60/lb) $ 1,250,000
Volume
Weight (tons) 390
Fabrication cost ($5.40/lb) $ 4,210,000
Total cost $ 5,460,000
Base Cost $12,600,000
Engineering $ 3,150,000
,Construction $ 3,150,000
Design allowance $ 3,780,000
Total cost of magnet $22,700,000
Refrigerator cost $
	 300,000
Total cost $23,000,000
(± 25%)
Table A 10.2.4 - Cost Breakdown for the Reference Case
Closed-Cycle MHD Magnet System
Superconductor (NbTi)
I
.,M
i
P
^2
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on the open-cycle MHD magnet system the following parametric expression
for the cost of the conductor was developed:
4.8 B Z L + L
µ	 C =	 av	
1	 2 } 2R
	 (A 10.2.1)
uo ^Jav
t
where	 C = cost of conductor system ($M)
Bav average magnetic field (T)
Z = length of duct
u o a 47r x 10-7	permeability of free space.
i
XJ
av
 = average winding current density (A/m")
L1 = inlet duct width (m)
L2 - exit duct width (m)
R a insulation thickness (m).
ar
Appendix A 10.3
SIZE, WEIGHT, COSTS OF DC--TO-AC POWER-CONDITIONING
SYSTEM FOR CLOSED-CYCLE MHD GENERATORS
The size, weight, and costs of do-to-ac power conditioning sys-
tems to be used with MHD generators were analyzed.
	 Since MHD generators
are do devices, their do power has to be converted to ac to be compatible
} w1th the steam plant and for power transmission. 	 The do-to-ac converters „^?
can be either static -type, as solid state, or mechanical-type, as motor-
,
generator sets.	 For the closed-cycle gas-type MHD generator in which the
output voltage is 5 to 10 kV, and output currents of 2 to 5 kA are possi-
ble, a, solid-state-converter is plausible. 	 The efficiency of such a
system is on the order of 98 to 99 %, which represents a very low power
loss.
The proposed closed-cycle MHD generator duct and operation are
similar to the open-cycle generator (Appendix A 9.11) except that the
output power is 700 MW and the working fluid is argon or helium mixed
with cesium seed.	 Either nonequilibrium or thermal ionization will be
used.
	 The procedures used to determine size, weight, and cost of the
700 MW do-to -ac power conditioning system are the same as those for the
open-cycle case.	 The segmented electrodes will be connected in series to
attain a high-output voltage, and the electrode widths are selected to
give the same current per electrode for a given series array of elec-
trodes.
Figure A 10.3.1 shows the electrical characteristics of the MHD
duct in which the working fluid was argon and cesium, and nonequilibrium
ionization case.
	 This figure shows the terminal voltage, V, current den-
sity, J, effective Hall angle, 6, and effective electrode width, W el , as
a function of downstream distance.
	 The electrode width is based on 5 kA
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per electrode. The information of Figure A 10.3.1 was used Lo lay out
the various sets of series electrode arrays, as shown in Figure A 10.3.2.
The figure shows an example of one array in which two pairs of electrodes
are connected in series. A total of ten such arrays, however, and eight
remaining pairs of electrodes will be needed to utilize the full output
power of the duct. Each array or pair of electrodes constitutes a sepa-
rate circuit to be fed to a do-to-ac converter. Therefore, the circuits
are:
• 10 to 10 kV/5 to 6 kA do circuits, 50 to 60 MW each
(2 pairs of electrodes in series)
• 8 to 5 kV/5 kA do circuits, 25 MW (1 pair of elec-
trodes).
The total output power of these circuits is approximately 700 MW. This
layout is not the optimum design but is sufficient for calculating the
size, weight, and cost of the power conditioning system.
In this example we have assumed a total of 10 x 2 + 8 = 28
pairs , of electrodes. This array arrangement was assumed for the sake of
obtaining de voltages and currents suitable for feeding into the conver-
ter. For reasons of improving MHD generator performance under nonequili
brium ionization, the actual electrodes will be made of tungsten wire
protruding slightly above the generator wall and extending into the
stream. There will be 28 N pairs of such electrodes, and the integer N
may be as high as 50 or 100. As mentioned before, this layout is probably
not optimum; it was assumed for the purpose of estimating cost, weight,
and size of the do-to-ac conversion system only. Detailed electrode
design is beyond the scope of this discussion.
A 10.3.1 tSize, Weight, and Costs of 700 MWe Power-Conditioning System
A block diagram of the power conditioning system is shown in
Figure A 10.3.3. Power from each of the eighteen do circuits of the MHD
generator is fed into a 12-pulse thyristor inverter bridge having the
three-phase ac output which is fed into the primary of an inverter
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transformer. The secondary winding of each inverter transformer is at
34.5 kV and is connected via an ac circuit breaker to the primary of a
34.5 kV/500 kV power transformer. The 500 kV secondary winding feeds
power to the mains. A tunable filter is connected across the 500 kV
line to filter out undesirable harmonics caused by the inverters. A do
interrupter is connected between the output of the MHD generator and the
input of the inverters. Disconnect switches are placed in each leg be-
tween the output of the inverters and the primary of the inverter trans-
formers. Details of the converter for each MHD circuit are shown
schematically in Figure A 9.11.4 of Appendix A 9.11.
Table A 10.3.1 gives the volumes and weights of the components
for each converter circuit and for the tunable filter across the mains to
the input cf the transmission line. These sizes and weights are based on
the 26 MW system previously mentioned in Appendix A 9.1l.and the scaling
factor is the ratio of the megawatts raised to an exponent scaling power
of 0.85. The transformer sizes and weights, however, were obtained from
data supplied by the Westinghouse Transformer Division. The pad required
to house the 700 MW power conditioning system is estimated td be 53.34 m
(175 ft) long and 213.3 m (700 ft) wide. The overall weight of the com-
ponents is 2693 Mg (2969 tons). See Figures A 10.3.4 and A 10.3.5 for
layouts of a 50 MW circuit and the filter components; also Table A 10.3.2.
A 10.3.2 Cost of Power-Conditioning System
The cost of a 700 MW do-to-ac power conditioning system for the
closed-cycle MHD generator is based on the following cost per kilowatt for
the do and ac components according to the following schedule:
• Inverters (including do filter reactor, interphase
reactor, commutating circuits, inverter bridges,
and cooling system) - $30/kW
• Inverter transformers - $7.2/kVA
• Tunable filter - $6/kVA
f	 `a
{
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ZTable A 10.3.1 - Size and Weight of 700 MW System
A. 50 MW do-ac Converter Circuit
h:. Item Dimensions,	 ft Weight, lb
1. Inverter Set 9 H x 12 L x 6 W 9,700
2. Inverter Cooling 7 x 9 x 5 14,600
System
4
3. Inverter Interphase 11 x 5.5 x 6.4 16,700
Reactor j
j	 4. DC Filter Reactor 20.6 H x 6.8 D 30,600
5. Emergency Commutating 6 x 9 x 6.6 27,700
Capacitors
6. Emergency Commutating 3.4 x 5.3 3,400
di/dt Reactor
7. Emergency Commutating 4.3 x 3.7 1,500
t`
Reversing Reactor
8. Inverter Transformers 28 x 15 x 16 180,000
9. AC Circuit Breaker 11 x 5.1 x 13.4 9,620
Total wt/circuit 293,820
Total wt of 10 circuits	 2,938,200
B. 25 MW do-ac Converter Circuit
s
1. Inverter Set 7 x 9 x 5 4,900 k
2. Inverter Cooling 5.7 x 7 x 4.2 7,300
System
3. Inverter Interphase 9.1 x 4.5 x 5.2 9,300
Reactor
1
4. DC Filter Reactor 17 x 5.6 16,900
5. Emergency Commutating 4.7 x 7 x 5.2 13,800
Capacitors
6. Emergency Commutating 2.8 x 4.4 1,900
di/dt Reactor
7. Emergency Commutating 3.5 x 3.1 900
Reversing Reactor
"y 10-105 REPROI?UU' P. .TY Or THIS
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Table A 10.3.1 (continued)
8. Inverter Transformer 23 x 12 x 13 99,900
9. AC Circuit Breaker 11 x 5.1 x 13.4 9,620
Total cot/circuit 164,520
Total wt of 8 Circuits 1,316,160
C. 700 MW Filter
1. Filter C, 11th Harmonic 19.5 x 45 x 9 323,100
2. Filter L, 11th Harmonic 24 x 6.8 37,800
3, Filter C,, 13th Harmonic 19.5 x 32.5 x 9 226,100
4. Filter L, 13th Harmonic 24 x 6.8 37,800
5. Filter C, High Pass 19.5 x 22.5 x , 9 121,100
6. Filter L, High Pass 25.8 x 7.6 34,500
Total filter wt 780,400
7. Power Transformer 38.7 x 21.7 x 17.5 902,400
D. Total System Weight	 5,937,200
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VTable`A 10.3.2 - Items Shown in Layout of Converter
Circuits (Figures A 10.3.4 and A 10.3.5)
Item No.	 Item
1	 Inverters
2 Inverter Cooling System
i
3 Inverter Interphase Reactor
4 DC Filter Reactor
5 Emergency Commutating Capacitors
a
= 6 Emergency Commutating di/dt Reactor
7 Emergency Commutating Reversing Reactor
8 Inverter Transformer
9 Disconnect Switch Array
10 DC Interrupter
11 Lightning Arresters
12 Filter C, 11th Harmonic
13 Filter L, llth Harmonic
14 Filter C, 13th Harmonic
15 Filter L, 13th Harmonic
y
k'16 Filter C, High Pass
17 Filter L	 High Pass
s
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Table A 10.3.3 - Cost Breakdown of 700 MW System
A.	 10 kV, 5 kA DC Circuit
1. Inverter Set (50 MW) $1,560,000
2. Inverter Transformer (50 MVA, 379,500
7 kV/34.5 kV)
3. DC Interrupter (50 MW) 300,000
4. AC Circuit Breaker (34.5 kV, 24,200
1000 A, 2500 MVA)
Total Cost/Circuit $2,263,700
Total Cost of 10 CircuitR $22,637,000
B.	 5 kV, 5 kA DC Circuit
1. Inverter Set (25 MW) $	 782,000
2. Inverter Transformer (25 MVA, 262,500
3.5 kV/34.5 kV)
3. DC Interrupter (25 MW) 150,000
4. AC Circuit Breaker (34.5 kV, 24,200
1000 A, 2500 MVA)
Total Cost/Circuit $1,218,700
Total Cost of 8 Circuits $9,749,600
C.	 500 kV Power Transformers and Filter
1. 700 MVA, 34.5 kV/500 kV $12750,000
Power Transformer
2. Filter 1,500,000
Total System Cost $35,636,600
Cost/kW $50.9/kW
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• DC interrupter - $6,0/kW
• Power transformer - $2.5/kJ^,
'	 `
Results of the coot calculations are given in Table A 10.3.3, The total
cno* of the 700 MW system is $35.6 million ,  which represents a cost of
$51/kW. These costs are FOB which do not include delivery and installa-
tion. The Poner System Planning group at Wootingbouaewao consulted with 	 |	 l
regard to the uoet6ug of this dc-to-ac yower, conversion system. They
arrived at a cost range of $40 to 50/k0, TI.ie most probable cost of this |	 ^
power uuuveroiuo system, therefore, may he,$51/ko. This cost is lower
than that estimated for the smaller 26 Mg system, which was $58/kW,
'
A 10.3.3 Circuit Protection and Response to Transients^
'
'Me proposed power conditioning system is protected against
(l) short circuits in the MBD generator and in the power tr000mlnoiou	 i
)line, (2) voltage spikes caused by instabilities in the YHD generator,
and (3) voltage spikes caused by lightning strokes or switching surges.
Sae Appendix A 9,11 for more details.
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Appendix A 10.4
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION OF DIFFUSERS
A 10.4.1 Introduction
In the study of closed-cycle MHD it is necessary to estimate the
performance and the geometry of the diffuser TY'hich will decelerate the
flow from a supersonic or high subsonic Mach'number to low subsonic Mach
' I	 number. The working medium is argon or helium with an isentropic expo-
nent of y - 1.667.	 Required are the efficiency or the static pressure
rise and the corresponding diffuser length and area ratio.
The information reported here (Subsection A 10.4.2) is first
used for the cycle analysis in a systematic study to evaluate the optimum
operating conditions for the cycle.	 Then in Subsection A 10.4.3 we will
present the final estimation of the diffuser geometry corresponding to
these optimum operating conditions (base case conditions).
A 10.4.2	 Diffuser Performance
The diffuser is divided into two parts, the supersonic
	 and the
subsonic.	 This is schematically illustrated in Figure A 10.4.1.	 The flow
leaves the MHD generator at a supersonic Mach number and enters the dif-
. r,
fuser.	 The stations (or subscripts) 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the super-
sonic diffuser inlet, the subsonic diffuser inlet, and the exit,
respectively.	 In the following we will discuss first the supersonic and
then the subsonic diffuser.
Here we will refer to the supersonic diffuser as the one which deceler-
ates the supersonic flow to a high subsonic one.
	 Then the subsonic dif-
fuser, which has generally a divergent shape, will decelerate it further
to a very low velocity.
tea`
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A 10.4.2.1 Supersonic Diffuser
An experimental study of supersonic diffusers was reported by
Neumann and Lustwerk (Reference 10.29), Air was used as the working
medium. Both square and circular ;:eations were tested and were found to
behave similarly. The diffusion process is done by means of a so-caned
pseudoshock system (Reference 10.30) in a channel with approximately con-
s .tant area. The static pressure ratio p2/pl and the isentropic diffuser
efficiency (p is , defined later) are found to be very close to those
yielded by a normal shock relation.
Although the medium used here is helium or argon, the fundamen-
tal behavior is expected to be the same. All the quantities such as
p2/p l, n , exit Mach number, M 2 , and static temperature ratio T2/Tl,
.A
r
is
therefore, may be estimated from the normal shock relationships (see
e.g., References 10.31 and 10.32) with Y = 1.667 in terms of Mi:
P2
= M 1 2 - Y1Y2^11  (A 10.4.1)PI
T2	 ^1 +
(
Y 2 1 M l 2lII Y 2- 1
JJJI
l
Ml	 - 1
J=
Tl (A 10.4.2)(y'+ 1) 2 Mil
2(Y-1)
t
Mi l + —`
M22	
Y _..l
2Y (A 10.4.3)
1 r
11 2 _ 1
l Y-1
-
2
YY	 I C(pl)
` pis
T2	
(A 10.4.4)
M12	
M22
1T 11
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The definition of 
nis is shown in Figure A 10.4.2. The deriva-
tion of Equation A 10.4.4 can be seen easily by applying the ideal gas
relationships.
The length of this pseudoshock system is estimated from the
figure on p 120 in Reference 10.30. The data reported there, however,
are for pipes, and the length is nondimensionalized by the pipe diameter.
To apply this figure to noncircular sections it is appropriate to use
the hydraulic diameter to replace the pipe diameter.
Although it was found (Reference 10.33) that a variable geome-
try supersonic diffuser can perform better than the so-called fixed
geometry diffusers reported in Reference 10.28, we do not have enough
data from Reference 10.33 to cover the whole Mach number range of M l . We
have used Equations A 10.4.1 to A10.4.4, therefore, which are based on
z
observations of Reference 10.38. Thus, the present estimation is some-
what conservative.
A 10.4.2.2 Subsonic Diffusers
i
For subsonic diffusers, it has been found that the straight
wall channel diffusers with aspect ratio (- b 2 /W2 , where b = dimension
perpendicular to W) equal to 1 and the conical diffusers are optimum
(Reference 10.34). Performance maps can be found in Reference 10.35 for
straight wall channel diffusers and in Reference 10.36 for conical dif-
fusers. The performance depends primarily on the inlet Mach number M2
and the inlet blockage B:
di
	B 1 - actual mass flow rate	 (A 10.4.5)a
	ideal mass flow rate	 ^
l
Note that B indicates how thick the inlet boundary layer is.
For the present case the inlet flow can be assumed to be fully developed.
11
	 Using. a 1/7-power-law boundary layer velocity profile and neglecting the
Note: defined as diffusers with linear wall and with constant double
divergence angle 20 and constant depth b.
9	
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compressibility, we find that this corresponds approximately to an inlet
blockage of 12%.
r
When the geometry is known, the achievable static pressure in-
crease or the geometry for a required pressure rise can be obtained from
References 10.35 and 10,36.
However, Reference 10.35 and 10.36 do not report the corres-
ponding diffuser efficiency, although the total pressure pT3 at the dif-
fuser exit may be estimated by some boundary layer assumptions if the
diffuser geometry is known. Nevertheless, for the whole diffusion pro-
cess (supersonic and subsonic), it is justified to assume that the effi-
ciency of the subsonic diffuser has not significant influence on the
overall efficiency as the enthalpy increase in the supersonic part domi-
nates. Therefore, in this estimation one can use the supersonic diffuser
efficiency to represent the whole process. Since the static pressure
ratio, however, is rather large in the subsonic part, it is recommended
that References 10.35 and 10.36 be used to determine P3/p2'
A 10.4.3 Estimation of the Diffuser Geometry Corresponding to the
Base Case Operating Conditions
The base case operating conditions found from the cycle study 	 t
yield the following inlet and exit data for the diffuser:
Table A 10.4.1 - Diffuser Data Description
Diffuser inlet	 Diffuser exit
Static Pressure, kPa
	 94.0	 236.9
Total Pressure, k1la 	 275.1	 244.9	 a
Mach Number
	
1.268	 0.2
Referring to Figure A 10.4.1 again, we have to determine the
diffuser widths at stations 1, 2, 3, W 19 W2 , W3 as well as the lengths L1
and L2.
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The diffuser is chosen to be a square section which behaves in
a manner similar to that of conical diffusers. In this case the width of
the square is equivalent to the diameter of the conical diffuser's. We
will consider the supersonic and subsonic diffuser separately.
A 10.4.3.1 Supersonic Diffuser
The supersonic flow is decelerated to subsonic velocities by
means of a normal shock. In view of this relatively low supersonic Mach
number, it is believed that the flow will not separate behind the shock
(see Chang, Reference 10.37, p 231).
- The flow at station 2 will have the following condition cor-
responding to a normal shock:
static pressure P2 - 1.75 p - 164.2 kPa
total pressure p
T2 - 0.9875 p Ti - 272 kPa
Mach number M2 - 0.805
Based on the figure of Referece 10.30 p 120, the length L 1 is
estimated to be four times the duct width W.
The supersonic part of the diffuser is assumed to have an ap-
proximately constant area; therefore,W2 is equal to W1.
A 10.4.3.2 Subsonic Diffuser
The inlet condition is identical to that of condition 2, with a
blockage of 12%, as mentioned in Subsection A 10.4.2.
The Figure 67 of Reference 10.36 is used for this estimation.
The following table shows what percentage of the design exit pressure P3,
(236.9 kPa) can be achieved using an optimum double divergence angle of
29 - 4 degrees (FigureA 10.4.1). This angle follows from the performance
S'
"^'aae
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pmap in Figure 67 of Reference 10.36. The corresponding values of area
ratio A3 /A2, W02 0 L/W are shown as well (Figure A 10.4.1): r
Table A 10.4.2 - Subsonic Diffuser Data Description
w
f
L2/W1 P3, kPa
P3/P design A3/A2 W3/W2 L/W1
11.6 228.7 96.6 3.28 1.81 15.6
13.85 230.9 97.5 3.86 1.97 17.85
18.8 233.1 98.3 5.32 2.31 22.8
22.9 234.1 98.8 6.75 2.6 26.9
j
	
	 The values of P3 /P3design and A 3 /A2 are plotted vs L2/W1 in
Figure A 10.4.3.
Due to the boundary layers the design value of P 3 cannot be
achieved even by increasing the length. A small increase from L2/W1
11.6 to 13.85 results in 0.8% gain of p3design while a further•0.8% gain
must be accompanied by increasing L/W 1 to 18.8. As a compromise between
the length and the gain in pressure, we have selected L 2 /Wt = 13.85.
The final dimensions, therefore, are (see Figure A 10.4,1):
W1 = W2 = 2.510 m
i
W3 = 4.935 m
L 1 = 10.04 m
3
L2
 = 34.76 m
L	 44.8 m
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Fig. A 10.4.3 — Area ratio A3/A2 and nondimensionalized exit static
pressure p3/P3design vs the nondimensionalized length for the
subsonic diffuser
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square cross sections.
It is, of course, inconsistent that the exit pressure pg =
230.9 kPa is not equal to the design value. For the present purpose, we
consider the difference to be negligible, while in the actual design it
must, of course, be taken into account.
a
a	 I
T
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L 667 x 107 Ib/hr
	
6 Units
at 2610°F and 2. l atm.
	
3.861 x 106
 Ib/hr at 1000°F and 600psia
3.861 x 106
 Ib/hr at 570°F and 640psia
3.861 x 106
 Ib/hr at 1000°F and 3515psia
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 F and 3700psia
Fig. A 10.5.1—Steam generator flows
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Appendix A 10.5
HEAT RECOVERY. STEAM GENERATOR FOR CLOSED-CYCLE MHD SYSTEM
A 10.5.1 General Description and Duty of the Steam Generator Units
In the discussion which follows it will be shown that a bank of
six steam generators is the most practical arrangement for handling the
heat recovery duty.	 n f
r
	
	
The steam generator bank accepts 2100 kg/s (1.667 x 10 7 lb/hr)
of argon from the MHD duct at 1705°K (2610°F) and 212.7 kPa (2.1 atm).
This stream is cooled to 423 °K (302°F) at 202.6 kPa (2 atm). The total
heat transferred is, therefore, 1403 M14t (4.788 x 10 9 Btu/hr), in other
words, 234 MWt (0.798 x 10 9 Btu/hr) per steam generator.
This heat is absorbed by a 191.5 kg/s (1.52 x 1Q 6 lb/hr) water
stream which enters at 352.6 °K (175°F) and 24.132 MPa (3500 psi) abs and
a 295 kg/s (2.341 x 10 6 lb/hr) water stream which enters at 590°K
(602.5°F) and 24.821 MPa (3600 psi) abs. These streams join and are
raised to steam at 811°K (1000°F) at 24.235 MPa (3515 psi) abs. Addi-
tionally,steam is reheated from 572°K (570°F) at 4.413 MPa (640 psi) abs
to 811°K (1000°F) at 4.137 MPa (600 psi) abs. The reheat flow is the full
486.4 kg/s (3.861 x 106 lb/hr). Figure A 10.5.1 illustrates this duty.
Although the argon pressure is a very modest 212.7 kPa (2.1 atm)
at inlet, it must be contained in a pressure vessel since the inlet gas
temperature is 1705°K (2610°F). This dictates that the gas should be in-
sulated from the steel pressure vessel. A thin refractory metal liner
should separate the gas from the insulation to prevent erosion and subse-
quent particle entrainment. This containment wall arrangement is illus-
trated by Figure A 10.5.2.
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i	 aTable 10.5.1	 -	 Variable Definitions for Equation A 10.5.1
Variable
Name Definition Value
Tg4 Inlet Gas Temperature at Station 4 2610°F
Gas Temperature at Station 3 2148°FTg3
Tg2 Gas Temperature at Station 2 654°F
T
g1
Exhaust Gas Temperature at Station 1 302°F
TR4 Exit Reheat Temperature at Station 4 1000°F
TR3 Cold Reheat Temperature at Station 3 570°F
TS3 Exit Superheat Temperature at Station 3 1000°F
TS2 Second Steam Entering Water Temperature 602.6°F
at Station 2
- F
TSl First Stream Entering Water Temperature
at Station 1 175°F
mR Reheat Mass Flow 3.361 x 106 lb/r
Second Stream Waterflow 2.341 x 106 lb/tmS2
mSl First Stream Water Flow 1.52 x 106 lb/h
HR4 Exit Reheat Enthalpy at Station 4 1515.6 Btu/lb
HR3 Cold Reheat Enthalpy at Station 3 1265.7 Btu/lb
•
HS3 Exit Superheat Enthalpy at Station 3 1421.7 Btu/lb
HS2 Second Stream. Entering Water 6 1T? Btu/lb
Enthalpy at Station 2
HS1 First Stream Entering Water 151.7 Btu/lb
Enthalpy at Station 1
Q Overall Heat Load, MW Btu/W
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( 4 — TR4 ) - (T 93 - TR3 ) mR (-R4 - _"R3) +
LMTD	 (T g4
- TR4 )	 Qin (T g3 - TR3)
(T 
g3 TS3 ) - (T g2 - TS2) (mS1 + mS2 )(HS3 - HS2)
in
(T g3
TS3 )	 Q
(T g2TS2)
a^
i
i
(T g2- TS2 ) - (Tgl - TS1) mSl (H S2- HSl)
(Tgl - TS2 )	 Q
in (Tgl - TSl)
(A 10.5.1)
j\
1
Table A 10 . 5.1 gives a definition and value for the variables
appearing in Equation A 10.5.1).
For the base case considered, the value for mean temperature
difference is 503.2 °K (446.1°F).
In the equations which follow it is convenient to express the
parameters of interest in terms of a few fundamental values which we are
at liberty to select. These fundamental variables-are:
• Vmax - the maximum gas velocity between tubes
• d	 - the tube outside diameter0
• NSG - the number of steam generator modules used
to carry the overall load.
A tube pitch diameter ratio, P t /do, is first selected and then
Vmax	 chosen on the basis of the allowable overall pressure drop, AP.
We shall see that this also fixes the number of tube rows, 
Nrow, and the
tube bank height, H. The number of modules, N SG , is then selected to
provide a sensible vessel diameter per module, D.
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It is assumed that the argon gas passes through the staggered
tube array in crossflow. The heat transfer correlation appropriate to
r
this situation is:
9
0.6
V	 p d
	h= 0.33 d
	
max 11	 o	 Pr0.33	 (A 10.5.2)	 I
o
This can most conveniently be expressed in the following form:
h, Btu/hr-ft 2-°F =
	
[Vmax0.61 [d o-0.41	 (A 10.5.3)JJ
So that Vmax might be expressed in ft/s units and do in inches, ¢l must
have the following form:
0.4	 0.6	 0.33	 0.6	 0.4 0.6(0.33) (12	 ) (k) (p	 ) (Pr	 ) (3600	 )	 in	 s	 Btu
	
110.6	 hr-ft .6-°F
(A 10.5.4)
Values of thermal conductivity (k, Btu/hr-ft- O F), density (p,lb/ft 3 ) and
3
viscosity (11, lb/ft-hr) are evaluated at the arithmetic mean gas tempera-
ture. For the reference case considered, which has an average gas temperature
of 1061°K (1450°F) at a pressure of 207.7 kPa (2.05 atm) 1 has a value of
1.335 in the units expressed in Equation A 10.5.4.
The pressure drop per row for flow over a staggered array of
a
tubes is represented by the following equation:
	
2	 1
	AP = 4f p 
Vmax	 (A 10.5.5)
	
Nrow	 2g 144
1
1
r,$
I	 aaiw9A`l4 ^ e?	 ^P• \A%k	
j
ij
{
f
f
a
where
	f =
	
0.507
0.15	 (A 10. 5.6)
Vmax P do
k
u
Equation A 10.5.5 can, therefore, be conveniently expressed as follows:
N p - - 2	
Vmax1.85 do-0.15 (psi/row) (A 10.5.7)
	 A
row
{
and so that V	 might be expressed in ft/s and d in in.
max	 o
(2)(0.507)(120.15 )	 0.85 0.15	 lb s1.85
02 e (144)(3600 0.15)(32.2) P
	 in1.85 Pr1.85
(A 10.5.8)
For the reference case in question 2 takes on the value 5.946 x 10 6,
and the units are as shown in Equation A 10.5.8.
	
The required surface area for heat transfer per steam generator
	 5
is given by Equation A 10,5.9:
2
As' ft	 SG)(MTD) h	 (A 10.5.9)
i
Substituting Equation A 10.5.3 for h in Equation A 10.5.9, we obtain
Equation A 10.5.10:
2 (Q) (Vmax 0.6 ) (do0, 4)
A $ ft =	 (A 10.5.10)s	 (N SGD) (¢ l )
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Ambient Argon Gas
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Typically 1/16 in. Thick
A5 Steel Vessel Wall Insulation Varying in Thickness
Maintained at Temperature and/or Type Depending Upon
Varying from 500°F to 250°F Adjacent Gas. Temperature
(Variation in Axial Direction)
Figure A 10.5.2 - Containment Udall Arrangement.
A 10.5.2 Layout of Heat Transfer Surfaces and Temperature Approach
Diagram
Due to the low exit gas temperature 423°K (302°F) it is neces-
sary that the coolest water enter the steam generator at the level at
which the gas is exhausted. It is advantageous that the water move up-
wards as it evaporates; indeed, it is essential that the water move in
net upflaw as it passes through the pseudocritical point. This require-
ment is discussed very fully in Appendix A 9.3. It is, therefore, re-
quired that the gas flow downward through the steam generator. The
entire primary evaporator section, can, therefore, be characterized as
having gas flowing downward in crossflow over tube banks through which
the water climbs in net upflow.
Likewise, the reheat section, which is located above the pri-
mary evaporator section, can be described as having gas flowing downward
in crossflow over a tube bank through which the reheat steam flows in net
upflow.
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Figure A 10.5.3 illustrates the layout described above.
Figure A 10.5.4 is the temperature approach diagram.
r
A 10.5.3	 Method of Determining Sizes of Containment Vessel and Tube
i
Banks from Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop Considerations
The method which is outlined below operates on the assumption
that the resistance to heat transfer between the gas and the evaporating
water is controlled by the heat transfer between the gas and the tube
outside wall.	 An allowance is made for the contributions made by the
tube wall and the inside tube wall to water resistances.
a
The method then takes the basic correlations for gas-side heat
.transfer and pressure drop and produces equations for the following
parameters:
Outside Tube Surface Area, 	 As	 (see Equations A 10.5.10 and A 10.5.31)
Flow Area,	 A	 (see Equations A 10.5.12 and A 10.5.32)
fmin
Vessel Diameter,	 D	 (see Equations A 10.5.17 and A 10.5.33)
Total Tube Length in One Tube Row, L 	 (see Equations A 10.5.19 and A 10.5.34)
Number of Tube Rows,	 N	 (see Equations A 10.5.24 and A 10.5.35)
row
Overall Gas-Side Pressure Drop, 	 AP
g	
(see Equations A 10.5.26 and A 10.5.36)
Height of Tube Banks
	 H	 (see Equations A 10.5.30 and A 10.5.37)
	 {
fi
The equation for outside tube surface area, for example, yields
a total area for both primary steam and reheat combined. Later, this area
is divided between the two sections on the basis of their relative load,
heat transfer coefficient, and log mean temperature coefficient..
Firstly, an equation for a mean temperature difference between
gas and water for the entire steam generator is required. Equation A 10.5.1,
which follows, is a load-weighted average of the LMTD values pertaining
to the part of the primary section which carries the first stream, the i
remainder of tl•.e primary section which carries the first and second	 ,-
stream, and the reheat section which carries the reheat stream.
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Fig. 10.5. 3—Layout of heat recovery steam generator for closed-cycle MHD
system
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Equations A 10.5.11 and A 10.5.14, which follow,are fundamentally differ-
ent ways of expressing the minimum area of flow per steam generator:
2 fP - d
Af	
= n n4D	 tP o	 (A 10.5.11)
min	 t
In Equation A 10.5.11, n is a factor which expresses the fraction of the
available area within the shell diameter (D) which is utilized for the
tube banks. The tube pitch (P t) is , in inches, as is do.
For a situation where the tube banks are housed in a refractory
metal duct of square cross section, which itself is housed within a
cylindrical pressure containment shell,n has a maximum value of 2/7r.
Consequently Equation A 10.5.11 can be restated as follows:
P - d
A 
	 , ft2 = ¢3 D2	 tP	 o	 (A 10. 5.12)
min	 t
•	 9
where
^3	 4 x = 0.5	 (A 10. 5.13)
The alternative way to express the minimum flow area is in
terms of the mass flow rate of the gas, m ,and maximum velocity.
g
2	 m
Afmin^ 
ft z 
(NSG ) ( max) (P) (3600)	 (A 10.5.14)
i
In Equation A 10.5.14,m
9
 is the total MHD duct gas mass flow
rate in lb/hr; hence, the need for NSG in the denominator to put the flow
on a per module basis. The 3600 in the denominator is required because
max is in units of ft/s.
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Together,Equations A 10.5.12 and A 10.5.14 provide a means of
expressing the inside shell diameter in terms of fundamental flow parame-
ters.
'	 P	 - d	 m
^3 D2	 t
7t7
o	 ^^(V	 ) (p) (3600) (A 10.5.15)
 
SG	 max
Letting
^4,	
13	
(^3)(3600)(p) (A 10.5.16)s
ft -hr
Equation A 10.5.15 can be conveniently rearranged-as follows:
m	 P	
0.5	
-0.5
D -^ -	 t N	 V
SG	 max
(A 10.5.17)
^
P t - do a
For the base case considered ¢ 4 has the value 100.8 s lb/ft3-hr.
There exists yet another expression for the flow area which is
fundamentally different from these presented heretofore and which when
equated with Equation A 10.5.14 will yield an equation for the length of _l
tube per tube row (L). 	 This egc.ation is:
2	 L (P t - do)Af, ft 12 (A 10.5.18)
Equation A 10.5.16 is equivalent to t3aying that for every foot
of tube length,L,there Is a gaffs T etwae;o tob^.s through which gas may flow, r:
s
which is of width (P t - do)/1L ft.
Equating A 10.5.18 with A 10.5.14 we obtain.. »^
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1
where
M	3600	 lb-s
5	 12	
hr-ft2-in
For the base case design 05 has to value 15.8 lb-s/hr -ft2-in.
In order to formulate an equation for the number of t ube rows
required we evolve a second equation for the heat transfer surf
d
As - (n)(12) (L) (Nrow	 (A 10..5.21))
ace area.
This is equated with a'previous equation for As , namely
Equation A 10.5 . 10. Hence:
(Q) (V max  0.6)(d00.4)	 d
NS	 MTD) (¢1)	
() ( 12) (L) (Nrow)	 (A 10.5.22)
Now substituting Equation A 10.5.19 for L in Equation
and expressing for N row we obtain:
N
(12)(05) Q (Pt - 
do )	 0.4
	 0.6(V	 ) (d -	 ) (A .10.5.23)
row ` n ^l	 (LIM) (m )
	
max	 o
g
A.10.5.22
_	 1Q) (P /do - 1)	 0 4	 0.4
row ^6
	 (LMTD)(mg)	 (Vmax )(
do	)
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(A 10.5.20)
a
4
..'i
(A 10.5.24)
^I
In Equation A 10.5.24:
= 12 L5	 lb	 s0 ' 4 OF
^	 (A 10.5.25)6	
r ^1 in0.4 ft 0.4 Btu
For the base case ¢ 6 has the value of 45.207 in the above
units.
From Equation A 10.5.25 and A 10.5.7 we can obtain an equation
for the overall pressure drop.
P
a Q (dt
AP = ¢ ° (V	 2.25)	 (d 0.25)	 lb/in0 ' 2 (A 10.5.26)
(LMTD)(mg)	 max	 o
In Equation A 10.5.26:
fi
2	 2.25 , 4
07 = 0 2 = 06
lb (A 10.5.27)2.25
Btu in	 ft2F25
For the base case ¢ 7 has the value of 33.9 in the above units.
When the tubes are in an equilateral staggered array, the
height of the tube bank is given by:
Pt	
0.867
H-= N	 cos 30 0 = N12rows	 row (	 12 , P t (A 10.5.28)
Substituting for Nrow by Equation A 10.5.24 we obtain:
P^
Q(dt — 1)
H = 01267	 ^6 
Pt
° (Vmax0.4)
	 0.4
(A 10.5.29)
(LMTD) (mg)
c	 a
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TABLE A 10.5.2 — PARAMETER EVALUATION
Fixed Parameter	 Param
L t
Equation
V is in ft/s —`
o °
Parameter Equation m g d	 is in inches0 ° Q0 0e It is in inches
P
(01 (
	
t 
—1 4SP, psi =133.91	 `do	 (V	 225) (do -
ILMTDI	 Im I
.a 11
 J\	 1
(Vmaz2.25\/ Q0.25`
1.73 x 10
`	 J`	 J
As, It2	 11.335i011A4TDl (Vmax 6)(do	 4)(,SG 1)
9.462 x 106 (Vmax 0.6)(d 0.4)(NSG 1\
 \	 f
in
Armin' ft2=\^1 6) (Vmax 1 J(NSGl ) &269x 104 (Vmax 1)(NSG 1)
X XD, It — ^10^0.8
	
1 _11 D.5 (V
max 0 5)(HSG D.5)
II
575 (V.."-O- 5) (NSG Q5^1 -P:
l
m	
1	 1L, ft	 15'. 8 (^P t—doI (Vmax	 / (NSG 5.275 x 105 (Vmax- )  NSG 1 /
Pt
—1101	 d
o 0.4	 0.4Hr^ = (45.207) Vmax	 do
29.12 (VmaxD 4)/ (d 0.4o	 f(1htTD1 [m g t
Pt _ 1(OI
^Pt^( do_1/	 0 d^	 0.41H, it = 12.451 (Vmax	 (d0	 /
2104(VmaxIL4\(do0.4\PL
J	 IIIMTDI Im I
1—I
O
1
w
O^
RF.
tg^^
i
F^
P
P (at - 1)(Q)
H	 t	 o	 (V	 0.4)(d 0.4 )	 (A 10.5.30)8 do (LMTD)(m9)	 max	 o
r
In Equation A 10.5.30 ¢ 8 has the value 2.45 for the base case 	 t
and the units are:
lb s0.4 °F ft 0.6
in 1.4 Btu	 .
This value of H does not include any allowance for spacing be-
tween the various tube bank sections. Obviously it does not account for 	 -°
the height of the vessel heads,either. It is, therefore, a basis from
which the overall vessel height can be determined.
Table A 10.5.2, which follows, shows how the key parameters
were evaluated from the equations derived in this section.
A 10.5.4	 Determination of Numbers of rube Rows in Different Sections
The total number of tube rowo in each of six steam generators
was evaluated in Table A 10.5.2, i.e., N row = 184.	 We must decide
how this number should be distributed between the first evaporating sec-
tion (carrying only stream 1), the second evaporating section (carrying
stream 1 plus stream 2), and the reheat section.
Recall that the value of 
Nrow 
was obtained using weighted mean
z
values for the temperature difference between gas and tube and for the
heat transfer coefficient. 	 The relative actual value of the mean tempera-
ture difference and heat transfer coefficient for the three sections,
along with the relative thermal loads, determine the fraction of the
184 tubes which is used in each section.
J
Let the first and second evaporator sections and the reheater
be designated Section 1-2, Section 2-3, and Section 3-4, respectively.
This is in line with the station points shown on Figure A 10.5.4. u	 ^•
n
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Table .A 10.5.3 - C :)mparison of Boiler Sectio! is
Load Fraction
Load Fraction
Normalized to
Section 2-3
r
Average HTC
0	 over Sect ?n
wBtu/hr-ft -°F
Co
HTC Normalized
to Section 2-3
LMTD	 OF
LMTD Normalized
to Section 2.3
Load Fraction
(H TC x LMTD )
Normalized to
Section 2.3
1-2
(1st Evaporator)
0.152
0.152
	 0.2350.646 -
11.9
11.9 = 0.85
14.0
83.7
83.7 = 0.237
353.2
0.235	
= 1.1670.85 x 0.237
2-3
(2nd Evaporator)
0.646
0.646
0.646 - 1
14.0
14.0 = 1
14.0
353.2
353.2 = 1
353.2
I
1
1 x 1
3-4
(Reheat)
0.202
0.202 _ 0.313
0.646
15.4
15.4 = 1.1
14.0
1322.4
1322.4 = 3.744353.2
0.313	
_ 0.0761.1 x 3.744
3
4^>
i'
C
	
J	 r
	s:..a..._ ._^^a.v.LL.,- -,.ss^w.v;.3h.;^ .............. ,.:.,..
	..	 .....v	
__	
.....,_...^.,.... ,_.:a_....
	 ,.^3.:..^j^e.:^m.^^.. 	 .:	 ..,	 ,,	 ..^..._..^,_.^r _, ,..1^ ..	 ..	 ti.....,	 .	 _.., ...^xiN...... .. 	 .u. ..
--`--^
	
---->-	 -	 ^
In short:
N= (^> Loud	 ^ 	 (& 10.5,31)row	 ^	 ^	 ^uzu]^^^^	 [UiTD)V
, The second evaporator oact±nu carrying streams 1 and 2 (Sec-
tion 2-3) is the largest oeccinu, ^herefnre^ load fraction, beat transfer
^	 coefficient, and log mean temperature difference values for the other
'	 o^c^i000 were normalized to Section 2-^ ^^^Ie ^ lO ^^	 .	 3 obnno the ratio,,
^	 of number of tubes in a section to the number of tubes in Section 2-3'
rr ^ Resulting from Table A 10.5.2 we may state:
^ N	 184 = (1.167 f l + O,O76) (^-
	 ),	 0\ 10.5,32)row	 ` row 2-3
Therefore,
^
l8^^	
^ row
	
^ ^^^^ = 82.1 say 82	 (& lO ^ 33)
`	 ^	
^	 ^ ^
^
' Also from Table 4 10.5.3 we know
`
^	 N row
	
~(l.l67) N r^^ 2-3~ l.167(82) = 95,7 nu 96 (A 10.5.34)
`
' Also,
'	 Nrow 3-4~ (0-076) 0' 2-3 = (8.076)(82) = 6.23 u 8 (& I0.5,35)
 
^
^ Eight tubes are required for the rebeuter because this is the
'	 lowest integer number divisible by 2 above 6,23. Divisibility by 2^
'
ensures that the inlet and exit headers are on the ouma n£dw of the tube 	 .
`
` bank.	 ^^^
'
^
'.	
.	 .
^
	
l0-I]g	! 	 '
`.	 .
'	 ^
	
'
Table A 10.5.4 - Costing of Tube Banks
Section
Estimated Maximum
Outside Tube Wall
k	 Temperature, °F
Material
Selected
Stress Level,	 !
psi	 I
Wall
Thickness
in
Cast/ft,
$
Tube ]Length
in Section,
ft
Total Cost of
Fabrication and
Errection inc'l.
Headers,	 $
1-2 Evaporator 96 x 1758
105 1.894 x 106Carrying Stream 1 (	 700
t
!SA 213 x'22 15000 0.25 4.05 i	 = 1.687 x
2-3 Evaporators 1000 (50% of
I
Bank): 304 SS 13000 0.25 10.50 } 13.15 82 x 1758 5 4.003 x 106Carrying Streams 1 S 2 1150 (50% of
i
Bank) 304 SS 8000 0.375 15.80 = 1.441 x 10
3-4 Reheater 1250 RA 188HS 25 13000 0.25 30.00
I	 8 x 1758
= 0.1406 x
5
10
0.796 x 106
!
or ii
k
^J
.;g
^'	 x
^	 f
^'	 d
ice±
4
r0
r
FO
Note that the total number of tube rows has been increased to
186 because of the above considerations.
A 10.5.5 Costing Procedures
Firstly we shall deal with the cost of the tube banks. We
shall later see that this is the dominant cost item, accounting for
nearly 70% of the total cost. From exhaustive examination of the cost
trends of several boiler tube banks, covering a wide range of size and
differing materials, the following empirical cost equation emerged.
Tube Nest Contribution
Fabricated and Erected Tube . Tube Length 1.6(Material Cost/ft) +
Bank Cost Including Headers
0.7
0.3 ETC13.2 (0.273(Material Cost/ft)
	 50
Header Contribution
(A 10.5.36)
In Equation A 10.5.36 HTC is the average heat transfer coeffi-
cient in units of Btu/hr-ft 2-°F pertaining to the tube bank in question.
The tube length must be stated in feet.
Table A 10.5.4 illustrates how the tube bank costs are derived.
The selected pressure vessel material is carbon steel and since
the internal insulation will limit its service temperature to 533°K
(500°F),an allowable stress level of 94.46 MPa (13,700 psi) is appropriate.
Strict adherence to Section 1 of the ASME code for fixed pressure vessels
would require the shell to be of 1.27 cm (0.5 in) thickness and the heads
to be 0.635 cm (0.25 in) thick when hemispherical and 0.952 cm (0.375 in)
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Table A 10.5.5 - The Cost of Each One of Six^Steam Generators
Required for the Closed-Cycle MRD System
Reference Case
Major Item	 Subtotal x10-6,	 Total x10-6,
(Subitem)•	 $	 $
Tube Banks and Headers
(Section 1-2 of Evaporator)	 1.894
(Section 2-3 of Evaporator)	 4.003
(Section 3-4 Reheater)	 0.796
6.693
	
6.693
Pressure Vessel with Ports and
Manways, etc.
(Vessel)
(Support Skirt)
(Internal Structure for Tube
Bank Support)
*Liquid Sodium Collection System
(Niobium and Vanadium Drip
Trays, Pipes and Manifolds)
*Trace Heating of Sodium Collection
System
*Internal Monitoring Instrumentation
(Thermocouples and Other Sensors)
Internal Vessel Insulation
(Insulation)	 (	 0.24	 s
(Refractory Metal Liner) 	 0.26	 i
0.5	 0.5
i
Grand Total less Contingency $10,102,000
15% Contingency	 1,515 ,000
Grand Total for One SG 	 11,617,000
Grand Total for Six SG's	 $69,702,000
0.5394
0.1000
0.3000
	
0.9394
	
0.9394
	
1.77
	
1.77
	
0.1
	
0.1
1	 0.1
	
0.1
a
1
dl
I
.-.P-
t
^w Y
a
'	 1
thick when semielliptical. Since, however, the tube banks are to be
supported from the upper head and the vessel body, a cylindrical
shell of 1 . 587 cm (0.625 in) thickness and hemispherical vessel heads
of 1.27 cm (0.5 in) thickness were employed.
Other important dimensions used in determining the weight, and
hence the cost^of the pressure vessel were an inside diameter of 10.67 m
(35 ft) and a cylindrical shell length between heads of 21.34 m (70 ft).
Using these dimensions the weight of the carbon steel vessel
is 122.3 Mg (134.85 tons). The following equation is then used to esti-
mate the cost of such a vessel.
Fabricated Cost of a Weight of Shell, lb I0.8, $/lb(Material)I +Pressure Vessel	 ll	 111111
11.2, $/lb (Fabrication)I	 (A 10.5.37)
Using Equation A 10.5.37 we arrive at a cost of $539 , 400 per
vessel. An additional cost of $100 , 000 per vessel is applied to account
for the support skirt , and the cost of internal structures to support the
tube banks is estimated to be $300,000 per vessel.
Table A 10 . 5.5 lists the major cost items for the steam genera-
tor in question. Items marked with an asterisk (*) have not been the sub-
ject of detailed cost analysis. The stated costs for these items
represent our best estimates in the absence of detailed design work. It
should be noted that the total cost of these items is thought to be less
than 20% of the overall cost of the steam generator.
1
•^t
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Appendix A 10.6
DESIGN OF CLOSED-CYCLE MHD GENERATOR AND SYSTEM
A 10.6.1 Ini'::oduction
Design equations for open-cycle MHD generator ducts and a com-
puter program to solve these equations were developed by Westinghouse (Reference
10.38)in the early 1960s. These equations, however, and the computer
program are not applicable to the closed-cycle analysis. Simple altera-
tions of the open-cycle equations were not possible because the calcula-
tion of the electrical conductivity, enthalpy, and entropy are different
since a noble gas is used as the working fluid. In addition, equations
must be altered to include nonequilibrium ionization in which the elec-
tron temperature is higher than the temperature of the ions and neutral
species. Consequently, a set of closed-cycle MHD duct design equations
and a.computer program to solve these equations have been developed by
the Westinghouse Research Laboratories.
The purpose of this report is to describe the MHD duct design
equations, the analysis of the closed-loop system with regard to tempera-
ture, pressure, velocity, entropy, enthalpy, at the various stations of
the loop, and power output and efficiency of the overall cycle. The new
computer program used to solve these equations and the use of the program
are described. Hence, this report will serve as a reference for future
designing of closed-loop MHD generator ducts and systems.
A 10.6.2 MHD Duct Physics
A 10.6.2.1 Duct Description
Figure A 10.6.1 is a sketch of the MHD duct. The wire elec-
trodes are insulated from one another so that negligible Hall current	 ;^
rflows.	 Each electrode pair is assumed to be connected to an individual
load electrically insulated from that of the other electrode pairs.
	 The
r
cross section of the duct is assumed to be square. 	 For one-dimensional
analysis, the gas properties, magnetic field, and current density are
' assumed to be uniform in the y and z directions but can vary in the x
direction.	 End effects are neglected. 	 The magnetic flux density, B, is
in the y direction; and the gas velocity, u, is in the x direction.
The closed-cycle MHD systems analyzed can have working fluids
of either helium or argon seeded with cesium.
	 Other combinations of
noble gases seeded with other alkali metals, however, could be used in
this closed-cycle MHD duct analysis.
A 10.6.2.2	 Basic MHD Equations
The basic quasi one-dimensional MHD equations are general for
either the open-cycle or closed-cycle ducts.
	 Given in differential
steady-state form and including a friction factor, f, and a heat loss
parameter, a2 , the equations for momentum, energy, and mass conservation
are:
du +	
- B {1 + f/LE(l - K)]}	 (A 10.6.1)pu
a
..dx	 dx
Pu dx (h + u 2 /2) _ -jBuK(1 + a 2 )	 (A 10.6.2)
puA = m	 (A 10.6.3)
where
3
= 2arhB2 /Pu	 (A 10.6.4)
a
j = auB(1 - K)	 (A 10.6.5)
1
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K is generator coefficient, r  is the hydraulic radius of the generator
duct, j is current density, p is gas density, A is the cross-sectional 	 s
area of the duct, m is mass flow, p is gas pressure, h is enthalpy, and
a is electrical conductivity.
a
In the case of gas velocity varying through the duct, it is
assumed that this variation is related to the gas pressure by
a9a
Y
4
I
2d	 u	 c k	 (A 10.6.6)
dx 2 - p dx
where c is a numerical constant referred to as the velocity coefficient.
For example c = 0 for constant velocity design. The change in enthalpy
of a noble gas is
dh = CpdT	 (A 10.6.7)
where C  is specific heat for constant pressure.
The calculation of electrical conductivity for thermal ioniza-
tion is rather straightforward, but for nonequilibrium ionization, the
calculation is more complex and is described in the following section.
J
A 10.6.2.3 Nonequilbrium Ionization
Electrical conductivity, a, is related to the electron density,	 -?
ne , and the mobility, p, of the gas by a general form of
a	 neep	 (A 10.6.8)
Frost (Reference 10.39) has calculated this conductivity for alkali-
seeded gases assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium. Both ne and a are
a function of electron temperature which equals the gas temperature for
thermal ionization. The electron density is calculated from
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ISaha (Reference 10.39) and the electron mobility is calculated from the
momentum transfer collision cross sections of the electron-neutral and of
the electron-ion interactions [see Frost (Reference 10.39)].
Various investigators (References 10.40 to 10+2) have shown that
for MHD generators using alkali-seeded noble gases as working fluids,
nonequilibrium ionization occurs, indicating that joule heating of the
gas by the current causes the electron temperature to be higher than the
gas temperature. To compute the electrical conductivity for this effect,
the following equations are used. For nonequilibrium ionization MHD
generators, the effective electrical conductivity rather than the scalar
conductivity has to be used in the basic MHD equations. According to
Zampaglione (Reference 10.5 ) the effective conductivity is:
_	 (A 10.6.9)
aeff	
B[S + E(s 2 - 1)
where S is the Hall parameter and is a plasma turbulence factor ranging
from 0.5 to 1. The Hall parameter is:
R = uB
	
(A 10.6.10)
As previously mentioned, the electron temperature, T e , is
needed in order to calculate a. This is computed by the energy equation
given by Brederlow and Witte (Reference 10.12) as:
2
	
a - <Eel" + <Fr>
	
(A 10.6.11)
of f
The left term is the joule heating which is equal to the elastic collision
term <Eel> plus the radiation term <E r>. The elastic term is:
m
<Eel> = 35k(Te
 - T ) n 
	
nit►
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where S is a loss factor, v	 is electron heavy particle collision frm- ^ 
~h /
queucy, m	 is electron mass, mh is heavy particle mass, and k is
^
Boltzmann constant.	 The radiation term ^D ' is included in the loss |
^
factor.
	
For aomnpIa, it the joule beat energy is divided equally between
'	 |
the elastic collision energy and the radiation energy, O is 2.
	
Volkov
(Reference 10.44) shows that for noneguilibrium ionization in helium-
cesium and argon-cesium gases, 6 is 1.2. 	 When the current equation is
substituted in Equation & lO ' O,ll,mpd Equations & 10 ' 6.11 and A 10.6,I2
are combined, the result is: 1
^
2 2	 2	 »ebCT	 ^^ (1 - K)~ ^bo (T
	
- ^ ) ^	 C --	 (A 0.6,B)
}
 ~
efz	 e	 e	 9	 a b mx
Equation & 10.6.8 shows that the scalar conductivity is u func-
tion of the electron density and electron mobility.	 The electron mobi-
lity is:
u ^-e--	 (\ 10.6.14)
^
.
m o
a2 `
where v 2 is the collision frequency of electrons and neutrals and of the
electrons and ions averaged over the electron energy distribution.
	
This
collision frequency is averaged differently from that of v
	 as will be
cb
^
explained later on.	 To calculate u " Saha's equation is modified be
e	
because
r
e
 ' T , and the effective ionization potential of the seed is lowered by9
the Debye cloud.	 The modified Saha's w9uutivo for o
	 is:
21
~ ^
l ~
	
0i 10.6'15>
T"	 T
a	
_'F-_	 - —e o	- ul+F T	 ^	 e
\	
g
	 9	 /
`	
'
hence,
l8-l49
^ 	 ^
,
`
`
.`
`	
=Q
I_ 1/2 K1 a42 1/2 K1 S 2 1/2	 V
ne = (K1C)	 _ +	 - _)	 (A 10.6.16)
4G	 4C
.	 where
_	 T F
a - 1 + Tg(1 +F)	
(A 10. 6.17)
=	 Fp	 (A 10.6.18)(1 + F) kTg
t
9
+2Z	 (2nm kT 3/2K =
	
s	 e e)	
exp[-e(V - y 1 )/kT ]
	
(A 10.6.19)
1	 Z o	 h,3	 o	 e
s
In these equations, F is mole fraction of seed, p is total gas pressure,
N ° is the seed, neutral density, Z + is the electronic partition function
of the seed ion, Zs° is that of'the seed neutrals, h' is Plank's constant,
Vo is the ionization potential, and y is the lowering of the ionization
potential by the Debye cloud. This is calculated from the following
equations.
Y1 = Z e2	 (energy)	 (A 10.6.20)4^reopd
For electrons and single-ionized species, the Debye radius, p d is:
a
e kT^
Pd	 °2 
a	 (A 10.15.21)
2e ne
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I
Z is charge of the atom seen by the valence electron (Z = 1 for atoms,
2 for + ions, 3 for ++ ions, etc.) and c o is the permittivity of free
space.
The collision frequencies v eh and v 2 were obtained from momentum
transfer cross section data for electrons scattered by neutrals in helium
(Reference 10.45), argon (Reference 10.46), and cesium (Reference 10.48).
Cross sections for electrons scattered by ions were also included. For
the collision term in Equation A 10.6.13, each collision frequency is com-
puted from the averaged cross section for that species. For a buffer gas
and seed mixture, therefore, the E v eh /mh is:
8kT 1/2 N	 N o
V 1 = Iv / _ 4	 e	 _B 6	 + S	 (A 10.6.22)
l	 eh mh 3 nme 	mB a-B ms a-s
N +
+ s
ms Qe-ion
where Q is averaged cross sections, the indices B, S,and ion indicate buffer
gas, seed, and ions; and o and + indicate the neutrals and ions.
2
__ n	 e	 1nA	 (A 10.6.23)Qe-ion 2 4neo Te
where
3	 "-- okTe 3/2	 (A 10.6.24)
A 2 (,n—^72
	 2
e	 e
Devoto (Reference 10.48) gives Qe-S as a function of electron temperature
for helium and argon. Qe-s for cesium was averaged over the electron
density from cross section versus electron energy data given by Nighan
(Reference 10.47).
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1
3N
e
a = (NB + Ncs)
where NB
 is the density of helium or argon. For helium + 0.2% cesium:
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(A 10.6.27)
a
y
3
^ 3
a
t
Since the electron mobility depends as the reciprocal of the
total collision frequency, it is not possible to combine separately
averaged collision frequencies as in Equation A 10.6.22 for v i . The
velocity-dependent total electron momentum transfer collision frequency
must be obtained by adding up the contributions due to electron colli-
sions with each species as a function of velocity,
r	 11
lo (v) = v[NeQe-B(v) + NsoQe-s(v) + N s + Qe-ion (v) I	 (A 10.6.25)
where v is the relative velocity between the electron and tI.Le heavy par-
ticle. This must then be averaged over the Maxrielliam electron velocity
distribution F (v) by the integral:
3
	V 	 3^	 F(') dv v	 dv	 (A 10.6.26)
	
2	 T0
in order to evaluate the collision frequency average needed for mobility
or conductivity, v2.
The unknowns are Te , Ne , s, u, o, oeff' vl , v 2 ; and there are
eight independent equations, so there are enough equations to solve for
the variables for a given set of gas conditions. Since these equations
are transcendental or nonlinear, a digital computer must be employed to
solve for the different variables.
A numerical integration of Equation A 10.6.26 using the appro -
priate cross-section data was made to evaluate v 2
 for helium and argon
plus 0.2% cesium at various degrees of ionization, a.
•	 s
t
e
v 2 = [2.10 x (8085 a - 0.2268)1/1.4	 10-14 NHe
	
(A 10.6.28)
r
if 8085 a - 0.2264 > 0.
v 2
	(3.10)(10-14) NHe
if (8085 a - 0.2264) < 0.
For argon + 0.2% cesium:
4 aw
i v2 = [0.533 + 0.641 x (104 a)0'72] x 10-14 NAr	 (A 10.6.29)
Here NHe and NAr are in units of m 3.	 Equations A 10.6.28 and A 10.6.29 1
are sufficiently accurate for 101.3 to 1013.2 kPa (1 to 10 atm) of buffer
gas and seeding of 0.15 to 0.25% cesium.	 Outside these pressures and
seeding percentages, the accuracy is moderately reduced.
A 10.6.2.4	 Electrode Voltage Drop
Significant electrode voltage drop has been measured by
Zauderer and Tate (Reference 10.49) and others (Reference 10.40) in their
nonequilibrium MHD shock-tube experiments.
	 This voltage drop is caused +''
(1) by anode and,cathode sheaths and (2) by the cool boundary layer of
gas near the electrode surfaces.
	 Zauderer and Tate (Reference 10.49)
have measured voltage losses on the order of 150 V in the presence of a
magnetic field of 1.7 T and 80 V with a field of.1.2 T.
	 For our analysis
the electrode voltage drop is assumed to be independent of generator
loading and magnetic field. 	 This loss is important in small generators
but can become insignificant for large generators because the Faraday
` voltage is at least an order of magnitude greater than the electrode loss.
Subsequently, the electrode voltage drop can be included in the generator
coefficient, K.
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The generator coefficient with the electrode voltage drop, Eel'
can be expressed in terms of the original coefficient by:
K' = K + 6K	 (A 10.6.30)
where
6K = Eel
	
(A 10.6.31)
uBd
and d is the duct height or distance between the opposite electrodes.
Using the modified coefficient, K', the momentum and current equations
for the duct are changed, but the energy equation remains the same.
These equations are:
Momentum pu dx + d =-3B 1 +
(1 1 
K , )	 (A 10.6.32)
2
Energy pu dx h + 2 = --JBuK(1 + X 2 )	 (A 10.6.33)
Current j = ouB(1 - K')
	 (A 10.6.3+)
Since the current equation is changed, the nonequilibrium ionization
joule heating term is altered. Equation A 10.6.31, therefore, becomes:
v
aeff u2B2 (1 - K')2 = 36kne (Te - T ) me E eh
	 (A 10.6.35)
g	 h mh
A 10,6.2.5 Limitation in Nonequilibrium Ionization MHD Generators
Current cutoff has been observed in MHD generators with non-
equilibrium ionization by Zauderer, Tate, and Marston (Reference 10.13)
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(A 10.6.36)
f
when the interaction parameter, S, becomes large. The interaction para-
meter is a measure of the ratio of the electrical to the kinetic gas
energies of the duct and is given by:
where L is length of the duct. Zauderer, Tate, and Marston have ob-
served from shock-tube MHD experiments that when flush electrodes are
used, current cutoff occurred for S = 0.45, but not when pin electrodes
are used. This higher current cutoff threshold is due to the fact that
pin electrodes are less sensitive to the shock wave boundary layer inter-
actions.
In designing an MRD duct, one of the constraints is to choose
the velocity, gas density, current density, magnetic field, and length
of duct so that S does not exceed 0.5 or whatever numerical value is con-
sidered appropriate.
Another limitation is the Hall parameter which must not become
too large. Equation A 10.6.9 shows that the effective conductivity is
related to the scalar conductivity by the Hall parameter. For very large
S, oefflo	 B	
where C ranges from 0.5 to 1.0. Figure A 10.6.2 is a
plot of aeff^a and Seff as a function of S for E = 0.5 and = 1.0. Note
that for $ = 8, 
aeff/o is 0.2. Consequently, the power density is
drastically reduced. Since the electron mobility increases downstream of
the duct because of the decrease of gas density, the magnet must be de-
signed so that the magnetic field decreases accordingly with the down-
stream distance of the duct so that S does not become too large downstream.
If S becomes too high, the Hall voltage will be very high and insulation
between electrodes may become a serious problem.
A 10.6.2.6 Thermal Ionization
For thermal ionization the electron temperature is the same as
the gas temperature. We simply set T
e	 g	 e= T and calculate n , u, and o as
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{in the nonequilibrium case. The effective conductivity aefi is here the
same as a. This is equivalent to setting Z; = 0 in Equation A 10.6.9.
We also neglect the electrode voltage drop in the thermal ionization
case.
A 10.6.3 Closed-Cycle MHD
A 10.6.3.1 System Description
The closed-cycle MHD system configuration can be separated into
three subsystems. These three subsystems are the fossil fuel/combustion
gas open loop, the MHD closed loop, and the bottoming steam plant. The
j
system is depicted schematically in Figure A 10.6.3. For our study, only
the MHD loop is considered. Both the fossil fuel/combustion gas loop and
bottoming steam plant can be characterized by their respective thermal
efficiencies, 
nHS and nBOV The thermal efficiency of the heat source is
defined as:
n __ useful heat received by MHD cycle 	 (A 10.6.37 )
HS	 energy input from fuel and air 
For the steam bottoming plant the thermal efficiency is defined as:
r	
.{
net work out from bottoming plant
nBOT useful heat received by bottoming plant 	 (A 10.6.38
y
A 10.6.3.1.1 MHD Closed Loop
The components in a basic MHD closed-cycle consists of a com-
pressor, heat source, nozzle, MHD generator, diffuser, heat sink, and
seed condenser. The working fluid is either the noble gas argon or
helium, seeded with cesium to provide adequate conductivity. The seed
	
is entrained in the gas upstream from the MHD channel in the vicinity of
	 .^
the nozzle. A preionizer is usually required for a nonequilibrium MHD
^U
generator. The seed is removed before entering the compressor and rein-
jected into the nozzle.
	 ^!
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The thermodynamic efficiency of the closed loop can be in-
creased by intercooling, the heat removed from the intercooler being
utilized in the bottoming plant. The number of stages of intercooling
(NSI) depends on the overall pressure rise required to make up the pres-
sure losses in the closed cycle, the marginal increase in thermodynamic
efficiency obtained per stage of intercooling, and the increased cost of
intercooling. Our base case cycle includes one stage of intercooling
(NSI=1) and two compressors. Figure A 10.6.4 depicts the closed loop
studied. The op~imum of one stage of intercooling and two compressors
can be easily demon,?trated.
A 10.6.3.1.2 Steam Bottoming Plant
A numerical value for the thermal efficiency of the steam
bottoming plant is needed to perform the analysis. A value of 
nBOT equal
to 0.450 is a reasonable estimate. This value is higher than conven-
tional steam plant efficiencies because there are no combustion losses,
no stack losses, and no draft fan losses. Tsu, Young, and Way
(Reference 10.38) have reported results for an MHD open cycle which, after
some data manipulation, yield a value of 0.459 for 
nBOV Booth
(Reference 10.50) in an investigat4.on of MHD cycle thermodynamics used a
value of 0.458 for nBOT' A more exact value for 
nBOT 
can be computed
only after working fluids, state points, and flow rates are specified for
the interfaces between the MHD closed loop and the steam bottoming plant.
Interfacing between these two systems occurs principally in HX 2 , but also
with the intercoolers, if any, and cooling water for the MHD generator
and do/ac inverter.
A 10.6.3.1.3 Heat. Source
The closed-cycle MHD system has an external heat source. It is
not necessary in the present analysis to know any of the details of this
fossil fuel/combustion loop. An overall plant efficiency can be calcu-
lated by multiplying the efficiency of the fossil fuel/combustion loop
into the cycle efficiency of the MHD loop, that is:
nplant - nHS nMHD cycle	 (A 10.6.39)
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A 10.6.3.2	 Closed-Cycle MHD Components
A 10.6.3.2.1	 MHD Generator
r
The MHD/generator equations have been described in detail in
the section on MHD duct physics. 	 Two parameters which characterize an
MHD generator are the isentropic efficiency, nMHD, and the enthalpy ex-
traction ratio, 
eMHD'	
The definition of the isentropic efficiency is:
[Aholactual	 [CpATolactual
I
n	
=	 =	 (A 10.6.40)
Y
MHD	 (Aho l isentropic	 (CpAT o l isentropic
vA
and is depicted in Figure A 10.6.5. 	 The extraction ratio is defined as:
.	 i
(Ah0 MHD generator (A 10.6.41)
eMHD Heat added to cycle
Because we are solving the MHD one-dimensional differential equations
for the generator proper, both nMHD and EMHD are results of the analysis,
not assumed inputs.
A 10.6.3.2.2	 Diffuser
A diffuser is used to decelerate the flow exiting from the MHD
generator.
	 Pressure recovery in the diffuser should occur with a minimum a
of loss.	 The diffusion process is assumed adiabatic, with the most
common definition of adiabatic diffuse efficiency assuming the velocity y
leaving the diffuser to be negligible. 	 An expression for the efficiency
of either a subsonic or supersonic diffuser is: ^.
(Ah)
=	
isetropic
 (A 10.6.42)nD	 n
U
2
I
^
I
Pressure relationships in the ideal diffuser yield the following equation
for a perfect gas:
A
y
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Y-1
out Y - 1
P in	 ^
nD	 y=1	 2	 (A 10.6.43)
2 Min
where y = Cp /Cv is the ratio of the specific heats at constant pressure
to that at constant volume. Employing the isentropic relationship for
P /p and substituting into Equation A 10.6.43 yields:
0
Y-1{, <,	
p	
Y
}	 1 + YY-1 M. 2 oout	 - 12 in p
nD =	 1	
o2n( A 10.6.44)
Y2 "in
A 10.6.3.2.3
Heat rejection for the MHD closed cycle occurs in the heat ex-
changer designated HX2 . While specific design details of HX 2 are not
necessary, a.pressure loss coefficient KHy2 and an efficiency eHX2 of
heat transfer to the steam bottoming plant is required. The pressure
loss coefficient is given by: A
K	
nnnn	
z
A	
w 4
IiX2 pin
L (A 10.6.45)
Heat transfer efficiency to the steam plant is defined as;
Heat received by bottoming plant
EBOT	 Heat rejected by MHD cycle
	
(A 10.6.46)	 ,.
J
i
A 10.6.3.2.4 Seed Condenser
It is assumed that all the seed condenses in the seed condenser
with the condensation process being isobaric and isothermal. Thus, the
only state property that changes in the process is the density.
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A 10.6.3.2.5 Compressor-Intercooler System
The compression process is assumed adiabatic with an adiabatic
compressor efficiency defined as:
	
n = [Aho)isentropic	 (A 10.6.47
	
c	 h0 actual
For an ideal gas this becomes:
Po
	 Y-1
	
T	 out
	
1
°in p°in
nc	 T "	 - T	 (A 10.6.48)
°out 0 i
Intercooling is an isobaric process with the outlet temperature from the
Intercooler taken equal to the inlet temperature to the compressor.
A 10.6.3.2 ..6 HX1
The MHD working fluid receives heat in the heat exchanger HX1.
The only characteristic of HXl
 required is the pressure loss coefficient
-SIX where:l	 i
^ pK	 (A 10.6.49)1X1 pin
i
A 10.6.3.2.7 Nozzle
Either a subsonic converging or a supersonic converging-
diverging nozzle is used to accelerate the flow to the velocity required
tl
by the MHD generator. The acceleration process is adiabatic with the
	
adiabatic efficiency for the nozzle given by:
	 r
r	 11
z
„ X
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__ 2 actual
	 _ rho h^actual
(A 10. 6.50)TI
	
u2	 [ho-h]isentropic
^2 isentropic
A 10.6.3.3 MHD Closed-Cycle State Points
Given the state points at the exit of the MID generator, the
state points at the diffuser exit are when the values of M 8 and nD are
given:
y_
^nD 2 7^	 _1M 
2
+1 y	 1+ 1
M 2
_	 ^ 7
PS 1+^ M 2	 1+ Y 2 P7
	 (A 10.6.51)
2 7	 2 M8
y
	
(	
y71	
21 y-1	 (A 10.6.52)
Po8 - P8 I1 + 2 M8 1
To8 = To7
	
(A 10.6.53)
	
T =	 To8
8	 (A 10.6.54)
C1+21 M8
u8 = M8 (yRT8 ) 1/2	 (A 10.6.55)
P
P8 = _8	 (A 10.6.56)
RT8
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There is no heat transfer or work done in the diffusion process, that is:
Q7-8 = 0	 (A 10.6.57)
W7-8 = 0	 (A 10.6.58)
Knowing the state conditions at Point 8, the state conditions at Point 9
are, given the stagnation temperature T 0 (T 09 - Tol) and M9:
P 9 = (1 - KHX2 ) p 8	(A 10.6.59)
Y-1
p09 - p9 [1 
+ Y2_1 M92]	 (A 10.6.60)
T 0 = Tol	 (A 10.6.61)
T =
	
T 0
9	
1	
(A 10.6.62)
C1+Y21M92]
u9 = M9 (YRT9 ) 1/2	 (A 10.6.63)
pa P= _a	(A 10.6.64)
RT9
No work is done during the process, but there is heat transfer from the
MHD cycle to the bottoming plant.
Q8-9 = kp (To9 - To8 )	 .(A 10.6.65)
k
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	W 8-9 = 0	 (A 10.6.66)
The only change occurring in the seed condenser takes place in the
density. Thus, given M1:
	
P1 = P9	 (A 10.6.67)
-1	 Y-1
	
Pol = P1 	 + 
Y 2 M1 2^ 	 (A 10.6.68)
Tol = Given
	 (A 10.6.69)
	
T =
	
1o1
1	 (A 10.6.70)
C1+Y21Ml 2]
ul = Ml (YRT1) 1/2	(A.10.6.71)
P
P1	 RT	 (A 10.6.72)
1
where the gas constant R is that of the pure noble working gas as opposed
to a weighted gas constant, R, for the seed and noble gas. There is no
heat transfer and no work done during the condensation process.
	
Q9
_1 
= 0	 (A 10.6.73)
W9-1	 0	 (A 10.6.74)
103.67
k'
II
At this point the pressure rise across the compressor-intercooler system
is unknown. In fact, this is the information that permits closure of the
cycle. To solve for the pressure ratio that will give compatibility to
the complete cycle, we must now proceed from the MIID generator inlet
backwards around the system, Conditions specified at this state point
are M6 , p 6 , and m. The mass flow, m, is constant throughout the loop.
Now To6 is known because the expansion process in the nozzle has been
assumed adiabatic. Thus, To6 equals To5 where To5 is a given value for
the calculation. The remaining state conditions at Point 6 are:
P 6 = Given	 (A 10.6.75)
r	 -1	 2] Y-1
Po6	 P 6 1 + 2 rib
To6 = To5
T =
	
To6
6
[1 + Y21 M62]
u6
 = M6(YRT6)1 /2
P6
P 6 RT6
State conditions at Point 5 given M5 and To5 are:
(A 10.6.76)
(A 10.6.77)
(A 10.6.78)
(A 10.6.79)
(A 10. 6.80)
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Y-1
po5 = P5 11 + Y21 Pi5 2^ 	 (A 10.6.82)
To5 = Given	 (A 10.6.83)
u5 = 145 (Y RT 5 ) 1/2	(A 10.6.84)
P
P 5	 RT	 (A 10.6.85)5
There is no work done and no heat transfer in the expansion process in
the nozzle.
Q5-6 = 0	 (A 10.6.86)
W5-6 = 0	 (A 10.6.87)
Going from state Point 4 to state Point 5, heat is added to the closed
cycle. Given M4 , the state conditions at Point 4 are:
P4 =	
P5
	 (A 10.6.88)
Il	 Y-RX1)
Y-1Y-1
	
(A 10.6.89)Po4 = P4 [l + 2 M4
2
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This stagnation temperature depends on the pressure rise of the compressor-
intercooler system.	 This expression for the stagnation temperature is
r
given by:
(NSI(YYl)+l^
t
P oo - 1
Pol
Too	 Tol
1 + (A 10.6.90)n c
When NSI = 0 there is no intercooling and a single compressor.
	
For
NSI	 1 there is first a compression process, then intercooling, and
finally a compression process.	 There is always one more compressor than
there are stages of intercooling.
	 The remaining state conditions are:
TooT4	(A 10.6.91)
C1 +Y21M42J
u4 = M4 (YRT4 ) 1/2	 (A 10.6.92)
si
P
3
P 4	 RT	 (A 10.6.93)
4
^._	 The heat transfer and work done are:
a
44-5 - mOp(To5 - To4 )	 (A 10.6.94)
W4-5 = 0	 (A 10.6,95)
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Because the compression process is adiabatic, given M 3 , the state condi-
tions at Point 3 are:
( 1NS —11+1
' Poo_
P- P
A 10.6.96)
°3	
°l 	pol
P 3
P3 - (A 10.6.97)
Y-1
Y21
^1 +	 ri321
u3 = M3 (YRT 3 ) 1/2 (A 10.6.98)
P3 - RT 3 (A 10.6.99)
^
Work done and heat transfer are:
^3-4	 0 (A 10.6.100)
i'
W3-4	
;C 
p
,- To4 ) (A 10.6.1.01)
Intercooling is an isobaric process, thus given M2a
pot	 Poi (A 10.6.102)
i
P°2
P2 (A 10.6.103)
Llf
1	 21Y
+]2 M2
-1
1J
z
i
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To2 - To4
(A 10.6.104)
T2 =
	
To2 (A 10.6.105)
'
I1 + Y21 M22^
LL	 1
u2 = M2 (YRT2) 1/2 (A 10.6.106)
P
p 2	 R,22 2
(A 10.6.107)
{
Work done and heat transfer are:
Q2-3 - mCp (To3 - To2 ) (A 10.6.108) 1
W2-3
	
0 (A 10.6.109)
The equations described in Sections A 10.2.2 through A 10.2.6 enable us
to calculate the change of gas . state throughout the MAD generator.	 The
equations described in this section, Equations A 10.6.51 through
A 10.6.109, enable us to calculate gas properties at all state points be-
tween the MHD generator exit and back to its inlet.	 In this way we have
generated all the information needed to make a complete heat balance.
Now the MHD closed-cycle power out is:.
-t
PMHD - n INV W6-7 (A 10.6.110)
4,
46-7	 ^2 W6-7 (A 10.6.111)
i
I
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Assuming the heat removed from the intercooler and heat losses
from the MHD generator duct and the do/ac inverter are recovered by the
steam bottoming plant, we can calculate its net power output thus:
6 ^'
Psteam net	 EBOT Q8-9 + Q2-3 + Q6-7 + f1-"INV] W6-7 nBOT
- INSI+11 W1-2 nALT	 (A 10.6.112)(^	 l	 111
where nALT is the efficiency of the alternator in the bottoming plant.
Also:
Psteam net
i	 Psteam total	
nALT	
+ (NSI+1) W1-2	 (A 10.6.113)
The cycle efficiency is:
r"
Psteam net + PMHD
nMHD cycle	 Q4 -5	 (A 10.6.114) i
A 10.6.4 Computer Program
The formulae presented in Subsections A 10.6.2 and A 10.6.3 of
this report have been coded in FORTRAN for use on the Westinghouse
Research Laboratories UNIVAC 1106 machine. This section describes the
mechanics of the computer program, and lists the required input.
A 10.6.4.1 General Background
The computer program, presently called "BARNEY*VOSHALL," was
written to analyze parametrically the proposed MHD closed-cycle model, as
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shown in Figure A 10.6.4,' When writing the program (see Subappendix
AA 10.6.1 for the algorithm listing), an effort was made to generalize
the code. That is, via input, the user has been given the flexibility
of the following options:
1. Choose either helium or argon as the working fluid.
2. Choose any arbitrary seed gas at any fraction rela-
tive to the working fluid.
3. Choose either nonequilibrium or thermal equilibrium
ionization gas model.
4. Choose any number of stages of intercooling.
5. Choose either a constant or variable gas velocity
r,
flow in the MHD generator.
6. Choose either a constant or variable magnetic flux
density in the MHD generator.
7. Choose either a constant step size or variable step
size integration procedure for solving the flow and
energy derivatives describing the MHD generators.
In addition to these options the user may, via input, specify
values of all parameters which will characterize the cycle.
A 10.6.4.2 Program Structure
Referring to Subappendix AA 10.6.1, the program consists of
nine elements (MAIN, EULER, HAMMNG, EDERIV, OUTPUT, HFAIL, TEROOT, SIG,
and QINTRP).
In general the algorithm listing of the above elements are well
documeated by comment cards. We will-attempt here, however, to give more
insigh'L to the overall mechanics of the program.
A 10.6.4.2.1 MAIN
This element reads in all data, sets all the constants, and
loops on two possible data input cycles. That is, there are cases and
r
ti.
{
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subcases. The outer DO loop requires all input data to be resubmitted
for each case, while the inner DO loop requires only the inlet conditions
of Point 6 to be resubmitted for each subcase. In all, there are 23 read
statements in the MAIN program. For the user's reference, all data read
in are printed out, along with the printout of the final results for each
case or subcase. Definitions of the required data input have been made
part of the algorithm by use of comment cards.
For each case or subcase (after all required data have been
read in, and all constants are set) the program calls on either a modi-
fied EULER (constant step size) integration subroutine, or a HAMMNG
`t.	 (variable step size) integration subroutine for determining the thermo-
s
dynamic properties of the working fluid at Point 7. The above choice of
integration is determined by the value assigned to the input data option
"IDERIV". Then after successfully passing the criteria for terminating
the integrations and having printed out the final results, control of the
program is returned back to the main element which then. reloops on the
data input cycles and again calls on the integration routine.
A 10.6.4.2.2 EULER and HAMMNG
These elements are standard integration subroutines. Each
employ predictor correction methods for stepping from one integration
point to the other. EULER, however, is a constant-step size integration,
and HAMMNG (which uses a Runge Kutta method for initializing) is a
variable-step size integrator. Since these procedures have been de-
scribed in References 10.51, 10.52, and 10.53; their intricate parts will
not be described here. As written here both routines are in double pre-
cision. The HAMMNG routine has been slightly modified from that of the
original code in that the absolute tolerances of the dependent variables
were made to vary. This subroutine sets the absolute tolerances at 10-4,
10-5 , and 10
-2
 respectively for pressure, kinetic energy per unit mass,
and temperature„ These values are furtl,a-c corrected by the factor of a
single input data value "CABS" which is read in by the MAIN. Units of
the above variables are in the MKS system as are all final results.
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A 10.6.4.2.3 EDERIV, OUTPUT, and HFAIL
These three elements are utilized by the HAMMNG and EULER sub-
routines. In particular, HAM11NG calls on all three, but EULER calls only
on the first two. The purposes of these.elements follow:
The EDERIV element calculates the derivatives of each dependent
variable. In addition EDERIV calls on two separate subroutines which
determine the concurrent electron temperature (if the nonequilibrium
ionization option is set) and electrical conductivity.
The OUTPUT element prints out all calculated results. The
algorithm in the program is such that conditions at Points 6 and 7 will
always be printed out (upon successful termination of integration). For
purposes of MHD generator design, however, the OUTPUT element will print
out (in addition to the above) the results of the integration calcula-
tions at specified (controlled via data input) successful integration
points along the MHD generator. After successful termination of the in-
tegration the OUTPUT routine then prints out the thermodynamic and
kinetic properties of the working fluid for all stations of the cycle.
The OUTPUT element is used to test if either the EULER or HAMMNG routine
should terminate and pass the program control back to the MAIN program.
There are nine such tests as follow:
1. Interaction parameter test
IF DSI > TESTIP
2. K' test (see Equation A 10.6.3.1)
IF 1-K' < 0
3. Total length test
IFX> XL
4. Total power
DSUMPE > PGROSS
5. Mach number test at Point 7 if supersonic inlet
conditions exist
M7
 < 1.05
REPRODUG",F, .M. OF THE
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6. Length to local diameter test
X/D > TESTXD
7. Hall parameter test
1.
6 > TESTB
8, Test on gas temperature
Tg < 300
9. Test on magnetic field
B < 0.	 I
On the printout sheets a flag will indicate which test or tests
caused termination of the integration.
The HFAIL element is used by HAMMNG to terminate the execution
of the program when a failure is detected in the relative and/or absolute
tolerance requirements.
A 10.6.4.2.4 TEROOT
This element is a subroutine which determines the root (elec-
tron temperature) of a transcendental function generated in the subrou-
tine called SIG. In this routine an iteration was introduced such that
the upper bound placed on the electron temperature could be changed. In
the routine the lower bound of the electron temperature was specifically
taken as the gas temperature; hence, the value of the transcendental
function at the onset is -l. To aid in making an initial guess of the
electron temperature the upper bound of the electron is made some factor
"TFAC" (see data input in main program) of the gas temperature. Using
this value, the transcendental function is solved. If the function is
negative, the upper bound is doubled until the function is positive or if
a maximum doubling count (5) is exceeded at which point the execution
will terminate.
A 10.6.4.2.5 SIG and QINTRF
The SIG element is a subroutine written to calculate the elec-
trical conductivity of a seeded plasma. This routine calculates the
chemical composition of the working fluid and seed and also provides the
	 d.
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transcendental electron temperature function utilized by the subroutine,
TEROOT.	 In addition, the Hall parameter, BETA, is calculated in the SIG
r
subroutine.
The SIG routine calls on the subroutine QINTRP which interpo-
lates tables of energy-averaged electron momentum cross sections at a
given electron temperature. 	 The chemical composition calculation, as
written in SIG, uses the electron number density previously calculated
at the last successful integration point to determine the lowering of
the ionization potential.
A 10.6.4.2.6	 INPUT
The user defines his proposed model via input data cards:
First, by stating the number of cases to be executed and, secondly, by
supplying the data required by 22 additional read statements. 	 These data a
calls are listed below in their proper sequence and in terms of the
symbolic names used in the algorithm.
	
All data calls are formated "Free
Field," that is, each data value appears in its proper sequence but is
not assigned to any particular set of columns on the data card. 	 All data
values on a given data card are to be separated by a comma.	 All data
values are declared real, with the exception of those symbolic names
which begin with the letters of I, J, K, L, 	 f, or N.
READ STATEMENT No.	 DATA l_
1	 JC.ASE
2	 ITITLE(I)
3	 JOPTE
4	 IGAS
5	 RCP,RCV,RMWB,RMWS,FAC
6	 RVO,RZI,RZO
7	 REPS,RDEL
8	 IQQ 1
9	 QlQ (I)
10	 IQQQ
11	 QCQ(I)
12	 RSOO,SREFT,HOO,HREFT
13	 RRB,COBBO
14	 RRC,RRK,RRF,RRL2,EEL
15	 PGROSS,TESTB,TESTXD,IFAC,TESTIP
16	 IDERIV
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17 XO,XL,HSTEP,PHSTEP
18 HSTEP,HMAX,HI,IN,CREL, CABS, ICF.ACT
19 AMACH(1),AMACH(2),AMACH(3),AMACH(4),AMACH(5),
AMACH(6),AMACH(8),AMACH(9)
20 TSTAG(1),TSTAG(5)
. 21 ETAD,ETAC,ETAN,HXI,HX2,ETACDC,ETASP,NSI,EHX2
22 NCASE
23 RPO,RMDOT
The definition and physical units of the above input data are given below
(see also algorithm listing iri Subappendix AA 10.6.1).
1. RASE Number of cases to be executed.
	 For each
case the following data are to be input.
2. ITITLE(I) Title card, reads columns 1 through 72.
3. ` IOPTE Option:	 If greater than zero, nonequili-
- brium conditions in the MHD generator are
assumed; otherwise equilibrium prevails.
4. IGAS Option:
	 If IGAS = 18, argon is the inert
buffer gas; if IGAS = 2, helium is the
inert buffer gas.
5. RCP Specific heat at constant pressure per
universal gas constant of the inert buffer
gas:	 CP/R.
RCV Specific heat at constant volume per uni-
versal gas constant of the inert buffer
gas:	 CV/R.
RMWB Molecular weight of inert buffer gas
(kg/kg mole):
RMWS Molecular weight of seed gas (kg/kg mole)
FAG Seed fraction:
	 See Equation A 10.6.15.
6. RVO Ionization potential V , see
0
Equation A 10.6.19, electron volts.
I
F'
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RZI Electronic partitions function of ion
fixed gas, see Equation A 10.6.19.
RZO Electron partition function of atom of
seed gas, see Equation A 10.6.19.
7.	 REPS EPSILON:	 ^, see Equation A 10.6.9.
DEL:	 6, -tee Equation A 10.6.12.
8.	 IQQ Number of temperatures and corresponding
energy averaged electron,momentum trans-
fer cross sections of the buffer gas to
be read in for the Q1Q(I) array.
9.	 Q1Q(I) T and Q value array. Ordered as:
Tl , Ql , T2, Q2	 TN, QN
(1, 2, 3, 4-IQQ -1, IQQ), T(°K) and
Q(square Angstroms).
10.	 IQQQ Same as read in No. 8 but-for the seed
gas and QCQ(I) array.
11.	 QCQ(I) Same as read in No. 9 but for seed gas.
12.	 RS00 Reference Entropy of inert buffer gas at
reference temperature SREFT, k cal/kg mole.
SREFT Reference temperature of above reference
Entropy,	 °K.
H00 Reference Enthalpy of unit buffer gas at
reference temperature HPEFT, k cal/kg mole.
HREFT Reference temperature of above reference
Enthalpy, °K.
13. RRB	 Magnetic field Bo , T.
COBBO
	
	 Magnetic field gradient coefficient, "b",
such that B = B o
 (1 - bx), where x is dis-
tance along MHD generator.
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14. RRC 'c' parameter., see Equation A 10.6.6.
RRK 'K' parameter, see Equations A 10.6.1,
r
A 10.6.2, and A 10.6.5. l
_ RRF 'f' friction parameter, see
Equation A 10.6.1.
RRL2 Heat loss parameter, a2 in
Equation A 10.6.2.
EEL Electrode loss parameter E el , see
Equation A 10.6.31, V.
15, PGROSS Gross electrical power of MIID generator,
i
M
TESTB Termination test parameter for the Hall
parameter.
TESTXD Termination test parameter for the MHD i
generator's length to diameter ratio.
TFAC Factor used to establish initial upper K
bound of electron temperature, T 	 =
TFAC* T
'gas
TESTIP Termination test parameter for the inter-
action parameter.
s
16. IDERIV Option:	 If greater than 0, HAMMNG inte-
gration subroutine will be used; other-
wise, Euler integration subroutine will
be used.
17. XO Initial position (length) of MILD genera-
tor where integration begins, m.
XL Termination tvf7t parameter for the maximum
generator length, m.
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HSTEP	 Increments of length, m, at which the
Euler routine will integrate the deriva-
	 I
tives.
PHSTEP
	
	
Increments of length, m, at which print-
outs are desired, showing solutions of
the integrals.
l'. Note: This read statement is only called if IAERIV > 0.
HSTEP
	
	
Integration step size, m, at which Runge
Rutta procedure in HAMMNG routine is
initialized.
HMAX
	
	
Maximum step size, m, to be considered by
HAMMNG integration routine.
HMIN
	
	
Minimum step size, m, to be considered by
HAMMNG integration routine.
CREL	 Relative error tolerance factor.
CABS	 Absolute error tolerance factor.
IFACT	 Factor in HA14MG routine used to establish
doubling criteria (Note: set to 100) of
step size.
19. AMACH(1) Mach number of gas flow at station 1.
AMACH(2) Mach number of gas flow at station 2.
AMACH(3) Mach number of gas flow at station 3..
AMACH(4) Mach number of gas flow at station 4.
AMACH M Mach number of gas flow at station 5,
AMACH(6) Mach number of gas flow at station 6.
AMACH(7) Mach number of gas flow at station 7.
AMACH(8) Mach number of gas flow at station 8.
MACH (9) Mach number of gas flow at station 9.
t
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20. TSTAG(1)	 Stagnation temperature of gas at station 1.
TSTAG(5)	 Stagnation temperature of gas at station 5.
21. ETAD	 Adiabatic diffuser efficiency.
ETAC	 Adiabatic compressor efficiency.
ETAN	 Adiabatic nozzle efficiency.
HX1 Pressure loss coefficient for heat
exchanger 1.
HX2 Pressure loss coefficient for heat
exchanger 2.
ETACDC do to ac inverter efficiency.
ETASP Bottoming plant efficiency.
NSI Number of stages of intercooling.
EHXZ Fraction of heat received by bottoming
plant from HX2.
4
c. 22.	 NCASE Number of subcases to be executed with
the above input but with the following
changes. .`
23.	 Note:	 For each NCASE input the following: s
RPO Pressure at Point 6, atm.
RMDOT Mass flow at Point 6, kg/s.
A 10.6.5 Nomenclature ' t
A cross section area of MUD duct, m2
B magnetic flux density, T
Cp specific heat at constant pressure, joule/kg-°K
C specific heat at constant volume, joule /kg-°K
Eel = electrode voltage drop, V
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C
Eel	 = elastic collision energy rate, W
Er	 - radiation energy rate, W
F	 = mole fraction of seed
F(v)	 - electron velocity distribution
K	 - generator loading coefficient
K'	 - generator loading coefficient with electrode voltage losses
KHX	
= pressure loss coefficient for heat exchanger number 1
1
KHX2	 = pressure loss coefficient for heat exchanger number 2
LTE
	
= local thermal equilibrium
M	 = Mach number
Na	 - gas density, m 3
Ns	— seed density, m. 3 , superscript: i-ion, o-neutral
NB	= buffer gas density, m-3
NSI	 =number of stages of intercooling
P	 - power, W
Q	 = heat transferred, W
Qm	= collision cross section, m2 subscript: e-B-electron buffer
gas, a-s-electron seed, e-ion-electron ion
R	 gas constant for pure noble gas, J/kg-°K
R	 - weighted gas constant, J/kg-°K
S	 = interaction parameter
T	 = temperature, °K
T 
	 = electron temperature, °K
T 
	 = gas temperature, °K
To
	= stagnation temperature, °K
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V0	 = ionization potential of seed, V.
W	 = work done, W
Z	 = charge of the atom seen by the valence electron (Z = 1, 2, 3,
etc.)
Zso	 = electronic partition function of the seed neutral
Zs+	
= electronic partition function of the seed ion
b	 = gradient of magnetic flux density along axis of MHD
generator, m
-1
C	 = velocity coefficient
d	 = distance between electrodes, m
e	 = electronic charge, C
f	 = friction factor
hl _ Plank's constant, J/s
h = enthalpy of the gas, J/kg
a
current density, A/m2
k = Boltzmann constant, J/°K '^
Mk = mass, kg, subscript: 	 k = B-buffer gas, e-electron, h-heavy ^.
particle, s-seed
m = mass flow, kg/s
n 
= electron density, m-3
p = static gas pressure, Pa R
P 0
= stagnation gas pressure, Pa
rh - hydraulic radius of MHD duct, m
a
u = gas velocity, m/s
V = electron velocity, m/s
X , y, z = rectangular coordinates
r
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Hall parameter
effective Hall parameter
ej..L
ratio of C	 to C
p	 v
collision loss factor
C o permittivity of free space
E enthalpy extraction ratio for MHD ductMHD
C heat transfer efficiency of bottom plant steam generatorBOT
T) efficiency of MHD closed loop
ri c
adiabatic compressor efficiency
nN
adiabatic nozzle efficiency
nD
adiabatic diffuser efficiency
"MHD
- MHD generator isentropic efficiency
nBOT
= bottoming plant efficiency
nINV
- efficiency of dc/ac inverter
"ALT
- efficiency of alternator in bottom plant
X2 - heat loss parameter
- electron mobility, m2/Vs 
Z
V
eh - electron heavy particle collision frequency, s
ul - averaged of the sum of electron neutral and electron ion
collision frequencies, s
V 2 averaged collision frequency of electron neutral and electron
ion collision frequencies, s-1	 used in mobility and Hall
parameter calculations
plasma turbulence factor
P gas density, kg/m3
a = electrical conductivity, mho/m
nm
a
eff ,- effective electrical conductivity, mho/s Om
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Subappendix AA 10.6.1
a
Program Listing
d
A listing of the MHD closed-cycle program, written in FORTRAN,
appears on the following pages. This program was run on a UNIVAC 1106
computer system located at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories
-C**rsr
	 MAIN	 PROGRAM
ii IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION	 (0)
COMMON/CONST/ D1 ► 029DPS ► DRBAR ► DRHCUO ► DPCONoDFM90C#CTCON ► DCP ► DK9
«	 XTOL ► YTOL • DHSTEP ► DSSCON ► EEL • D1MKP # TESTIP # DB90 # COBBO90PTEoli
I	 IDERIV # DSICON o DMCON ► PGROSS ► DSUMPE ► TESTBoTESTXC # DXEND ►DPOOLO ►
2	 D1PC#D1MK # DB#DlPL2 # D4•DPO ► DUZO @ DTO#DRHOO # DXO#DXOLD ► 032#IT # RMACHO
3 oDLTIMEoDPRINT ► DHO ► GAM ►DSOOoSREFT ► TFAC
COMMON/SIGI/ FACEV#GASKO • FAC ► RVO ► LOGSAC ► 3BOoPBsOBSoPS ► CB1oCS10
1 CB2 # C52 ► CSIGO ► CSIGE2 • CSIGE1 9 CBETA ► REPS ► OCONTI ► RFUNC # CLOW*CLDNEo
2 RTE # BETA o XNBoXNA • XNEoXNU1 # XNU2•XSIGO # XSIGEI # XSIGAD # XSIG # XSIGEF
EXTERNAL	 EDERIV 9 0UTPUTYHFAIL
COMMON/SIGZ/ OCONT2 # RP#RT#RB#RMWB#RMW.S#IGAS # CONEI ► CONAG
COMMON/GOVAL/ GCG(37)
COMMON/ GVALUE / GIG(37)
COMMON/STATIO/ TSTAT(91#TSTAG(9)oAP(9,) ► APS(9) ►ARHO(91$AVE1(9)#
1 AMACH ( 9)#03G(9)#WWW ( 9)#XXX1 9 XXX2 • XXX3 9 XXX4#XXX5 ► XXX69XXX7#XXX8#
2 ETADoETAC ► ETAN ► HXI9HX29ETACDCoETASP ► NSI ►
3 CVGAM#CONDU2#RMDOT#CONDU.'I# RRBAR#oCP#EHX2oXXX9
DIMENSION	 DY(3)#ITITLE(721
C JCASE	 GRAND NUMBER OF CASES
READ(595000) JCASE
WRITE(6#29931	 JCASE
2999 FORMATCIX9 0 TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES	 • ► I41
DO 9999 LCASE=)#JCASE
WRITE(693C(301
Cr*rrsrs• READ IN TITLE CARD r*r**r**	 FIRST 72 COLUMNS	 rsrtr**r*r*#**
READ ( 5 ► 40DC)(ITITLE ( I)9I=1 ► 121
WRITE ( 6#4D1D) ( ITITLE ( I) ► I=1 ► 12) .-y 4000 FORMAT(12AG)
4010 FORMAT(1X#12A6)
Co GAS
	
CONSTANT	 JOULES/KILO MOLE — DEC K
RO	 = 9*3143GE3
RRR	 = RO
Co ONE ATM IN	 MKS
PO	 - 1.01325E5
Cr**** READ IN	 GAS PARAMETERS
OPT[	 OPTION	 •+ IF GT	 C TE>TG ELSE TE=TGC
READ(595CCC1	 OPTE
C
WRITE(6o2998) OPTE
2998 FORMAT t1X# # IONIZATION OPTION — EQUILIBRIUM IF.LE.0 OR NONEGUILIc3R
1IUM IF.GT.0	 ►► E8.1/)
C IGAS
	
GAS TYPE	 HELIUM IF 4 ► ARGON IF 18
READ ( 5#5CCC)	 IGAS
IF(IGAS.EG.4IWRITE ( 6 ► 4004)
4CC4 FORMAT ( IX ► ► BUFFER GAS IS HELIUM`)
IF(IGAS . EG .18)	 WRITE(6#4018)
4C18 F;9RMAT(1X ► ►BUFFER GAS IS ARGON')
C RCP
	
SPEFIC HEAT	 CONSTANT	 PRESSURE	 PER R
C RCV	 SPEFIC HEAT	 CONSTANT	 VOLUME	 PER R
C RMWB	 MOLECULAR	 WEIGHT OF BUFFERGAS
	
( KG/KILO—MOLE)
C RMWS	 MOLECULAR	 WEIGHT CF SEED GAS	 (KG/KILO—MOLE)
C FAC	 FRACTION OF SEED
C
REAO(5r50CC)	 RCP#RCVoRMWB#RMWS.FAC
WRITE(6940201
	
RCPPRCVPRMWB#RMWSoFAC
C 4C2C FORMAT	 ( 1X9 9 SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE / CAS CONSTANT 	 s.
IEO9 . 4#3X#'SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT VOLUME / GAS CONSTANT	 ►► Ell.
24/lX ► ► MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF BUFFER GAS	 (KG / KILO—MOLE)	 ► 9E13.4vZX#•
3MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF .SEED (KG/KILO—MOLE)
	 •# E19.4/1X#lSEED FRACTIO
4N	 ► 9E45.41
5000 FORMAT(	 1
C RMW	 MOLECULAR	 'WEIGT CF MIXTURE	 = RMWB+ FAC*RMWS
RMW	 =	 RMWB	 # FACrRMWS
DRBAR = RRR/RMW
RRSAR=RRR/RMWB,OCP	  RCPsRRR/RMW,
=RCP'RCPARGAM
VGAM
	
= RCP/RCV
C RVC	 IONIZATION POTENTIAL	 (	 EV	 )
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C	 RZI	 PARTITION FUNCTION OF ION FOR SEED
C	 RZO	 PARTITION FUNCTION OF NEUTRAL FOR SEED
C
READ(595000) RVOvRZZvRZO
C
WRITE(6u4025) RVOvRZIvRZO
	
4C25 FORMAT (1Xv'IONIZATION POTENTIAL FOR SEED (EV)	 9tE24.4/1Xv9PARTI
1TION FUNCTION OF ION FOR SEED 	 #*E24.4v3Xv'PARTITI0N FUNCTION OF
2NEUTRAL FOR SEED	 9vE2C.4/)
C	 REPS	 EPSILON FOR SIGMA CALCULATION
C	 RDEL	 DEL	 FOR SIGMA CALCULATION
C
READ(595000)	 REPSvRDEL
C
lF(OPTE.LC.C.) REPS=O.0
WRITE(6v40317)	 REPS.RDEL
4C3C FORMAT (1Xv'TURBULENCE FACTOR FOR NON — EQUILIBRIUM ION17ATION•v42X9
1F7.4/IXv 9 INCREMENT TO LOSS FACTOR FOR INELASTIC COLLISION AND RAOI
ZATION LOSSES (DELTA=14INCREMENT)'vO1XvF7.4/)
C****	 THE FOLLOWING READS ARE FOR BUFFER OAS
C	 IQQ	 NUMBER OF Tv0 VALUES IN 01G ARRAY
C	 010	 T AND Q VALUE ARRAY (DEG Kv ANGS**2 UNITS )
C
READ(5v5000) IQQ
IQQ =IQQ +1
C
READ(5v5000)(GlG(I)9I=2vlQQl
C
Q1 0 (l)=IQQ
WRITE( Go4031)
4C3I FORMAT(1X9 9 AVERAGE BUFFER GAS XSECT FOLLOW')
WRITE(6v4032)t010(I)vI=ltlC,J;)
4632 FORMAT(IXvICE 1.4)
C****	 THE FOLLOWING 	 READS ARE FOR SEED	 GAS
C	 IQQQ	 NUMBER OF ToG VALUES IN QCO ARRAY
C	 OCO	 T AND Q VALUE ARRAY (DEG Kv ANGS**2 UNITS )
C
READ(5v5CDD) I000
IQQQ=IQQQ;1
C
READ(5v5CC0)(000(I),I=29IGQQ)
C
QCO(1)_IQQO
WRITE(6v4033)
4033 FORMAT(1Xv 9 AVERAGE SEED	 GAS XSECT FOLLOW')
WRITE(6v4032)lGCQ(I)vI=1vI000)
C	 RS00	 ENTROPY CAL/MOLE DEG K AT TEMP SREFT
C	 SREFT	 REFERENCE TEMPERATURE
C	 HOD	 ENTHALPY CAL/MOLE OEG K AT TEMP HREFT
C	 HREFT	 REFERENCE TEMPERATURE
C
READ(5v5000) RSOOvSREFTvHOOvHREFT
C
WRITE (6.4040) SREFTvRSOOvHREFTvHOO
404C FORMAT (IXv'ENTROPY (CAL/MOLE.K) AT 'vF8.29' K v915X#Ell.413Xv'ENT
1HALPY (CAL/MOLE) AT '#F8.2v' K ''v16XvEll.4/)
OS00 = RSOC*DRSAR/1.98717
HOD	 = H00*DRBAR/1.98717
C*****	 READ IN FIXED PARAMETERS
C	 RRB	 MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
C	 COBBO	 COEFF FOR B=BO*(1.—COBBO*Xl
G
READ(5950001 RRBvCOBBO
C
WRITE(694C411 RRBvCOBBO
4041 FORMAT (1Xv'MAGNETIC FIELD FLUX BC(1-8*X) WHERE 30 	 'vF6.2v' TZSL
IA AND 8 = 9vF7.4v'/M'/)
C	 RRC = C (CONSTANTS
C	 RRK = K
C	 RRF = F	 FRICTION PARAMETER
C	 RRLZ = HEAT LOSS PARAMETER LAM2
C	 EEL = ELECTRODE DROP
C
READ(SP5000)	 RRCvRRKvRRFvRRL2,EEL
C
WRITE(6v406C)	 RRCvRRKvRRFvRRL2v,EEL
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h4060 FORMAT ( SXr'VELOCITY COEFFICIENT ( C=RHO * VELOCITY * 10-VELOCITY/D-PRE
ISSURE)) ' rZlXtF7.4/IX# O GENERATOR SEGMENT LOADING COEFFICIENT tK=IND
2UCED VOLTA SE/OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE ) 9 r04XrF7.4/1Xr'FRICTION FACTOR'#
367XrF7.4/1Xs'HEAT LOSS FACTOR (MHD HEAT LOSS / MHO POWER GENERATED
4)'r28X9F7 . 4/1Xs ' VOLTAGE DROP BETWEEN GAS AND ELECTRODE ( VOLTS)'r33
5XrF7.1/)
C	 PGROSS	 GROSS POWER VALUE
C	 TESTE	 TEST PARAMETER FOR HALL TERM
C	 TESTXD	 TEST PARAMETER FOR X /D RATIO
C	 TFAC	 FACTOR FOR UPPER BOUND ON ELECTRON TEMP
C	 TESTIP	 TEST PARAMETER FOR THE INTERACTION PARAMETER
C
READ ( 595COC) PGROSSrTESTBrTESTXDrTFACsTESTIP
C
WRITE (6.4070) PGROSSrTEST6•TESTXD9TESTIPsTFAC
4C7C FORMAT ( 1X9 9 PARAMETER UPPER BOUND'/6Xr'MHD GROSS POWER (W)*rZ6XsEl
11.4/GXs'HALL*s41XsEll . 4/6X*LENGTH / DIAMETER ' #28XsEll . 4/GXr*INTERA
2CTION'934XrE11.4/GXs'ELECTRON TEMPERATURE / GAS TEMPERATURE'rE18.4
3/)
C****	 SET CONSTANTS
ADEL=I.C+ROEL
Dl	 = 1.0
D2	 = 2.0
DPS	 = C.5
DC	 =RRC
DK	 =RRK
D1PC = 1.0 +RRC
DIMK = 1.0 -RRK
DSBO=RRB
DS	 = RRB
DB2	 = RRB*RRS
DPCON = DI /DlPC
01PL2 = 1.0 +RRL2
DTCON = DB2*DK	 *DIPL2
CONDU2 = VGAM*DRBAR
CONDU3 _=VGAM*RRBAR
DTCON	
I.00ONSTNT
SDU2FC*****	
SET	 A	 OR	 SIG	 ROUTINE
CLOW -11(4.80294)**3)*2.0*SORT(6.283/1.38047)/1.60209)*1.0E-13
CONEI=SGRT(6.283*1.38047/9.10861*(4.80294**41*4.CE-8/
* (3.0*11.38047**2))
CONAG = SORT(2.*1.38047/(3.1415*9.1C8E1)*8.CE-16/3.0
FACEV	 = 11.0/16052)*l.OE-4
GASKO	 = I1.C/1. 804)*1.OE23
A	 = 2.0*RZI*2.412/RZO
LOGSAC	 = ALOG(A) + 21.C*ALOGlIO.)
CSIGO
	
=tt((1.G0207)**2)/9.1086)*l*0E-7
CSIGE2	 = 1.55CE13
CSIGEI	 = 1.913E4
CBETA	 = (1.60207/9.1086)*1.CE12
DCONTI	 (3.*1.3804*ADEL*(5.4876E-4) 	 )*I.OE-23
C*****	 SET	 TOLERANCE FOR TROOT ROUTINE
XTOL
	
= 1.0E-4•
C * ****	 READ IN 1HAMMING OR EULER OPTION IDERIV
C	 IF	 IDERIV CT C	 HAMMING IS USED
C	 IF	 IDERIV LE 0	 EULER	 IS USED
C
READ15r5000) IDERIV
C
IF(IOERIV . GT.Q) WRITE ( 6s4C92)
4092 FORMAT(1Xr'HAMMING ROUTINE WILL BE USED FOR INTEGRATION•)
IF(IDERIV .LE * C) WRITE(6s4093)
4C93 FORMATfIXr' EULER ROUTINE WILL BE USED FOR INTEGRATION')
C*«*«***** READ IN THE FOLLOWING 	 ««* «* ^a«««^•
C	 XO	 = INITIAL POSITION
C	 PHSTEP	 = LENGTH INCREMENTS FOR PRINT OUTS
C	 HSTEP	 LENGTH INCREMENTS FOR DERIVITIVE CALCULATION
C	 X1.	 - UPPER LENGTH LIMIT
C
READ(595000)	 XOsXLrHSTEPsPHSTEP
C
WRITE ( 6*4094) X0:XLiHSTLPrPHSTEP
4094 FORMAT (lX #* START ' rF8.4 *' M	 STOP * 9F8.4 0 M	 STEP SIZE 'sF
18.4.' M	 PRINT EVERY ' * F8.4@* M '/)
IF(IDERIV.LE.0) GO TO 4C
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WRITE(Gr3C00)
3000 FORMAT(1H1 )
WRITE(6r4010)(.;TITLE(I)ol=1.12)
Co***** RESET MAGNET;rC FIELD FOR THIS LOOPING
08=RRS
D62=DB*DB
DTCON`DB2*DK*01PL2
C***+++++» READ IN INITIAL CONDITIONS AT X= 0
C	 RPO
	 PRESSURE
C	 RTC	 TEMPERATURE
C	 RMACHO MACH NUMBER
C	 RMDOT	 MASS FLOW
C
READ(5r50C01 RPOrRMDOT
RTO	 =TSTAT(6)
RMACHO =AMACH(6)
WRITE( 6r40961 RPO*RTOrRMACHOrRMDOT
4C96 FORMAT(1Xt'PO	 'rE12.4r2X99TO	 9rE11.4r2Xr'MACH 'rEll.492X ►
* 'MOOT 'rEll.4)
C
RPO	 = RPO*PO
C	 FIND INITIAL DENSITY FROM GAS LAW
DRH00 = RPO/(DRBAR*RTO)
C	 FIND INITIAL VELOCITY AND RHO*U FROM SOUND VELOCITY EG
DU20 =	 (RMACHOs*2)*RTO*CONOU2/02
DUC	 = DSGRT( 02*DU201
ORHOUO = ORHOO*DUO
C	 FIND INITIAL ENTHALPY
DHO	 DCP*IRTO--HREFT)+ H00
C	 FIND INTIAL D	 04)
D4	 =DSGRT(RMDOT/DRHOUO)
C*++***** SET SOME STATION VALUES
C	 THE REMAINDER ARE SET IN OUTPUT ROUTINE
ARHO(6) =DRH00
AVEL(6)= DUO
AP(6)=RPC
APS(6)=RPO*I(TSTAG(6)/TSTAT(6))**GAMI
AP(51=RPG/(41.—C^GAM*(RMACHO**21*(TSTAG(61/TSTAG(5))*XXX5/
* (ETAN*XXX ))** AM)
APS(51 = AP(5)*(XXX5**GAM)
ARHOIS )= AP(5)/(RRBAR *TSTAT(5))
AP(4) = AP(51/(1.—HX1)
APS(K) =AP(4)*(XXX4••GAM)
Co*
	
SET INTIAL PRESSrTEMPrX VALUES
DPO	 =RPO
DTO	 =RTO
DFM
	
=RRF*D2*DRHOUO/104)
DSICON	 = DB2	 /DRHOUO
DSSCON =	 062	 *DK*RMDOT/DRHOUO
C	 SET	 IT r AND INTEGRAL DSUMPE
IT	 = 0
DSUMPE	 = 0.0
OLTIME =0.0
DPOOLO=0.0
OXO
	
= XO
DXOLD = DXO
DX	 = DXO
DPRINT= PHSTEP
DHSTEP= HSTEP
NEGA = 3
OXEND = XL
DY(1) =	 RPO
DY(2') =	 OU20
DY(31 =	 RTO
C****** FIND NE FOR LOWERING OF IP(INITIAL VALUE)
OLDNE=O.0
7•****+* SET SIG2 COMMON
RB=RR6
RP=RPO
RT=RTO
OlMKP=DIMK—EEL/(DUO*RB*04)
DCONT2=(DUO*RB»D1MKP)**2
A=RTR=TFKC*RT
IF(OPTS.GT.D.)
*CALL TEROOT(A*BrXTOLrYTOLrIND1
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c.**.* c 
READ PARAMETERS FOR HA~HING *$* ••• ** ••• * 
HSTEP INITIAL TRIAL LENGTH INCREMENT FOR DERIVIT:VE 
c 
C 
c ,.. 
... 
C 
C 
c 
HMAX MAXIMUM INCREMENT TO BE USED 
HMIN MINIMUM INCREMENT TO BE USED 
CREL lOLERANCE FOR R[lATIVE rEST 
CABS TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE TEST 
ICFACT FACTOR USED FOR CRITERION OF DOUBLING HSTEP 
READC5.5CCC) HSTEP,HMAX.HMIN.CREL.CABS,ICFACT 
WRITE(6.4C9S) HSTEP,HMAX.HMIN.CREL.CABS,ICFACT 
4C95 FORMATC1X,'HSTEP ~,£11.4,2X,·HMAX ',El1.4.2X,·HMIN ·,El1.4.2X. 
.. 'CR(L ·.Ell.4.2X.'CABS ·,El1.4,2X,'ICFACT'.I81 
OHSTEP = HSTEP 
OHMAX = HMAX 
DHMIN = HMIN 
DCREL - CREL DCABS CABS 
'Ie CONTINUE CVGAM=(V3AH-l.)·C.S 
C........ READ IN CLOSE CYCLE PARAMETERS 
C ETAD EFFICIENCY FOR DIFFUSER 
C (TAC EFFICIENCY FOR COMPRESSOR C ETAN EFFICIENCY FOR NOZZEL 
C HXl HEAT EXCHANGER Err 
C HX2 HEAT £XCHANGER EFF 
C ETACDC DC TO AC CONVER~ION EFF 
C ETASP EFFICIENCY FOR 
C Nsr NUMBER OF INTERCOOLER STAGES 
C EHX2 EFF 
C TSTA G' J ARR AY FOR Sl'AGNA nON TE HP C TSTATi) ARRAY FOR STATIC TEMP 
C APse, ARRAY FOR STAGNATION PRESSURE 
C APe J ARRAY FOR STATIC PRESSURE 
C ARHOrJ ARRAY FOR GAS DENSITIES 
C AVEL() ARRAY FOR GAS V~LOCITIES 
C AHACHC) ARRAY FOR MACH NUMBERS 
REAOIS.5000) (AHACHeI),I=1,6),AMACHCS),AMACH(9) 
READC5,5COrJ TSTAGCIJ,TSTAGfS) 
READIS,SOOO) ETAD,ETAC,ETAN,HX1.HX2,ETACDC,ETASP,NSI,EHX2 
WRITE (6,60ee) ETAC,ETAN,ETAO.ETACOC,ETASP.ETACDC,EHX2,HXl,HX2,NSI 
600e fORHAT IIX,QEFFICIENCY OF COHPONENTsv/6x,eADIAB4TIC COMPR£SSOR~.25 
lX,F8.~/6X,·ADIABATIC NOZZLE',29X.FB.4/6X,'ADIABATIC DIFFUSER9,21X. 
2F8.~/6X.'DC TO AC INVERTER·,28X,F8$~/6X.·BOTTOHING PLANT',3CX,Fa.~ 
3/6X.·ALTERNATOR IN SOTTOMING PLANT·~16X.FB.4/6X.·HEAT RECIEvtD BY 
480TTOHING PLANT FROM HX2·,OQX,FB.4//1X.·PRESSURE LOSS COEfFI~ItNT, 
5 DELIA-PIP ·/6X,·HX1 t ,Q2X.F8.4/6X,tHX2·,42X,F8.41/1X,'NUMBER OF 5T 
GAGES OF INT£RCOOLING',19X,I3/1 c........ SET FIXED VALUES 
c 
c 
XXXl = 1. + CVGAM*(AMACH(l,.*Z) 
XXX2 = 1. + CVGAM.(AMACH(2J •• Z) 
XXX] = 1. + CVGAM.(AMACH(3"'2) 
XXX4 = 1. + CVGAM.CAMACHC4J •• Z} 
XXX5 = 1. + CVGAM*(AMACH(S)'*Z) 
XXX6 - 1. + CVGAM*(AHACH:6).'2) 
XXX8 = 1. + CVGAM'(AMACHC8"*2} 
XXX9 = 1. + CVGAM*(AMACHC9)"2) 
TSTAG(6) =T5TAG(5) 
TSTAG()) =TSTAGfl) 
TSTAG(9) =TSTAG(l) 
TSTAT(91=ISTAG(9J/XXX9 
TSTAT(6)=TSTAG(6)/XXX6 
TSTATCS'=TSTAG(SJ/XXX5 
TSTAT(31=TSTAG(3)/XXX3 
TSTAT(l)=TSTAG(lJ/XXXl 
AV[LIS' =AMACH(S,.SQRT(CONDU3*TSTAT(S') 
AVEL(3J =AMACH(31.SQRTeCONDU3'TSTATr3)) 
AVELIl) =AHACH(1)*SQRTfCONDU3'T5TATfl» 
R£ADCS.SOOO) ~CASE 
WRITEf6,4C80) NeASE 
4C8C FORMATrlX,'NCASE ',131 c..... NCAS~ LOOP •••••••••••• 
DO 9999 TCASE = 1,NCASE 
c •••••••• SKIP A PASE ••••••••••••• 
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XTE=A
CALL SIG(ArB*XTEoKI
OLDNE=XNEol.l
IF(IDERIV.GT.0) GO TO 50
CALL EULER ( NEQA#DXrDYrEDERIV * OUTPUT)
GO TO 9999
5C	 CONTINUE
CALL HAMMNG ( NEQArDX * DHSTEPrDHMAX#DHMINrDCRELrDCABSrICFACTr
1 DY.EDERIV#OUTPUTrHFAIL)
9999 CONTINUE
END
SUBROUTINE EULER(NrDT*DYO*Fr0)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (D)
DIMENSION DYC(1)rDYlt7)rDP(7)rDDY1(7)
LOGICAL RETN
RETN = .FALSE.
DOPS =0.500
DTI =DT
DO 10 I=19N
IC	 DY1 ( I)=DYO(I)
CALL F( DT1*DY1rDDY1)
15	 CALL O(CT*DY1•DDYIrRETN â
IF(RETN) GO TO 35
OHD2 =DOP5o ( DT—DT1)
DO 20 I=1rN
DS=DHDZ*DDY1(I1
DY =DYl(I)+OS
DP(I )=DY
DYI(I)=DY+OS
2G	 CONTINUE
CALL FtDT.DY1rDDY1)
DO 3C I=1rN
30	 DY1 ( I)=DP(I)+DH02*ODY1(I)
DT1=DT
CALL F( DT19DYloDDYl)
60 TO 15
35	 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HAMMNG ( Kr Xr He HMAXr HMINr CREL * CABS* ICFACT* Yt'r
1 BOXA * BOXB * B0"XO )
HAMMING METHOD FOR SOLVING A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ORDINARY
C	 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS	 OOCODOCf
C	 K	 NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
C	 X	 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CONTAINING ITS STARTING VALUE
C	 H	 VARIABLE CONTAINING STARTING VALUE OF STEP SIZE
C	 HMAX	 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STEP SIZE.
C	 HMIN	 MINIMUM ALLOWABLE STEP SIZE
C	 CREL	 RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE
C	 CABS	 ABSOLUTE ERROR TOLERANCE
C	 CFACT	 FACTOR USED FOR THE CRITERION FOR DOUBLING H
C	 YO	 ARRAY OF INITIAL VALUES OF DEPENDENT Y VARIABLES
C	 BOXAA	 PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING THE DERIVATIVES
C	 80X0	 PROCEDURE FOR OUTPUTTINGW CHENE CRRORCRITERN	
TI
IAFAILS
IMPLICIT LOGICAL(A—Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION XrHeHMAXsHMINeCRELoCA3StY0(1)
INTEGER KrICFACT
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(799)+DY(7r9)sCt7)rDC(7)rYY(7)aDYY(7)rRKI( 7)o
1	 RK2(7)*RK3(7)mD7ABS(7)
DOUBLE PRECISION RTESTrATESTsTsXTEMPsTTrTESToCON1rCON2rCON3rTREL*
TABSrTDHr.,YlvDYl%Y2rDY2vV3oDY3
INTEGER IArlarlrlMleJn:_sLPI9LPIvL.P2sLPJt?'LP4&IZMI
C
IC	 = .FALSE.
RTEST = 15.•CREL
ATEST = 15.+CABS
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S
DO 10 J=1.K
1C Y(J g 1) = Yc(J)
IF (HMAX.LT .0) H = —ABS(H)
CXXXXXXXX THE NEXT TWO STATEMENTS ADDED BY RWL 2/5/75
CXXXXXXXX FOR OBTAINING INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL BOXA(XoYCPDYY)
CALL BOXB(X@YCPDYYsIC)
C RUNGS —KUTTA FOURTH ORDER FOR STARTING INTEGRATION
H = 2.*H
IA = 2
IB = 2
1CC DG 19C ;=IA•IB
IM1 = I-1
DO 11C J=1.K
110 YY(J)	 Y(JvIM1)
CALL BOXA(X. YY• DYY)
DO 120 J=1•K
T = OYY(J)
OY(J.IM1) = T
RK1(J) H= T
T = YY(J) + .5*T
YY(J) = T
Y(J.I)	 T
120 CONTINUE
XsE NP
	 X+.5*H
CALL BOXA(XTEMP • YY • DYY )
^.	 DO 130 J=1.K
T = DYY(J)
DY(J.I) = T
T = T*H
RK2(J) = T
r	 T = Y(J.IM1) + .S*T
YY(J) = T
Y! J.I) = T
13C CONTINUE
CALL 30XA(XTEMP. YY. OYY)
CO 140 J=ltK
T = DYY(J)
DY(JrI) = T
T = T*H
RK3(J) = T
T = Y(J•IM11 + TYY(J) = T
Y(J•I) = T
14C CONTINUE.
CALL BOXA (Xv YY. DYY)
00 15C J=1*K
Y(Joll = Y(J*IM1)+.166666666666*(RKI(J)+2.*(RK2(J)+RK3(J)) +
1	 H*DYY(J) )
15C DY(J•I) = DYY(J)
190 CONTINUE
2CC IF (.NOT.(IB.EQ.2)) GO TO 250
21C DO 220 J=1*K
220 C(J) = Y(J.2)
X	 X—H
H = .5*H
IF (ABS l H) * GE.•ABS (HMIN)) 30 TO 24C
DO 23C J=19K
YY(J)= Y(J•1)
23C DYY(J9 = DY(J•l)
CALL BOXD ( X• YY* DYY)
RETURN
240 IB = 3
GO TO IGc
250 IF'(.NOT.(I8.Ea.3)) GO TO 30C
DO 260 J=19K
T	 Y(J.3)
TEST = ABS(C(J)—T)
TT = ABS(T )*RTEST
IF (.NOT.((TEST.GT.T'<).AND.(TEST.CT.ATEST))) GO TO 260
X = X—HGO TO 210
260 CONTINUE
IA = 4
rcroecc
w^
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IS = 4
GO TO 1003CC CONTINUE
DO 310 J=1*K
310 YY(J) = Y(Jo4)
CALL BOXA(X# YYr DYY)
DO 320 J=19K
32C DY(J#4) = DYY(J)
C OUTPUT RUNGE — KUTTA RESULTS
X = X — 4.•H
DO 4CC 1=194
X = X+H
DO 330 J=19K
YYtJ) = Y(JoI)
33C DYY(J) = DY(J.I)
400 CONTINUE
CALL BOXB(X9 YYr DYYv ICI
C CONSTANTS C AND TESTEVARIABLES FOR HAMMING
CON2 =1./121.
CON1 = 112.*CON2
CON2 = 9.000N2
CON3 = 1./128.
T = 1./CON2
TREL = CREL*T
TABS = CABSOT
DTABSt11 =TABS+I.CE-4
DTABS(2) =TABSy1.DE-5
DTABS(31 =TABS;I.OE-2
T = ICFACT
IF (T.EG.0.C) T = 100.
TDH = TREL/T
L	 1
GO TO 510
C RESTORE Y AND DY
410 DO 42C I=1s4
LPI = L•o-I
DO 42D J=1•K
Y(J•I) = Y(J•LPI)
DY(J.I) = DY(J•LPI)
420 CON71NUE
C INTEGRATE
510 X = X+H
LP1 = L+1
LP2 = L +2
LP3 = L+3
LP4 = L+4
DO 52C I=19K
C(I) = Y(I*L1 +1.33333333333•Ha12.*tDY(IPLPI1+DY(IoLP3))1	 DY(IvLP2)l
52C CONTINUE
CALL BOXA(X. Co DC)
DO 600 I=1.K
T = .125*(9.+Y(19LP3) — Y(LLP1) + 3.•H*(DC(I) +2.*DY(IPLP3) —
1	 DY(I.LP2)1)
C(I) = C(11—T
Ytl@LP4) = T
TT	 T'REL+ABS(Tl
TEST = ABStCtl))
TABS =DT'ABS(I)
IF ((TEST-GT.TT).AND.(TEST.GT.TABSI) GO TO 710
6CO CONTINUE
610 DO 620 I=1•K
YY(I) = Y(I.LP4) + CON2+C(I)
620 Y1I.LP4) = YY(I)
CALL BOXA(Xo YY• DYYI
CALL BOXB(X. YY• DYY• IC)
IF (IC)	 RETURN
DO 63C I=1rK
63C DY(I#LP4)	 DYY(I)
C CHECK FOR DOUBLING INTEGRATION STEP
IF tABS(2.•H).GT.ABS(HMAX)) GO TO 41C
DO 64C I=I*K
TT = TDH+ABS(YY(I) )
TEST = ABStCtI))
t
N
r
ri
a
I
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IF	 ((TESToGT * TT).AND.(TEST.GT.TABS))
	 GO TO 41C
640 CONTINUE
IF	 (.NOT.L.EG.31	 GO	 TO	 7CC
DO 650 I=1*4
I2M1 = 2*I-1
DO 650 J=1*K
YtJ*I1	 = Y(J*IZM1)
r OY(J*I) = DYW912M1)650 CONTINUEH = 2. *H
GO TO 51070C L = LP1
GO TO 510
C CHECK FOR HALVING STEP SIZE.	 IF LESS THAN HMIN* TERMINATE
710 IF	 IABSl.5*H).3E.A9S(HMINI)	 Gtr TO	 730
DO 72C I=1*K
YY(I)	 = Y ( I*LP3)
{ 72C XYYt X I N = DY(I*LP3)
CALL BOX0(X*	 YY* DYY1
RETURN
730 DO 740 J=1*K
Yl = Y(J*LP11
Y2 = Y(JvLP2)Y3 =	 Y(J*L.P3)
DY1 = DY(J*LP11r^,	 u DY2 = DY(J*LP21CY3 = DYtJ*LP3)
s Y(J*1) = CON3*111.*Y3 + 72.*Y2 • 45.*Y1 — H*(3.*DY3 + 	 36.*DYZ —
1	 9.*DY1))
YIJ*2) = Y2
DYtJ.2I	 = DY2
YIJ93) = CON3*t45.*Y3 + 72.*Y2 + 11.*Y1 * H*t-9.*DY3 + 36.*DY2 +1	 3.*DY11)
YIJ*4) = Y3DY(J*4)	 = DY3
74C CONTINUE
H = H/2.
L = 1
T= X-3**H—
TT — X—H
DO 750_ I=1*K
c(l)
=@31750 YY11
CALL BOXA(T*	 Co DC)
CALL BOXA(TT* YYo DYY) lDO 76C I_=1*K
76C DY(193) = DYYIIt00 TO 510
C END
EN i
i
SUBROUTINE EDERIV (DXvDY.DDY)
C***«*	 THIS ROUTINE MAY BE USE EITHER BY HAMMING OR EULER ROTINES
C DX	 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE	 DISTANCE	 (METERS)'
C DY(	 ) DEPENDENT	 VARIABLES
C 1	 DP	 PRESSURE
C 2	 DU2	 KINETIC ENERGY PER MASS (U**2/2)
C 3	 DT	 TEMPERATURE	 ( GAS	 DEC KELVIN l
C DD'Y(
	
)	 DERIVATIVES OF DEPENDENT	 VARIABLES!MPL-CIT DOUBLE, PRECISION	 (D)
DIMENSION	 DY( l)tDDY(1) t
COMMON/CONST/ DltD2vDPS*DRBARvORHOU0vDPCONvDFMPDCvDTCONeDCPsCKv
*	 XTOL@YTOL*DHSTEPvDSSCONtEEL@DIMKP#TESTIP*0880#CQBSQ#OPTEr
I	 IDERIVeDSICON90MCON®PGROSSvDSUMPEPTESTBrTESTXD,DXEND*DPOOLDv
2	 D1PCPD1MKsDBsD1PL2vD4rDP0*DU2O#DTO ®DRHODPDXOeDX OLDvDB2:ITrRMA'',HO
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3 oDLTIMEPDPRINT*DHOsGAMsDS00#SREFTeTFAC
COMMON / VAR/ DPPDUZPOU PDT PDRHO ► DZ2PDZ3eSIGMA
COMMON/SIGZ/ DCONTZeRP s RTsRB • RMWBPRMWSPIGAS * CONEIaCONA9
DP	 = DY(1)
DU2	 = DY(2)
DU	 DSORTtD2*DU2)
OT	 = OY(3)
C	 FIND GAS DENSITY USING GAS LAW
ORHO = DP/(DRBAR*DT)
C	 FIND AREA RATIO USING CONTINUITY EG
DZ2	 = DRHOUO / iDRHO*DU)
DZ3	 = DZ2*DSORT(DZ2)
C	 FIND ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
C	 SET	 SIGZ COMMON FOR SIG ROUTINE
RB = D8
RT = DT
RP = DP
DCONT2 = ( DU*DB * DIMKP)**2
C	 SET LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS ON TE
A = DT
B = TFAC*DT
C	 FIND ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
IFtOPTE . GToG.)
*CALL TEROOT(APBPXTOLPYTOLPIND)
K = 1
XTE = A
C	 FIND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
CALLSIG(SIGMAPRFUNCK * XTEP	 K1
C*•** FIND PRESSURE GRADIENT
DDY(1) = —DPCON * DU*(DZ3 * SIGMA * DBZ*DIMKP + DFMI/DZ3
Co*** FIND (U**2)/2	 GRADIENT
DDY(2) = DC * DDYCII/DRH:
C**** FIND TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
DDY13 1 = — ( DTCON * DU*SIGMA*DIMKP /DRHO + DDY(2))/DCP
RETURNND
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(	 DXPDYPODY*RrTN)
C**** THIS ROUTINE IS USED BY BOTH EULER AND HAMMING ROUTINES
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (D)
DIMENSION DY(1)sDDY(z)
COMMON/ CONST / DIP02PDPSPDRBARPDRHOUOPDPCON*DFMPDCPDTCON * DCP*DK*
s XTOLPYTOLRDHSTEPPDSSCONPEEL • DIMKPPTESTIPPDBBOPCOBBOPOPTEP
1 IDERIV P DSICONPOMCON * PGROSSPD!-:k IMPE*TESTB •TESTXDPDXENDPDPOOLDP
2 DIPCPDIMKPDBPDIPL2PD49DPOPDU2OPDiC * DRHOOPDXOPDXOLDPDB2PITPRMACHO
3 * DLTIMEPDPRINTPDHOPGAMPDSOOPSREFTPTFAC
COMMON/VAR/ DPvDU2PDUPDTPDRHOPDZ2PDZ3PSIGMA
COMMON /SIGs./ FACEVPGASKO • FAC*RVOPLOGSACPGBDPPBPGBSPPSPCBIPCSIP
1 CB29CS2PCSIGOvCSIGE29CSIGEIYCBETA « REPSRDCONTIeRF 'UNCsCLOW * OLDNER
2 RTE#BETA « XNB#) :NA*XNE * XNUI . XNU2#XSIGOPXSIGEIPXSIGADPXSIGPXSIGEF
COMMON /STATIO/ TSTAT ( 9)*TSTAG ( 9)PAP ( 9)PAPS(9)PARHOt9 ) PAVELCSIw
1 AMACH(9)tQGQI,9)•WWW(9)PXXX1*XXX2PXXX3*XXX4PXXXSPXXX6*XXX7•XXXB*
2 ETADPETACPETANPHXIPHX29ETACDCPETASPPNSIP
3 CVGAMeCONOU2PRMDOT#CONDU3P RRBARP3CPPEHX2*XXX9
LOGICAL RETN
C***•**** SETIOLDNE TO PREVIOUS NE 	 *y*****+**
OLDNE=XNE
C************** DETERMINE LOCAL CURRENT DENSITY J
DJ = SIGMA *DU*DB*DIMKP
C************** INTEGRATE GROSS ENERGY ( TRAPAZODIAL RULE)
DELX = OX—DXOLD
DPONEW =DSSCON*SIGMA*DU2*DZ2+DIMKP
DSUMPE = -tOPONEW +DPOOLD) «DELX + DSUMPE
C	 NOTE 0.5 FACTOR IS IN DU2
OPOOLD _ DPONEW
C««,**«**«* «s ** DETERMINE LOCAL INTERACTION PARAMATER
'a
i
.d^
i
r
3
DSI
	
= SIGMA * DZ2*DSICON * DX*DIMKP
C «*«***********
	 DETERMINE MACH NUMBER
RMACH = DMCGN*DU/DSORT(OT)
0	 = 04*DSGRT(DZ2)
X
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` AREA=O*D
XOD	 = DX/D
C*s*O****	 TEST FOR STOPING INTEGRATION rsrs «sr « rtrsrs«st « r«ssrrstrrt
C*+***	 INTERACTION PARAMETER TEST
IF(.NOT.(DSI.GE.TFSTIP)l	 GO TO 8C
RE N=.TRUE.,
tl WRITE16r19981
1998 FORMAT ( 1Xr'INTEGRAT'.CN TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON INTERACTION PRA91
C****	 1—K—c/(U*B*D)	 TEST
" 80	 IF(.NOT.(D1MKP.LT.C.DCl)	 GO TO 9C
RETN=.TRUE. i	 s
WRITE(691999)
1999 FORMAT(1Xr'INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON D1MKP9)
C*****	 TOTAL LENGTH
9C	 IF( . NOT.f0X . GT.DXENDI)	 GO TO
	 100
-	 # RETN	 —	 .TRUE.p,.. WRITE(6r2D01)
2CC1 FORMAT ( 1Xr'INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON TOTAL LENCTH')
C*****	 TOTAL POWER
1GC	 IF(.NOT.(DSUMPE.GE.PGROSS)) 	 GC	 TO	 2CC
RZTN 	 .
2CC2 FORMAT(1X.'INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON TOTAL POWER*)
C*****	 MACH NUMBER
2CC	 IF ( SNOT. { RMACHO . ST.I.C.AND.RMACH . LE.1.05)) GO TO 30C
WRZTEl6r2003).TRUE.
20C3 FORMAT ( 1Xr'INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON MACH NUMBER•)
s C****s	 LENGTH /DIAMETER RATIO
3GC	 IF(.NOT.(IT.6T.4.AND.XOD.CE.TESTXL)) GO TO 400
RETN
	 =	 .TRUE:.
WRITE(6r2004)
i 2CC4 FORMATtiXr ' INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON L/D RATIO')t 
__	 s Css***	 HALL PARAMETER
400	 IF(.NOT.f9ETA.GE.TESTB)) 	 GO TO 500
RETN	 —	 .TRUE.
WRITE(6920CS)
2CC5 FORMAT ( IXr'INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO .TEST ON HALL PARAMETER')
C*****	 GAS TEMPERATURE
500	 IF(.NOT.(DT.LT.3.0D2)) 	 GO	 TO 60C
RLTN	 —	 .TRUE.
WRITE(692006)
2006 FORMAT ( 1Xr'INTEGRATION TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON GAS TEMP')
BCC	 CONTINUE
IF(RETN)	 IP =0
IF (RETN) 60 TO 25
C***** TEST FOR PRINT OUT (DEPENDENT ON "USE OF HAMMING OR EULER l
IP	 = 0 .
IF(IT. E0.1) GO TO 25
IF(IDERIV . GT.O.AND . IT.EG .2)	 GO TO	 25
IF(DX . GE .(DLTIME+ DPRINTI)	 IP =1
IF(IP . EG *ll OLTIME = DLTIME + DPRINT
IF(IP.E3.11
	 GO TO 25
,4GO TO 9CC
25	 CONTINUE
Csssss
	 PRINT OUT RESULTS
C*«ss*** CALCULATE	 ENTHALPY
H	 =	 CHO • DCP*tDT —DTO) 8
C** *s *s* CALCULATE	 STAGNATION ENTHALPY
HS =	 H + DU2
* «« rs«r CALCULATE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE BASED ON ISENTROPIC CHANGE
TS =	 DT	 + DU2/DCP
C**ss*** CALCULATE	 STAGNATION PRESSURE	 BASED ON ISENTROPIC CHANGE
PPS= DP*((TS/DT)*•GAM)
Cs** **** CALCULATE	 ENTROPY
S	 = OS00	 * DCP*DLOG(OT/SREFT) — DRBAR*DLOG(DP) ^4i
C******* CALCULATE STANATION DENSITY
RHOS =PPS/(DRBAR*TS)
ROY	 =	 DSQRT(DZZ",
DM	 =	 D4 *( RDY	 I.Q)
XPDMTD = (DX*DM)*DM
RMU
	
BETA=	 /DB
^*
WRITE(6*lOCC)
WRITEt6r11C11	 CXrDELXvAREAvOlMKP9DB
WRITG16+1102)	 OZ2•RDYrXOD.XPOMTQ
WRITE(6r1103)	 DTrTSrRTErRFUNC
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WRITEtSr11C4)	 ITrDPrPPS
WRITE(6r1105)	 DRHOrRHOS
WRITE(6r11G6)	 HrHSrSrDSI
WRITE(6r1107)	 DUeOU2rRMACHrRMUrBETA
WRITE(6911081	 XSIGEF*XSIGrXNU1rXNU2#XSIGO
WRITE(6r1109)	 XNErXNA9XN8rDJrDSUMPE
WRITEt6910CC)
1COD FORMATt1Xr•*********** ► sa*ss*^^****«^•*^^^***•**sus•)
11CI FORMAT(GXr'X 'rEll.49 	 IW AX	 'rE11.4r6Xr9A	 •9Ell.4r6Xr
9 1-KP	 'rE11.496X 0 8	 •rEll.4)
11C2 /A4I	 9 9 Ell.4r6X. 9 D
/D4	 'rEll . 4r6X 0X /D	 99E11.4*
^6XMATC2CXI *OM'9'A
11C3 FORMAT(2CXr'T	 •rEll.496Xr'TS	 9rE11.496Xr9TE •.E11.4	 r
*	 29X•!FUNCTE ' rEll.4)
11C4 FORMAT(6XrI896Xr 9 P	 99Ell.496Xr9PS	 •rEll.41
1105 FORMAT(20Xr'RHO	 •#Ell*4r6Xr ' RHOS	 ' * E11.4)
11061
ORPRAM'0X99H4	
'rEll.4r6W HS	 •rE11.4r6Xr'S •rE12.4.29X9)
11C7 FORMAT92CX9 9 U	 •rEll . 4r6X*9U2	 • rEll . 496X99MACH •rEll.496Xr
1'MU	 'rE1104r6Xr'MUB	 'rE11.4)
11CO FORMAT12CX9 9 SIGEFF ' rEll .4#6Xr • SIG	 ' rE11 .4r6 W NUI ' rElI.4r6Xr
1'NU2	 'rE11.4r6X9'LOWIP	 •#E11.41
11C9 FORMAT(2CXr 9NE	 •rEll.496Xr'NA	 99E11.4r6X•9NB '9E11.4r6Xr
1 • J	 'rEll * 4r6Xr9POWER • rEll.41
9CC CONTINUE
FI.NOT o RETNJ GO TO 900C
STAGt71=TS
TSTAT(71=D'
AVE1171=DU
AMACH17)=RMACH
AP(71=DP
APSl7)=PPS
ARHO(71=DRHC
XXX7	 -	 I. * CVSAM *( AMACH(71**2)
XXX=(ETAD*CVGAM•(RMACH**2)*1.)/XXXS
AP(8)=AP(71*(XXX**GAM)
APS(8)=AP(8)*(XXX8,s$GAM1
TSTAG ( 8)-TSTAG(7)
TSTAT(8)=TSTAG(8)/XXX8
ARHOI8)=AP($)f(DRBAR*TSTAT(8))
AVELIBI	 =AAACH(8)*SGRT(CONDU2•TSTAT(8))
AP(11=11.-HX2)*APlB)
APS(1)=API1IOXXX1
APS191=APSt11
AP(91=APS191/(XXX9**GAM1
ARH019)=AP19)/IDR8AR*TSTAT(9))
AVEL191=AMACH111*SQRT(CONDU2*TSTAT(91)
ARH011)=AP(1)! RRSAR*TSTATtl11
XX=l./tl*NSII
XX2=}./GAM
X.XX= A/PSl4)/APS(1)1**XX
TSTAG(2)=TSTAG(1)*I1-*tXXX**XX2-1-)/ETAC)
APS(21 APS1I)OXXXIXXX2
APl2)=APS12)/(XXX2**GAM)
ARHOI21=AP42)/(RR13AR*TSTAT(2)1
AVEL121	 =AMACH(2)*SQRTICONDU3*TSTAT(2))
APS(31=APS12)
ARHO/3lzAP13)/(RR8AR*TSTATI3))
TSTAGI4 YTSTAG(2)
TSTATt4)=TSTAG(41/XXX4
AVEL14)	 =AMACH(4)*SORT(CONDU3*TSTAT(4))
ARH0141=	 API4)/lRR8AR*TSTATl4)1
AVELIG)	 =AMCH(6)*SGRT(CONDU2*TSTAT(6))
C* *****ss AT THIS PONT ALL STATION VALUES ARE SET
XXX=(1.-(APS(71/APS(6)1**XXZIOTSTAG(61
ETAMHD=(TSTAG(6)-TSTAG(T))/XXX
EMHD=ITSTAG161-TSTAG(7))/(TSTAG(SI-TSTAG(411
C*•* LOOSES
WWW(1)=BCPo(TSTAG(1)-TSTAG(21)
WWWI21=0.
WWW131=BCP*(TSTAG(3)-TSTAG(411
WWW(4)=0.
WWW(5)=C.
WWW(6) =DCP*ITSTAG(G) -TSTAC (7))ID1PLZ
k
=e
I
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WWW(7)=0.
WWW(8)=0.
WWW(9)	 = co
QQQ(II	 = co
90Q(2)	 =BCP•(TSTAG(3)-TSTAG(2)1
QQQ(3)	 = 0.
QGQ(4)	 =BCP•(TSTAG(5)-TSTAG(4))
QGQ(51	 = 0.
QQQ(6)	 = -WWW(6)•(D1PL2^1.000)QQ.Q(71
	 =	 0. i
QGQ(8)	 =DCPa1TSTAG(9)-TSTAG(8))
QQQ(9)	 = 0.
GENMHD=ETACDC • WWW(6)
STEAMP=ETACOC•(((1.-ETACDC)•WWW(6)-NSI•GQG(2)-QQG(8)•EHX2-QQQ(6))
1	 •ETASP* ( I+NSI) • WWW(1))
TOTALS=GENMHD+STEAMP
EFFIC = TOTALS/ GQG(4)
GENMHD=RMDOT•GENMHD
STEAMP=RMDOT•STEAMP
TOTALS=RMDOT+TOTALS
WRITE ( 6.30DC)
3000 FORMAT(1X9/.1X./.lX)
WRITE(6.3010)
3ClC FORMAT ( 1X•'STATION'v8Xt'T'tl2X •' TS'•IIXt'P'tl2X• ' PS'•I1X•'RHO'•1CX
•	 .'U••12X.•M••l2X••Q•t12X•'W')
00 800 I=1.9
WWW(I1 = WWWtI) • RMOOTf
GOG(I)=GQQ(I)•RMDOT
A,^y
WRITEI6.3020)	 I.TSTAT ( I)tTSTAG(I)•AP(I ) #APS ( I)•ARHO(I)•AVEL(I)t
AMACH ( I)	 QQG ( I)•uuWW(I)
3C20 FORMAT ( lXt^	 iE5r5X • 9l1 . 4.2X))
800 CONTINUE
WR/TE(6t30001f
WRITE ( 693030)	 GENMHD • STEAMPtTOTALS•EFFIC
3030 FORMAT ( 1Xt'MHD	 t #Ell - 4t5Xt ' STEAM PLANT ' tE11 . 4t5.X •' TOTAL	 '#Ell.4t
•	 5X.'EFFICIENCY ' tEll.41
WRITE16t3040)
	
ETAMHD•EMHO
3040 FORMAT(1X•'ETA -MHD•tE11 .4.5Xt ' EFF-MH0'.Ell.4)
GO TO	 9999
9000 CONTINUE
IF(IDERIY . GT.C)	 GO TO 9999
DX = DX + DHSTEP
9999 CONTINUE
DB=DBBO+(D1-COBBO•DX)
OB2=DB•DB
DTCON=DB2*DK•D1PL2
DSICON=DB2/DRHOUO
OSSCON=082•DK•RM00T/DRHOUO
D1MKP=DIMK-EEL/1DU•DB•O)
IF(DB.LE.0.0001	 REIN=.TRUE.
IzF(D3 LE . 0.DD0)	 WRITE(5.8888) F^
8888 FORMAT ( 1Xt'THIS CASE TERMINATED DUE TO TEST ON'MAGNETIC FIELD")
END
SUBROUTINE HFAIL(DTIME•DYtDDY)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION
	
(0)
DIMENSION DY(1)•DDY(I)
RTIME=DTIME
WRITE(692C00)
2000 FORMAT 1 6X ► ' FAILURE OCCURED IN HAMMING ROUTINE'?
WRITE ( 692500) _ RTIME
2500 FORMAT ( 6X#'TIME AT FAILURE IS	 'tE15.4)
STOP
RETURN
END
1
I.
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aSUBROUTINE TER00T(AeBvXTOLvYTOLvIND)
IND	 = C
M-0
K	 = —1
X1	 = A
X2	 = B
Y1	 — —1.0
1GO CONTINUE
CALL SI'G(Rl#Y2tX29	 K)
IF(Y2.GT.0.0) GO TO 120
M=M+1
'IFI M. GT.8 ) STOP
B=2.*B
X2=B
GO TO 1CG
12C X3	 = C.0
IF(Xl+X2 .ST. C.CI X3 = (XI'+X2) *E.5
CALL SIG(R1.Y3oX3v	 K)
13C IFIABS(Y3).LT.YTOL) GO TO 535
IF(ASS(X2— X1).LT.XTOL) GO TO 531
14C IF((Y3 — Yl)*(Y2 —Y3).LT.ABS(Y2 —YII *YTOL) GO TO 21C
150 Al	 = IX3—X2)/Y1
A2	 =(X/—X3)/Y2
A3	 = (X2—X1)/Y3
X4	 =(A1*X1 +A2*X2 + A3+X3)/(A1+A2+A3)
16C CALL SIG(R1vY4oX4v	 K)
17C IFIABS(Y4).LT.YTOL) GO TO 545
180 IF(Y2*Y3.LT.0.) GO TO 181
X2	 = X3
GO TO 19C3
181 X1	 = X3
YI	 = Y3
190 IFtABSIX2 —X11.LT4XTOL) GO TO 541
2CO X3	 = X4
Y3	 = Y4
00 TO 14C
21C IF(Y2*Y3.LT.C.) GO TO 211
X2	 = X3
Y2	 Y3
G0 TO 12C
211 Xl	 = X3
Yl	 = Y3
GO
531 •IND 70 1120
535 A	 = X3
B	 = Y3
RETURN
541 IND = 1
545 A	 = X4
B	 = Y4
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SIGiSIGEFvRFUNCKvXTEo	 K
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (D)
COMMON/SI31/ FACEVvGASKOvFACvRVO#LOGSAC#GBQvPBvQBS#PSvCB19CSly
2 RTE*BETAsXNO&XNAsXNE:XNUIPX NUZ#XSIGOSXSIGEItXXSIGADoXS  GWoXSIGEFR
Co****
	
NOTE	 THIS ROUTINE FINDS THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY (K CT C)
C	 ALSO	 THIS ROUTINE IS USE BY TEROOT TO FIND
4	 ELECTRON TEMPERATURE ( K LE C )
COMMON/SIO2/ OCONT2aRPoRTvRBPRMWBvRMWSvIGASeCONEIvCONAG
CCMMON/OGVAL/ OCG(37)
COMMON/QVALUE/ 313(37)
D1=1.CDE
REV	 = FACEV*XTE
RNS	 = GASKO*RP/RT
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RNC	 = FAC*RNB/(1.0+FAC)
R4NC = 4.0*RNC
RVI=RVO-CLOW*SGRT(OLDNE/XTE)
DK1	 = EXPI-RV1/REV + 1.5*ALOGIXTE) +LOGSAC)
DK2	 =	 t(1.0 +FAC*XTE/(RT*(l.0+FAC)))**2) *DKIONE	 = OSORTIDKI*RNC)*IDSORTIDI +DK2/R4NC)
 -DSGRTlDK2/R4NC) )
RNE=DNE
RNB	 = IRNB-RNE*XTE /RT)/11.0 +FAC)
RNA
	
= FAC*RNB
RATIO=RNE/IRNB+RNA)
CALL GINTRP(G1G.XTE.GG)
CALL GINTRP(GCGrXTE#GGC)
RNUI=CONAG*SGRT(XTE1*(RNBOOG /RMWB +(RNA-RNE) *GGC/RMWS)
*	 + RNE*CONEI*ALO^(l.550E13*REV*SGRTtREV/RNE))/
*	 (XTE*SGRT(XTE)•RMWS)
IF(IGAS.GT.4) GO TO 10
R1=8C85.0*RATIO-0.2264
IF(RI.LT * 0.) Rl=Votl
RNU2=(3.10+R1* *C.7I4441 *(RNB*1.CE -14)
GO TO 20
1C	 CONTINUE
RNU2=(0*533+0.641 *(( RATIO*1.E4)**C.72))*(RN9*1.0E-14)
2C	 CONTINUE
RSIG=CSIGO*RNE/RNU2
RBETA = CBETA*RB/RNU2
RFAC1 = ((RBETA-REPS)**2 +(RBETA*REPS)**2)/(RBETA*(RBETA +
1 REPS*(RBETA**2 -1*C)))
RSIGEF= RSIG*RFAC1
DFUNCK=IDCONTI O RNE*RNUI *(XTE-RT))/(DCONT2*RSIGEF) -D1
RFUNC = DFUNCK
RFUNCK = DFUNCK
IF(K * LE * C) GO TO 999
SIGEF = RSIGEF
RTE	 = XTE
BETA = RBETA
XNB	 RNB
XNE	 = RNA-RNE,
XNU1 = RNU1
XNU2 = RNU2
XSIGO = RVI
XSIG = RSIG
RSIGEF= RSIGEF
999 CONTINUE
RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE GINTRP(Q ► TrX)
D I MENSION G(l)
M (Q(1)+.1)
Ml=M-1
L=-1
00 10 I=4•M1.2
10	 IF(T*GE.O(I- 2).AN0.T.LE.G(I)) L=I
IF(L.LT.0) STOP
X=GIL-1)+(OIL+1) -OfL-111*IT-OtL-2l1/(GtLI-G(L-Z)1
END
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Subappendix AA 10.6.2
Sample Case
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r
A sample case is presented to familiarize the reader with the
actual execution of the MHD closed-cycle program. Data for this sample
case is illustrative of data preparation for program execution. Typical
program results for the sample data follow. All units are MKS. The
MHD power out is 985.9 MW e
 while the steam power out is 14.48 MWe for
a total output of 1000 MWe. The efficiency of the MHD/steam combination
is 56.96%. The MHD enthalpy extraction ratio is 0.7352 while the MHD
isentropic efficiency is 0.6004.
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DATA FOR SAMPLE CASE
REFERENCE CASE
	
SERIES 1
I 1 . !	 1':
2.5.1.5.39.948.132.905r0.001C
3089391.C92.0
0.5	 r	 0.2
j 36
0.90.7359500.r0.735r1000.•0.32991500.•0.324.2000.•0.426@3000.90.737
4000. •1.1.5COC.91.47.60C0.91.86e7OCC.•2.26#8000.•2.66.9000.#3.06
10000. r 3.46.12000. r4.25 ► 14000.•5.03r16000.r 5.77918000.96.45 ► 20000.# 7.11
36
500. ► 1160.r1ODC.r1030.91500.9793.r200D.r590.
2500.9450.93000.9357.93500.9296.•4000.x255.
450A.•228.95000.r 209. ► 5500.v195.•6000.r185.
65CC.r177.•7000.•172.97500. ► 167.•8000.•164.r10000.ol54.•2CCOC.9132.
36.98229298.15+0.9298.15 9
4.0 9 0.02
4 , D.^^Q • 0.70 r	 IQ08 ^ O.O rJa	 r 100.15.0	 110.0,^ r ^ 1.	 9	 r	 25.	 •	 r	 .0	 9.
C1000
	 •	 25.CCC	 r	 0.010	 r	 100.0
O.D	 r	 0.0	 r	 0.0	 •	 0.0	 r	 0.0	 r	 1.10	 #	 0.20	 •	 0.0
423.0	 •	 2366.7
0.87x0.90.0.99r0.D3r0.D3r0.985r0.45 ► 1.0.995
r•,
1
4.80 r	 2030.0
i
i
i
is
i
y
#1
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REFER E NCE CASE
	
SERIES I
ICNIZATION OPTION - EGUjL:3Plux IF.LE.0 OR NLNEGUILIBRIUM ..F.CT.0
	 .1+^1
BUFFER GAS IS ARGON
SPECIFIC HEAT AT CCKSTANT PRESSUR r- / CAS CCN=TANT	 .25CC+011
	 SFECIFIC HEAT AT CCNSTANT VCLUWE / GAS CCNSTANT
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF BUFFER GAS (KG/KILC-MOLE)
	 .3995+C2	 MOLECULAR WEI54T OF SEED (KG/KILO-MOLE)SEED FRACTION
	 .10CC-Cc
IONIZATION POTENTIAL FOR SEED )EV)
	 .3333+01
PA RTITION FUNCTICN CF -TON FC R
 SEED	 .1000+01	 PARTITICN FUKCT:ON CF NEUTRAL r OR SCE
TURBULENCE FACTOR FOR NON-E3UILI3R:UY IONIZATION
	 .5000
INCREMENT TO LOSS FACTOP F.R INELASTIC CCLL_=ZCN AND RADIA T ION LCSSES (DELTA=I +INCREMENT)	 .2000
AVERAGE BUFFER GAS XSE CT FOLLOW
.37CC+G2	 .0000	 .7250+CC	 .EODD+C3	 .735C+CC	 .1000+04	 .329C+CC	 .1`CC+C4	 .324C+CC
	 .2000+C4
.4260+CD
	 .3000+C4	 .7372+07	 .4000+,4	 .1100+C1
	
.5BCr,+04	 .1470+01
	
.6000+04	 .1960+01	 .7000+C4
.2260+G1	 .BCCC+C4	 .2E6C+Ci	 .5000+C4	 3"F C411
	
.1EC0+05
	 .34EG+C1	 .12C0+C5	 .425C+CI	
.14CC+CE
SD3C+01
	 .16GC+05	 5770+C1	 .19DC+p5
	 .G46C+01
	 .2000+05	 .711G+C1
AVERAGE SEED
	 GAS XSECT FCLLOW
.3700+02	 .5000+03	 .11 6C+C4	 .1000+04	 .1030+C4	 .1500+04	 .793-.+03	 .2000+04	 .5900+G3	 .25CC+C4
.45CO+C3	 .3000+C4257C+13	 .350C+C4
	 .29EC+G3
	
.4000+04	 .2550+G3	 .4c[C+C'4
	 .22PC+ 3	 .5"GC+C4
.209C+03	 .55GC+C4	 ,1950+C3	 .600'3+C4	 .1850+03	 .GSCC+C4	 .1770+C3	 .7000+04	 .1720+3	 .7ACC+04
.1670+03
	 .B000+^.4	 .IE4C+C3	 .I000+15
	 .1546+C3
	 .2000+CS	 .132C+C3
ENTROPY (CAL/NOLE.K) AT	 29 3.15 K
	 .3638+02
	 .NTHALPY (SAL/.POLE) AT 	 298.15 K
MAGNETIC FIELD FLUX. 6Ct1-3 • XI WHERE 20 =	 4.CC TESLA AND 9 =
	 .121CC/M
VELOCITY COEFFICIENT (C=RHO •V=LOCITY+tD-VELOCITY/C-PRESSURE))
	 .200_
GENERATOR SEGMENT LOAC•INC COEFFICILNT (K=INDUCEG VOLTAGE/OPEN CIRCUIT VCLTACE)
	 .75CC
FRICTION FACTOR	 .CO8C
HEAT LOSS FACTOR IMHC HEAT LOSS / m HG POWE R CENEPATED)	 .CSCC
VOLTAGE DROP BETWEEN GAS AND T-LECTRODE (VOLTS)	 100.0
PARAMETER UPPER BOUND
MHD GROSS POWER (W)	 .1000+1C
HALL	 .1500+02N-	 LENGTH / DIAMETER
	 .1500+02
CD	 INTERACTION	 .lCCD*C2
In	 ELECTRON TEMPERATURE / GAS TEMPERATURE
	 .2000+01
EULER ROUTINE WILL EE USED FOR INTECAATION
START	 .GOOD M	 STOP 25.0000 M	 STEP SIZE	 .0100 Y.
	
PRINT EVERY 100.0000 M
EFFICIENCY OF COMPONENTS
ADIABATIC COMPRESSOR	 .9000
ADIABATIC NOZZLE
	
.9900
ADIABATIC DIFFUSER	 .8700
DC TO AC INVERTER	 .9850
BOTTOMING PLANT
	 .4530
ALTERNATOR IN 90TTOMINC PLANT
	 .9856
HEAT RECIEVED BY BOTTOMING PLANT FROM HY2
	 .9950
PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENTS DELTA-P/F
HX1	 .0300
14XZ
	 .0300
NUMBER OF STAGES OF INTERCOOLING	 1
NCASE	 1
.1°CC+C1
.1329+03
•2000+C1
. C,300
ID EFERENCE CASE
	 SERI:S 1
PC
	 .48CC4C1	 IC WACM	 .11C'C4C1 to .'•P3'+C4
• r+••••r.4r•r•••••••+•.••4•••••4•••a••r••
.0000 A .17784C1 1-KP .22144CC E	 .4LCC4C1A/AO .1000+^1 D/-14 .1000+01 X/C .CODR (X+DM)*DM
	 .6954+clT
1	 P
.1EsG+^4 TS .2367+04 TE .24E7+114 FUNCTE
	 .1979-C7
RHO
.4964+^E
.139C+cl
r;
^H('S .1135+^7.'311+61
H .72GC+C6 HS .10?3+C? S .2C43+04 INPRAM .COCcU .84CC+n3 U? ?52940£ POACH .11CC4e1 MU	 .1272401 NU8	 .6087+C1S23=FF .1429+n2 SIC .4629+C2 NUl .1749+10 NU3
	 .1393+12 LOWIP	 +C1.3884NE .2271+21 NA .2064423 NZ .2CE742E J	 .1C91+0° PCWER .CGGCr•..•r•r4• r••4••••.•••rr•••••••••^••••.••
INTEGRATION TERMINATE CUE TG TEST	 'N TOTAL ^C4 E4
x	 .1253+C2 A%
A/AO ^EC-Cl.5543 +01 A .1137+C2 1-KP 2p 354 +CC E	 .2998401C/]4 .2558+01 X/C .37115+^1 (X+.;M)4DM
	 .9079+C2T
1254	 P
.021E4C3
.5012+05
T_
P:;
.1368+C•4
.1347+:)6 TE .26	 74(!4 FUNCTC	 -.5886-CS
RHC .2522+CC RHC!; .4743+C0
N .3,33+CE HS .S551#06 S .2201+04 INPRAM
	 .3718+01U .Esc,94r! U2 .2317+GE MACH .12C64C1 MU	 .46424C1 MUH	 .1322402SIGEFF .2504+c z SI: .1692+03 NU1 .5303+09 NU3
	 .3789+11 LOWIP	 .3354+01NE .22E1+_1 KA .1170+22 NS .3935+25 1	 .,1203+05 POWER	 .1CC141C
STATION	 T TS P PS RMO U M	 9 W1-	 1	 .4230+03 .42304C3 .11344GE .1134+CE .1286401 .0000 .r..000
	
-000C -.2969+C90	 2	 .7041+03 .7041+03 .3660+C5 .3660+06 .2498+01 .070^. .0040
	 -.2969+D3 .000CI	 3	 .4230403' .423C+C3 .?EE;,+CE .36604C6 .41584C1 .CGGC .000C	 .000C
-.29694C9
No 4	 .7041+03 .7C41+03 .1182+C7 .1182+07 .8064+01 .0000
*CCCOs	 S	 23 7+(+ 46	 .166+D4 2 67+04.2367+04 .1 146407 .154646 .2327+01 CCC.8400+03.CGGC
.D000
	 .175L+iG
.
.11CO+G1
	 -.SOC4G +O8
GOC
7	 .9216+03 .1369404
.4e64+06 .1135+07 .1390+01
-1CO1+1G
.SG12+05 .1347406 .2622+0C .6908403 .1206+G?
	 .0000 .COOL8	 .1356+04 .1369+04 .1169+46 .1209+06 .4172+00 .1367+03 .2000+01!	 -.9953+09 .0000S	 .423C4C3 .4230+,3 .1134406 .11344,E .1292401 .0000 .000C	
-CCGC .CGGC
MHD	 .9859+09
	 STEAM PLANT	 .1448+08	 TOTAL .JCCE42C EFFIC ICY	 .56 96.
ETA-MHO
	 .735:+00
	 EFF-MHD
	 .6004+00
39RKPT PRINT$
1
t
x
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Appendix A 10.7
Detailed Code of Accounts Listing for Point 2
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aSITE DEV,LOPME.NT
1. 1 LARD COST	 ACRE 2?1.C• 1PCO.L0 .00 2310CC.00• .00
1.	 2 °.LEAPING LANC ACR_ 77.0 .CG 50G.00 .00 46195.3.8.
__-..^.	 1.	 3 GRADING	 LAY.[	 ACRE 231.0 .CC' 30CG.-00 .00 693000.00
1.	 4 ACCESS 3A-. LRCAO "TILE 5.0 11 •i0n0.00	 110001.00 57500G. 00 550000.00
1.	 5 LOOP PAILROAC	 TRACK !BILE 3.0 12GOCG.00 700011.00 3E000G.00 210000.00
1.	 6 SIDING	 R R TRACK	 MILE .0 12c;ono.00 80000.00 .0C .O0
1.	 7 OTHER SITE CCSTS ACRE. .r .GO .00 477275.38 477275.38
IN ACNT	 1 ='10UPE RCENT TOTAL DIRECT ^OST .374 ACCOUNT TOTALtS 1547275.37 1976470.75
T`	 EXCAVATION 8 PILING
2. 1 COMMON EXCAVATICN YD3 ZE25C0.0 .L'0 3.OP .DC 80550G.OD
Z. 2 PILING FT 71E000.O 6.50 B.50 4654000.00 S08SC00.06
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT CGST IN ACCOUNT	 2 = 1.142 ACCCUNT TCTALv$ 465400[.00 6891000.00
PLANT ISLAND CONCRETE
3. 1 PLANT IS.	 CONCRLTE Y33 395Gn.0 7x.00 80.00. 52SE000.00 7160000..0.0
3.7 - SPECIAL STRUCTURES YD3 234n.G .CO .00 CO. .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 3 = 1.396 ACCOUNT TOTALS GZG50nO.00 7160000.00
HEAT 'REJECTION SYSTEM
4. 1 COOLING TOWrRS =ACH 12.0 .fro .GO 18420fC.00 918000.00
4. 2 CIRCULATING H2O SYS EACH 1.0 .GC .00 78f375.52 1053089.31
Y	 4.	 3 SURFACE CONCCNSER FTZ 20CP12.8 .00 .C'0 1457410.E9 20.6SUPI	 -6._
PER[? NT TOTAL DIRECT_ COST IN ACSOUNT	 4 = .E47 ACCCUNT TOTALS 4094786.09 2177598.25
NQ
a	 STRUCTURAL FEATURES
..5..-1-STAT.	 STRUCTURAL ST. TON 26EC.0. 6°E.C•0 17E.00 1722Sf(1 .61• 4637SO.Cd
5. 2 SILOS & BUNKERS TPH .L' 18CO.Of75G.00 on .00
E. 3 CHIMNEY FT AC'C.0 .DC' .00 43'^07C.°2 65ZE06.38
4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES "ACH 1.6 iris 'O.GC; 231000.00_. 36SOCG.OG ..	 23100D-OIl_.
^`"1
	
RCTNT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 5 = .462 ACCOUNT TOTALVS 3123570.91 134735E.37
BUILDINGS
6. 1 STATION 2UILOINCS FT3 4300000.n .1S .16 S95000.00 583000.00
6.	 2 AD!MINSTRATICN FT2 iCGGC.O 1c.[C 14.0[' 16000D.CC 140000.00
6	 3 WAREHOUSE 8 SHOP FT2 °C000.0 12.00 8.00 240000.00 160000.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 6 = .214 ACCOUNT TCTAL • S _ 10880OL.00. _98.SLI20-CIEL_.
FUEL HANDLING 8 STORAGE
7. 1 COAL HANDLINC SYS TPH 389.6 .00 .00 5457973x,62 2351357..56
-"'-- ' -T: 2 DOLOMITE HAND. SYS TPH 44.3 or .00 384952.38 21.3792.21
7.	 3 FUEL OIL HAND.	 SYS GAL 116000.0 00 .00 22370.43 18100.14
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 7 = .874 ACCOUNT TOTALS S87F296.37 25!;8259.97
FUEL PROCESSING
8	 1 COAL DRYER & CRUSHER TPH .0 .00 .00 >00 .00
8	 2 CARCCNYZrRS TPH .0 .G0 .DO BE an .
^	 3ASIFI£.'4S TPH 38?.0 00 .00 56501256.00 31781956.50
E r PCEAT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCCUNT	 8 = °.316 ACCOUNT TOTAL+S '_^'65G12S64C 31781956.50 S'
r
L f",
0 Fc
C=J
0 1
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Table A 10.7.1	 CLOSE) CYCLE MH^ SYSTEM ACCOUNT LIST_NGPARAMETRIC PUNT NO.
ACCOUNT NO.. & NAt7E.	 UNIT	 AMOUNT HA T S/UNIT INS S/UNIT `!AT COST. S SYS COST. S
1
,
Table A 10.7.1 Continued CLCSZ''	 CY"L'" 1,"4^	 YSTCN ACCOUNT	 LIST114C
_ PARA`-TRIC PO-N- %0. 2
ACCOUNT NO.	 8 NAT' -•	 UNIT AMOUNT ""A` ;/UNIT T_N- S/UNIT MAT	 COST. S INS COST• S
Fl°INS SYST'm
9.	 1 .r .rr• .11e .OP .nn
PERCENT TOTAL
	
01R,^:CT [CST IN ACCOUNT
	 ? =	 .GnG ACCOUNT TOTALr5 .GO .CO
VAPOR CENERATCR (FIRE--)
lC.	 I .r .Cr. .En .oC .DO
PERCENT TOTAL D.T.RE^T COST IN ACCOUNT 10 =	 .f3nG ACCOUNT TOTALSS .00 .00
ENERGY C ONV'= RTE R
11.	 1 AIR FRr!fATCP EA 1.0 7r10ErD.00 ElSPnCG.00 781PErE.00 5180CDO.GC
11.	 2 ARGON PREHEATIR EA 1.0 10 r7SOCO.00 SS51000.00 10575000.00 6651000.0011. 3 REFRACTORY STCVCS 1.07n2FGRGC6.G0 197E000C=.0n3 0260POnC.GO 197CDrOG.0011.	 4 '-IPINGvVALVES.^T^. 1.01630970n0.On 5923000.001S9037000.0C 5823000.00
_ 11. 5 NEACEP	 8 NC?-,LE EA 1.0 'r 11°Q.CI C 3C11°3.00 3011°3.GP ?01193.0011.	 6 '$HO CENERATCR OUCT £A 1.0 ':lS335.00 71=431.00 610335.0n 715431.00
11.	 7 CUPEPCOA_^UCTINC FACK7TFA 1.0 4l70n0rG.Cr .00 f+13CrCEE.CP .00
11.	 8 0IFFUS-31R EA 1.0 ?C0795.Or 20n795.00 2OC795.00 200795.00
11.	 9 CCMPR rSSCRS l.n 7 19 2OPC.G0 .CC TS O.°GPG.OP .00
11.10 I,NTE°COOLERS 1.0 1239000 . 0, .00 1998000.00 on
11.11 COFPP.ESSED APCON CISTRIB 1.0 200795.00 20G75E.CV 200795.00 2110795.0011.12 CESIU?'; COLLECTOR/ T_YJ^CT 1 .0 100000 . 00 50000 . 00 1000 00.00 50000.00
11.13 A	 C CS INVEN.TCRY 1.f 25CGGC.6O .DD 250000.01 .QO
PERCENT TOTAL :)IR'_'CT ^OST IN ACCOUNT 11 =09,521 ACCOUNT TOTALS 6 T25351C4.00 38923264.00
YO
s" "COUPLING HEAT '"XCHANGER
0 12.	 1 STEAF GENERATOR EA 1.0 CC 390370VO.C'C on
`D 12.	 2 C3MP DRIVE TURBINE EA 1.0 16n220n0.00 1104360.61 16022000.00 1104360.6112. 3 ,TEAT TUR$ - IFN EA l.0 LFSGr'C.C11 103926.24 566006.00 103926.2412.	 4 F EED WATER HEATE? STPINC 1.0 '7=000.06 .00 275000.00 .DOPERCENT 1CTAL DIR£C7 COST IN ACCOUNT 12 = 5.8 0 1 ACCCUNT TOTAL•$ r591,000G.GC 12082E6.84
HEAT RECOVERY HEAT EXCH.
13. 1 0 00 on .00 .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 13 =	 .GPG ACCOUNT TOTAL•-- . GP .00
HATER TREATFENT
14.	 1 DEMINERAL'ZEP °PM 7.:C.o 2DrC.GO ESE;. 00 1501174.67 420328.91
14.	 2 CONDENSATE PCL T_SHI%C KWE SF22CP.G 1.217 .30 69r249.98 165C60.00
PERCEN'T TOTAL D_RECT _OST IN AC^=NT 14 =	 .237 ACCOUNT TOTALS 2131424. 66 585988.91
POWER CONDITIONING
TE. 1 INVERTER SETS 1.0 7078ECCE.OP 36694320.00 3G78EOCG.Cr? 3694320.00
15.	 2 INVERTER TRANSFORMER l.n 3303090.0C 99S36C.On 8303600.00 996360.00
1S.	 3 DC IKTCRRUPTrRS 1.6 5 0 18000.00 71C16C.00 E919GOG.OF 71016C.00
15.	 4 AC CIRCUIT BREAKERS 1.0 -12000.00 73440.00 612000.00 73440.00
POWER TRANSFORMERS 1.0 4 7800E.00 54°36C.0C 45780GG.00 549360.00
15	 6 STO TRANSFORMER 173S5.o_ 00 .00 549,660.21 10993.20
PERCENT TOTAL	 RECT COST
T
_N ACCOUNT 15
^'	
^z
_ _
	 8_3 ACCOUNT TOTALSS C74_6CO..Dr 60..46_,,.19
A
1
i
i
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Table A 10.7.1 Continued	 CLOSE! CYCLE M.H9 SYSTEM ACCOUNT LISTT_NG
PARAMETRIC POINT NO. 2
~~	 ACCOUNT NO. g \AM+ :#	 UN 1T	 AMOUNT MA T 3/UNIT -INS S/UNIT ?'.AT COST+ S INS .^.CST9 S
AUXILIARY XECH _9UIPP!ENT
	16. 1 RCTLER FEED PUMP eDR.KWE	 S?55E4.4	 1.67	 .10
19. 2 OTHEP PUMPS
	 KWY'	 591913.5	 .33	 .12.
--1C. 3 MIUUSXrC	 1.17	 .73r SERVICE SYS	 KW£	 °2.58«.°
1PERCEN77CtA RYLD REC` R	 H
	
TCCST INACCCLRT `'16	 .4°7 ACCC	 0UNT TJTAL.5
PIPE C FITTINGS
	
17. 1 CONVENTIONAL PZPIN-^ TON	 1975.0
	
7000.0c	 180G. DO
	17. 2 HIGT TEMP AIR PIPING TCN	 .r	 .C:'	 .DO
	
- 17. 3 LOW TEMP AIR PIPING TON	 .0	 .00	 .00
	17. 4 RECIP PRODUCT PIPINC TCN	 .0	 .CD	 on
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 17 = .379. ACCOUNT TOTALS
AUXILIARY ELEC OUIPMENT
18. 1 MISC MOTERS+ETC	 67FSS9.1	 1.4['	 .17
	
18. 2 SWITCH3EAR 8 MCC PAN KWE	 6788°3.1
	 1.?S	 .45
	18. 3 CON0UIT.CA5LES•TRAYS FT £4500.00.0	 1.32	 1.36
18. 4 ISOLAT_0 PHASE BUS	 FT	 250.0	 510.00	 4°0.00
18. 5 LIGHTING E CC"tMUN	 KWE	 969855.9	 3^	 .43
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 13 = 1.819 ACCOUNT TOTAL+$
CONTROL. INSTRUMENTATION
F,_ 19. 1 COMPUTER	 EACH	 1.G	 16nCC+G.Gn	 150co.on
0	 19. 2 OTHER CONTROLS	 EACH	 1.0	 ^.S10n0.00	 571006.00
I ,	 PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUN T 19 = .227 ACCOUNT TOTALSS
r0
PFCCDESS WASTE SYSTEMS
20. 1 90TTOM. ASH
	
TPH	 ,n	 .GO	 .00
20. 2 DRY ASH	 TPH
	
29.2 1?2Q322.81	 45733['.70
20._3 WET SLURRY	 TPH	 44.3 12931°4.53	 323293.64
2D. - 4 4NSITE DISPOSAL	 ACRE	 217.9	 0638.33	 9890.11
20. 5 SEED TREATMENT	 EACH	 0	 .G0	 .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 20 = .776 ACCCUNT TOTAL.$
STACK GAS CLEANINC
21. 1 °RECIPITATOR	 EACH	 .0	 .00	 on
21. 2 SCRUE'BER	 KWE
	
.n	 18.80	 8-62
"1.'3 MISC STE-L B DUCTS	 0	 00	 .00
	
PERCENT TOTAL *DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 21
	
.606 ACCOUNT TCTAt .s
"TOTAL DIRECT COSTS•$	 350
	
894375.58
	 53FES.44
	
512083.91	 62329.GZ
	
1134721.39	 7070p54.80
7741191.12 1C7137° .E4
SS2cO00.0n 35,55C0U.nO
.00.00
	
.Do	 .co
	
.00	 .GGS92EDC0.00 3555000.00
	
?EP4F8.77	 115412.85
	
1322!353.28	 305504 .61
7197999694 7411999.94
	
127500.00	 112500.00
	
339449.56	 417038.04
2137261.37 8362455.37
	
66fO0G.00
	
15000.00
	
951000.00
	
571000.00
	
1611060.00	 586000.00
	
.00	 on
	
18293?2.81
	
457330.70
	
12331°_4.58	 323292.64
145°785.73 2155378.06
	
.0n	 .0n
4582303.0£ 2936007.41
.00on
	
.00
	 .IIC_..
	
.00
	 .00
	
.0c	 On
4f, 310 4.0L 1 180 74 153.nU
Yj
Table A 10.7.2	 CLOSrO CYCL _ RHO SYST`"	 CC T OF ELECTRICITY.!'ILLS/KW.HP.PARM- TRIC PC=NT XC. 2
ACCOUNT PATE# LAPCP. RATE. 3/HR
PI"RCENT	 -0.ori 4.50 10SO9E84 f 725E.101 1S .r G
21.50
48°!58.1089893120.TOTAL *=RE LT COSTS .S
INDIRECT COST.$
.G
511.0
91?37`23.
34G•8555^.
544085200.
':3287972. 50217817. 85211892. 122139111.
PROF &OWNER CGSTSvS 8.L 7737:70[,'2. 'SE.C'681E. 77478180. 8135?133. 87191449.
CONTINGENCY COST.* 11.6 100836127. 1C_395°_371. 1CS532497. 111923807. 119898242..
-"'	 SUE TCTALPT .6 112 «98192.11'2939248.1212705744.129602F968.1419112704.
C SCCALATION CCSTsS 6.5 334112895. 410589724. 424612420. 4"3785864. 496893012.
1N REST DURING CCNST.! 1C.G 5C22621I6. 5°3?3GE44. 541131054. 578310+048. EZ323356r. .
TOTAL CAP! TALI ZATION.S .0 2Q21973200.21C7G14512.'178449216.2328121856.2549229248.
- '	 COST OF ELFC-CAPITAL 18.2 r'E.38204 68.13131 70.44181 75.28159 82.43126
COST OF ELEC-FU EL .0 6.23GS1 S.23CS1 '0.28651 5.28551 5.28651
[CST OF ELEC-OP 8 MAIN .L .34533 .74r3' .345?3 .34!= .34533
T07AL COST OF ZLEC .0 72.61399 74.75375 77.07365 81.91343 49.OS310
ACCOUNT RATE. CV!TT_NC_NCY• PER-ENT
PERCENT -5.60 .00 11.00 S.CO 20 .00
-	 TOTAL DIRECT COST`_'+S .0 303477255. 3 5 34772°S. 169477256. 3G84772z6. 9x3477250.
INDIRECT COSTS _1.E 60-217817. E6217817._ 60217817. GE•217817. E0217817.
P O OF &	 OWNER COSTS.$ 8.0 77478130. 77479180. 77478180. 77478180., 77478190.
CCNTINGENCY COSTP$ 2C.11 -4°_4238-2. C'. 10-6532497. 4e423862-. 193695450.
"`S U8 TOTALS -'3 1057743332.11r6173248. 1212705744.1154 5 37104.129986  8588.
ESCALATION COSTS 6..F 376356565'. 38731151E. 424612420. 404266472. 455131340.
INTREST DURING CONST.S' 10.6 471985764. 4R317943r6. 541131064. 515201952. 580024736.
TCTAL CAPITALIZATIONsS .0 190CG92704.ISSM7911(s.2178449216.207406E520.2335024736.
-"	 COST OF ELEC- r-APITAL 1.8.0 S2.44094 04.25371 70.44191 67.66643 75.50480
CCST OF ELEC!-FU-'L .0 6.29651 S.28F51 6.2865.1 6.28651 6.2?651
COST OF ELEC-OP 8 MAIM .0 .34533 .341433 .34533 .3453? .34533
.--,-
, TCTAL 
	 COST OF ELEC .G t8.L727$ 70.e8r 55 77.07365 73.G9e32 82.13664^_
n:
t~•	 ACCOUNT RATE. ESCALATICN RATE• PERCENT
PERCENT 5.00 C.50 8.00 10.00 00
-TCTAL DIRECT COSTSr3 .[ 26947725E. 3E94772FG. 969477246. 9'847 72FG. 9E84T7256.
INDIRECT CAST.$ 51.0 6021"/817. 60217817. 60217817. GC'217817. 60217917.
PROF & OWNER COSTS ► S 8.0 7747818C. 774781PC. 77478180. 7747e18D. 77478180.
CONT I NGENCY COST S 11.0 IOS532437. 106532407. IOS5324S *7. 1065324.97. 1D5532497.
---" -- SUB`TOTAL.S .0 1212705744.121270574§. 1212705744.1212705744.1212705744.
^S A^ATION COST S
IN REST DURING CONST.Q .010.0 316274376.511168604.
4?4G1242D.
541131014.
539753248.
572634576.
704548816.
617151224.
0.
421615644.
TOTAL CAPI TALIZATIONS .D 2040148704.2178449216. 2325108544.2534405760.1634321376.
"COST OF ELEC I-CAPITAL 18.E ES.96976 70.44181 75.18415 81.95103 52.84702
COST OF ELEC--FULL .0 6.29651 6.28651 5.28651 6.^8651 6.28651
COST OF ELEC-OP E	 FAIN .L .34533 .34x33 .34°33 .?4F33 .34533
TCTAL COST OF ELEC .G 72.60160 77.07365 81.81599 88.	 3377 X9.47886
ACCOUNT RATE. 1NT OURINS CONS?.PERCENT
FrRCENT	 E.11 8.rD 10 or! 12. r0 15.00
-	 " TOTAL DIRECT COSTS ► S .0 969477256. 9'0847726. 963477256. 95847726. 968477286.
INDIRECT COSTS F1.D 60217817. '0+217817. E0217817. SC217817. 60217817.
PROF & OWNER COSTS.S 8.0 77478180. 77479190. 77478180. 77473180. 77478180.
CCNTI
T
NGENCY COSTrS 11.0 106_._2497. 10E	 4.7. 11-65324_7. ' 105532497.:
SU8 TOTALS .0 1212705744.1212705744.12127r)5744.1212705744.1212705744.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.E 4246124211 . 42'461246. 424612420. 424612426. 424612420.
I NTREST DURING CONST.3 15.^ 307467132. 421243476. 341131064. 700042824. 869537368.
TCTAL CAPITALIZATIONof 194479E28C.20F8^616Z2. 2178449216.2337360960.2FD6905504.
"-'- 'COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.17 52.83011 56.5651S 70.441°.1 75.58034 81.06269
COST CF ELEC-FUEL .0 E.28EF1 E.28FE1 6.28651 0.28651 6.28651
COST OF ELEC-OP & MAI!1 .0 .34533 .34533 .34533 .34533 .34533
TOTAL COST OF ELEC .L E9.51795 77.19E99 77,07365 82921218 87.69453 tr
k q
t
-}
Table A 10.7.2 Continued CL0Sr0 CYC XHC SYS T '" COST OF ELECT RICITY.MILLS/ KW. HR
PARAMCTRIC POINT NO. 2
ACCCUK'
TCTAL DIRECT COSTS IS
INDIRECT COSTS
FPCF E OWt,ER COSTS.°1
- 'CONTING,ENCY COSTS
SUE TOTAL r5
ESCALATION COST.1
INTREST CURIT:G CONST.F
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONS
CCST OF ELEC-CAPITALCOST OF ELEC-FUEL
COST CF ELEC-CP 8 YA:N
TOTAL COST OF ZLEC
ACCOUNT
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.S
INDIRECT COSTS
PROF 8 OWNER COSTSv$
CONTINGENCY COST.'$SUB TOTAL+S
ESCALATION COSTS
INTREST DURING CONST.S
TCTAL CAPITALIZATIONr!
COST OF ELEC- °APITAL
COST OF ELEC-FUEL
C) COST OF .E EC-OP & MAIN^tSTAL COS OF ELEC
N
1-'
ACCOUNT
TCTAL DIRECT COSTS+$
IN IR-CT COST.$
PROF S OWNER COSTSr4
'^tTT1Tt+lGENCY COSTS
SUB TOTALS
ESCALATION COST. S
INTREST DURING CONST.4
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONS
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL
COST OF ELEC-FUEL
COST OF ELEC-OP 9 FAIN
-TOiXL'CO3T OF ELEC
	
RATE.	 FIY,.0 CHARGE RATE:. PCT
PERCENT 16.00	 14.40	 18.00	 21.60	 25.00
.G 962477256. 9084772-6. 0_684772-E. 9f..84772FG. 96847725E.
	
s1.0	 00217117. 60217917. 60217817. 60217817. 60217817.
	
8.0	 7747818f). 77478120. 77478180. 77478180. 77478180.
ll.G 106532497. 106632497. 166532497. IC6532497. 106532497.
.0 1212705744.121270F7u4.1212705744.1212705744.1212705744.
6.5 424612420. 424612421-. 424612420. 424512420. 424612420.
10.0 541131064. 541131f..64. 541131064. 5411310E4. 541131064.
.0 217944?21S.217844921S.2178449216.2178449210.2179449216.
	
2s.0	 39.13424	 SE.3E24r	 76.44181	 24.53C-17	 97.83585
	
.0	 6.28051	 '2551	 5.28551	 6.28651	 6.28651
	
.0	 .24573	 .34F37	 .34533	 .34F33	 .34533
	
.0	 45.76613	 62.98521	 77.07355	 91.16201 104.46769
	
RATE.	 FUEL COST. S/10-S BTU
PERCENT	 .30
	 BE	 1.50	 2.50	 1.02
.0 168477250. 9£3477256. 9-3477255. 958477255. 968477256.
	
r 1.0	 60217817. EC217817. 60217817- 60217817. 60217817.
	
8.0	 7.7478180	 77478180. 77478180. 77478180. 77478190._
11.0 10E532497. 1f6F32497. 106532497. 106532497. IC6532497.
.0 121"705744.1212705744.1?12705744.1212705744.12112705744.
E.5 424612420. 474E12420. 424612420. 424612426. 424612420.
1rj.G 541131064. 541131064. 541131064. 541131064. 54113.1064.
.0 2178449216.2278449216.2178449216.2178449210.2178449216.
	
18.0	 70.44181	 161.44181	 70.44181	 70.44181	 79.44181
	
.0	 2.21877	 S.28CE1	 11.09384	 18.48973	 7.54381
	
.0	 .34533	 .34533.34533	 .34533	 .311533._
	
.0	 73.00591	 77.073EF	 31.88098	 89.27687	 78.33095
	
RATE.	 CAPACITY FAC TCR. PERCENT
PERCENT 12.60	 45.00	 50.00	 65.r.0	 80.00
.0 S6?477256. 9E84772f6. 968477256. 4F8477256. 968477256.
	
r1.0	 50217317. 60217817. 60217817. 6'1217817. 60217817.
	
8.0	 77478180. 77478180. 77478180. . 774781-80.. .77478.180.-_
11.0 106532497. 166532437. 155532497. 10GS32497. 106532497.
.0 1212705744.1212705744.121271'5744.1212705744.1212705744.
6.5 424612420. 4?4512420. 424512420. 424512420. 424612420.
10.0 541131064. 541132064. 541132064. 541131064. 5411310Lq-_
.0 217344:,216.?173449216.2179449216.2178449216.2178449216.
	
18.0	 381.55980 1C1.74928 	 91.57475	 70.44181	 57.23397
	
.0	 £.29651	 5.28631	 6.28651	 6.28651	 6.29651
	
.0	 _	 .34534	 .34`3?	 .34533__ :__^3R533	 _.3.9.5.33--
	
.0	 388.19165 109.38112 	 98.21-619	 77.07365	 63.86581
4 UY 
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Table A 10.7.3	 CLOSzC CYCLE MHO, SYSTEM
ACCOUNT NO	 AUX POWE- R.MW^- 	PrRC PLANT POW OPERATION COST MAINTENANCE COST
	
4	 6.E°841	 .68427	 38.22156	 _.10..72326
	
7	 4.14E+85	 .42356	 216.75303	 .00000
	8 	 9.78184	 1.0['0'7	 3.17873	 .GPOOG
	
14	 .00000	 .000CC	 59.45078	 .000100
	
18	 5.0.8_°20	 .5201E	 .00000	 .00000
	
20	 6.4267E	 .Gr779	 .00000	 .0000C
TCTALS
	 22.37672
	
2.2EO79:	 337.60410	 10.72326
CLOSED CYCLE MHO SYSTE"". SASE CASE INPUT
NCMINAL PCWER. MWF	 1000:.C1,,GG	 NET POWER. MWE	 977.6243
NOM HEAT RATEr 3TU/KW-HR
	
7230..4023	 `.ET HEAT RATE• BTU/KW-HR 	 7395.8306
OFF DESZGK HEAT RATE	 1.6187
CONDENSER
CESIGN PRESSURE. IN HG A
	
2.C1CCID	 NUPEFR CF SHELLS	 3.0000
	
NUMBER OF TUB IES/SHALL
	
4350.0729	 TUBE L N3TH• FT	 77.4467
U• ETU/HR-FT2-F	 591.4577	 TERKT_NAL TEMP CIFF ♦ F	 5.0000
HEAT REJECTION
DESICN TENPs F	 51.41•00	 APPRCACH ► 	 21.6.744
RANGE# F '	 23.0000	 ^F OE°TCN TEMP * F	 77.0000
OFF DESIGN PRES• Ih HC A	 2.°413	 LF TURBINE BLADE LEN. IN 	 28.5000
1	 1o00.CGn	 2	 .593	 3	 .472	 4	 .Ono	 5	 9.000
	
£	 14.201	 7	 2.000	 8	 E86.GP0	 9	 3X00 1n	 2.000
	
11	 1.000 12
	
539.000 13	 2.006 14	 4.000 15	 1.000
	
16	 2.000 17	 231.n00 18	 3.000 19	 V.OGO 2P	 3.000
	
21	 .000 22	 99500.00n 23	 2340.000 °_4	 2550.000 25	 410,0.0010
	
2E	 430000C.00C 27	 iDO00.nCP 29	 2000C.000 '29	 11PGOn.0DP 3n	 .600
	
31	 1.000 32	 1375.60P 33	 .000 34	 .700 35	 .700
	
36	 5450000.06C 37	 2EO.P0O 38	 1.000 3°	 I.Cort 40	 966000.000
	
41	 231000.000 42	 660000.000 43	 150rO.000 44	 95-1000.000 45	 571000.000
	
-4£	 1.000 47	 .PCG 43	 3.000 49	 I.DOn 50	 .000
	
51	 .50C F2	 ,^ .IFn
1	 LOCO	 ?	 1.CF•C	 3	 1.GCo	 4	 LOCO	 5	 1.000
	
5	 1.000	 7	 2.noo	 8	 1.000	 12	 1.0,00 10	 1.00.0
o -	 11	 1.000 12	 1.CCC 13	 1.00E 14	 781Cn0n.000 15	 °180000.000
ro	 16	 10575000.ODG 17	 6551000.060 19 392600oPO.000 19 	 197PO000.00C 20 169097000.000
N	 21	 5823000.00D 22	 301193.OLP 23	 7C11°3:000 24	 E10335.D6V 2E	 716481.000
	
2541300000.000 27	 .n00 28	 200795.000 29	 200795.000 30	 .7592000.000^_.-_._	
.DOC 32	 1898GCC.CCC 33	 .DOD 34	 2nn79'.0E0 35	 2D0795.CDD
	
36	 100006.00G 37	 50000.000 32	 25000D.00C 39	 .DOC 40	 1.000
	
41	 1.00C 42	 1.01O 43	 1.006 44	 39677rrCv.000 4F	 .DOD
	
4E	 16022000.000 47	 .00r. 48
	 765000.00C 49	 .10,00 5D.	 27500,0.00.0
	
E'1	 .CC[, 52	 1.000 53	 1.000 E4	 1.000 55
	 1.000
	
55	 1.000 11; 7	 1.000 59	 --6785000.000 c9	 3S14320.000 60	 8303000.000
	
6I	 99E360.00C 62	 5918000.P10 63	 7101CC.000 E4	 61X00.000 ES	 73440.000
O	 66	 4578000.000 67	 549360.noo 69	 300000.000 69	 .000 70	 .000in
	
71	 .DOG 72	 .CCC 73	 .000 74	 .CEP 75	 .000
vO
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